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Don’t define Miami’s Dejan Vasiljevic as only a 3-point shooter
ESPN
Dan Hajducky
Feb. 4, 2019
University of Miami sharpshooter Dejan
Vasiljevic has made a life out of redefining
himself over and over.
Born in Calgary and Alberta-bound until age
6, Vasiljevic and his family would eventually move to Melbourne, Australia, more than
8,500 miles away -- essentially, the opposite
side of the world.
“I’m Canadian,” the 6-foot-3 combo guard
notes without a trace of Australian accent.
“But Australia has been home for most of my
life.”
The son of semipro Serbian handball players, basketball wasn’t a priority in his youth.
In fact, sports included pretty much everything
but basketball.
“My mom was really into soccer,” Vasiljevic
says. “So, growing up, I played that and tennis
for fun with friends. Cricket, too. I didn’t really
pick basketball up until I was 12.”
That might come as a shock to Canes fans:
Vasiljevic is currently third in the ACC in
3-pointers made. He’s also ninth in 3-point
percentage and seventh in true shooting percentage (minimum 50 3-point attempts). With
172 career treys, he’s 10th on Miami’s career
list.
In Melbourne, when Dejan’s father, Todor, saw
that his son had a knack for basketball, he
wanted to mold his game after the late, great
Croatian player Drazen Petrovic, the early European expat who helped pave the way for the
truly global modern NBA.
“My dad idolized him,” Vasiljevic recalls. “He
would cut old black-and-white footage so I
could see how passionate he was. He wanted
me to play like he did.
“He would point and say, ‘That’s who you can
become.’”
That passion took Vasiljevic to the Australian
Institute of Sport, and soon afterward, he blossomed on the under-17, U18 and U19 Australian national teams. In 2014, Vasiljevic was
an all-tournament team member at the U-17
FIBA World Championship, leading Australia to a silver medal against a United States
squad that included current NBA players Jayson Tatum and Josh Jackson.
Given his pedigree, American colleges came
after Vasiljevic in hot pursuit.

“Stanford, Miami, LSU, Louisville, Cal-Berkeley,” Vasiljevic says nonchalantly. “Miami was
the best opportunity, academically and on
the court. The coaches wanted to give me an
opportunity, and my family loved Miami, so it
seemed like the best fit.”
Hurricanes head coach Jim Larrañaga was
elated.
“DJ is a tough, hard-nosed defender with
a unique set of offensive skills,” Larrañaga
says. “He’s got a high basketball IQ, he [can]
fill up the basket from deep and has a great
feel for the game.
“[We] like recruiting guys from winning situations. DJ is a great competitor, has proven
himself in championships on the international
level and he’s been a terrific fit in our program.”
Vasiljevic had an immediate impact, playing
every game as a freshman in 2016-17. He
set a Miami rookie record for 3-pointers made
despite coming off the bench and playing just
17.5 minutes per game. He was starting by
his sophomore season, nearly doubling his
rebounding total while becoming one of the
ACC’s most lethal long-distance men, improving his 3-point field goal percentage from 35
percent to 41 percent.
“The first two years were a learning curve,”
Vasiljevic admits. “It’s insane how quick the
game is being played. Here, you’re playing
against bigger, stronger guys who can pass
and move.
“I had to consider that and really work on my
defense. I’m never gonna be the quickest guy
out there, so I always know where I need to
be, in the right position at all times. I scout the
other team really well.”
Another thing about Vasiljevic: He is meticulous. Ask his roommate.
“DJ is very organized,” laughs center Ebuka
Izundu, Vasiljevic’s roommate for the past two
years. Vasiljevic’s punctiliousness is a subject
of debate between the two. “We’re both clean
... but he’s very clean.
“He plans ahead, he gets things right,” Izundu
adds. “He comes an hour before games, gets
treatment, shoots for a beat, then [centers] his
body.”
Vasiljevic’s meticulousness manifests itself in
a pregame routine that resembles a hardened
mine worker rather than that of a 21-year-old
college junior.
“DJ lives in the gym,” Larrañaga says. “He is

constantly perfecting his shot and works tirelessly to improve all facets of his game.”
“On game days, I do things at a certain time,”
Vasiljevic says. “I always stretch with my
strength coach at a certain time, always get
taped at a certain time. Then I have little pregame rituals with the team -- I always follow
my schedule the day before and the day of a
game, so I know what to do and when to do it.”
Outside of team scouting sessions, Vasiljevic
comes in for solo video scouting. And that
nearly 40 percent career mark from 3-point
range? Not an accident.
“And I always have to make 300 shots before
a game,” Vasiljevic asserts. “Well ... 305, actually ... I always do things in order. Always.”
Vasiljevic’s diligence is also literally embodied
in his physical transformation from his sophomore to junior season.
“DJ got injured last year and worked tirelessly
to recover in time for this season,” Larrañaga
remembers. “He got in the best shape of his
career and has the opportunity to leave the
University of Miami as one of the top shooters
in program history.”
Shockingly, it wasn’t Vasiljevic who led the
metamorphosis.
“All the credit goes to my girlfriend, Gemma,”
he says.
If that sounds cliché, think again; Gemma St.
Louis is a pre-med neuroscience and Spanish major at Miami. She engineered a diet and
lifestyle plan -- two meals a day, breakfast and
an early dinner, and cut out carbs -- that enabled Vasiljevic to lose 25 pounds, shedding
10 percent body fat, while recovering.
Miami has stumbled a bit since starting ACC
play. The Hurricanes are 4-9 from the beginning of December and 9-11 for the season.
Come March, Vasiljevic knows he will have a
decision to make.
“I graduate in May,” he says. “I could come
back for my senior year and work on a master’s or declare [for the NBA draft].”
“But I’m not worried about that right now. I’m
just trying to concentrate on the season. I just
try to be efficient and do my job. Do what I can
for my teammates and do the little things to
help my team win.”
For a young man who is the composite of cultures and countries on opposite sides of the
planet, Vasiljevic has no qualms about his
place in the world.

Whatever It Takes
Christy Cabrera Chirinos
HurricaneSports.com
Sep. 25, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – He arrived at Miami
two years ago with a glittering resume.
Jordan Brand Classic Regional Team selection. All-Met Player of the Year. DC State
Athletic Association MVP. Washington, D.C.
Gatorade Player of the Year. And an ESPN
Top 50 ranking.
Chris Lykes, for most of his basketball playing
career, had known nothing but success.
Then, during his sophomore year as a Hurricane, things changed.
Miami, hampered by injuries and depth issues, struggled through a 14-18 season.
There were just five conference wins and
there was no postseason berth to celebrate.
Lykes posted impressive numbers -- his 16.2
points-per-game average led the Hurricanes
and ranked ninth in the ACC. His individual
performances earned him praise from some
of the biggest names in college basketball,
but the guard wasn’t happy.
His individual success meant little if the Hurricanes weren’t winning and so, with his junior
season looming and a high-profile season
opener against Louisville now less than two
months away, Lykes has vowed to do everything in his power to make sure this year, Miami is a winner.
“Whatever it’s going to take for this team to
win more games, I’m going to do,” Lykes said.
“Whether that means getting more assists or
being the defensive leader of the team, I’m
going to do it. Winning is what I care about.
I think I help set the tone, but at the same
time, we have a lot of guys who are hungry.
Our freshmen are eager to show that they can
play at this level. We’ve got a lot of guys on
the same page right now, but I do feel like it
starts with my intensity on both ends of the
floor, so, it’s a good job for me.”
That mindset, that willingness to go above and
beyond and to make sure his teammates are
involved is exactly what Hurricanes coaches
want to hear from their standout junior.
Before Lykes and the Hurricanes traveled to
Italy this summer for a foreign tour that included three games against European opponents,
Miami coach Jim Larrañaga challenged the
5-foot-7 Lykes to take his game to the next
level by not only working on his defense, but
finding ways to make his teammates better

and be a leader on and off the court.

fan favorite in South Florida and beyond.

The message was heard, with Larrañaga
saying he noticed an improved defensive
intensity from Lykes and an effort from the
guard to distribute the ball evenly.

His ability to drain long shots and connect on
no-look passes often draw cheers, while the
fearlessness he shows against opponents
with a clear size advantage has earned him
respect.

That, Larrañaga said will make a difference
once the season begins and the Hurricanes
are facing some of the top teams in the nation
in conference play.
“I think he made a sincere effort in doing
all the things the coaches were asking him
to do,” Larrañaga said. “Be a leader on the
court, be a leader when you’re on the bench,
be a leader when you’re in the huddle. Talk
more. Be more positive. Chris has a tendency
to be emotional and we don’t want him to lose
that. We just want him to channel it in a positive way. … He handled everything [in Italy]. I
was very, very pleased and excited to see the
steps he’s taken in the right direction.”
While he understands why it’s important he
become the leader his coaches have asked
him to be, Lykes concedes that’s a task that
hasn’t always come naturally.
As a freshman, he didn’t feel right speaking
up while surrounded by older teammates.
Even last year as his production on the court
increased, Lykes tried to find his voice. But
there were times he still deferred to the veterans in the locker room, especially as the
losses kept mounting.
Now one of those veterans himself, Lykes
knows he’s got to step out of his comfort level,
especially given how many newcomers are
on the Miami roster this season.
He even did some of that Wednesday during
the Hurricanes’ first practice of the season,
pulling a younger teammate aside to offer
encouragement and guidance during the
workout.
“I think naturally I’ve always been more of a
show-by-example guy, but coaches have really stressed to me that they need me to be a
little more vocal. I started a little bit last year,
but I think I’ve matured a lot more and I can
do even better job,” Lykes said. “I want the
young guys to see how intense it’s going to
be because we’re not having a season like
we did last year.”
And while Miami’s coaches have asked Lykes
to change some of his approach heading into
his junior season, one thing they want to see
stay the same is Lykes’ passion for the game.
In his first two years at Miami, he’s become a

“He’s an exciting player. You can expect the
unexpected from him,” Larrañaga said. “I’m
not surprised by the unexpected, but he’ll
make a great move and there’s probably
no one else on the court that can do it. He’s
made so many plays in his first two years
where the crowd just responded. … He’s like
a little dynamo. … He’ll have a very good year
if the other guys play well, too.”

Next in Miami’s PA Pipeline
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Sep. 26, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Lonnie Walker IV
was the first one-and-done player in program
history.
Ja’Quan Newton scored 1,145 points, a top30 mark all-time at The U.
Davon Reed won ACC Scholar-Athlete of the
Year and went No. 32 in the NBA Draft.
All three hail from the Philadelphia area and,
clearly, made their mark in Coral Gables under Jim Larrañaga. Walker matriculated from
Reading, Pa., while Newton came right from
the City of Brotherly Love and Reed did so
from nearby Ewing, N.J., and a Philly-based
AAU team.
Miami freshman Isaiah Wong came to The U
by way of Monsignor Bonner in Philadelphia
and knows of the ties bonding his prior home
with his new one.
“It’s just a good opportunity to be in a position
they were at,” Wong said. “I was really following Lonnie Walker. When Miami first recruited
me, I was looking up good players and I saw
Lonnie Walker played [one season here]. I
saw he was from Philly, so he was one of the
people I really followed.”
A 6-foot-4-inch guard originally from Piscataway, N.J., Wong spent the final two years of
his high school tenure at Bonner. It was there
that he truly burst onto the scene as a bigtime recruit, one who would ultimately finish
No. 78 in Rivals’ rankings.
Wong averaged 22.2 points, 6.9 rebounds
and 3.3 assists per game as a junior playing in the Philadelphia Catholic League, the
same league Newton left in 2014 as its alltime leading scorer and a Rivals top-40 prospect.
“I’ve talked to Newton a whole bunch of
times,” Wong said. “I [have also] talked to
Lonnie a couple of times. They usually come
in throughout these past months, just walking
in and playing with us.”
During the recruiting process, Wong says
Coach L did not harp on the Philadelphia connection too much. However, the names did
come up, including one in particular.
“He wasn’t really talking about them a lot, but
they were mentioned, especially Lonnie [because] he was from [the Philly area] and he
was like a top [recruit],” Wong said. “I feel like

I can be in the same situation as him, in coming from Philly.”
Wong has already had the opportunity to don
a Miami uniform three times, averaging 14.0
points on 46.2 percent shooting on the Hurricanes’ foreign tour to Italy in August.
The backcourt scorer displayed an impressive game, one that syncs up well with what
he feels are his best attributes on the court.
“I say I can hit open shots, I can dribble and
I’m a good offensive player,” Wong said. “I
can play defense. I pretty much can do anything on the court, I feel like. [I’m able to] get
players shots and get my own, too.”
Wong, who enjoys watching James Harden,
feels his strength and defensive focus are two
aspects of his game he needs to improve on.
As those improvements come, Wong will
look to become the next standout on the list
of Hurricanes to go from Philadelphia to the
Miami record books.

Beverly Next in Line
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Oct. 2, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Harlond Beverly is
aware of who came before him and knows he
has big shoes to fill.
A 6-foot-4-inch guard, the Miami freshman
was one of the most highly-touted players in
the country in the class of 2019. The Detroit
native, who comes to The U by way of Montverde Academy (Fla.), placed No. 54 nationally in the 247Sports composite rankings.
Beyond his stature as a ballyhooed recruit,
though, Beverly is also stepping into a spot
at Miami that has consistently featured highlevel success during Jim Larrañaga’s eightyear tenure.
While different in their own ways, players
such as Bruce Brown Jr., Sheldon McClellan, Trey McKinney-Jones, Davon Reed and
Lonnie Walker IV have all occupied the role
of a long wing for Coach L, en route to NBA
careers.
“That was the focal point of the recruitment,”
Beverly said. “UM showing me highlights of
guys that they had prior to me and showing
how they can take things . . . they weren’t
necessarily as good at and making them better. So, I feel like that was great. It was very
appealing for me, so I can improve.”
Beverly cited Brown and Walker as players
the staff showed him a lot of, also mentioning Shane Larkin, the 2013 ACC Player of the
Year and also an NBA player, albeit as a point
guard.
Miami, one of two ACC schools to have a
player selected in the NBA Draft each of the
last three years, clearly knows what it takes to
develop wings. However, Beverly also knows
much of the onus to keep the lineage alive
falls on him.
“I have to give 100 percent every day,” Beverly said. “That’s what [the coaches said] they
did, that’s how they improved every day. So,
if I want to be where they are at, I’ve got to do
the same thing.”
Beverly sees similarities between his style
and that of both Brown and Walker, specifically referencing his defensive abilities and
overall knowledge of the game.
The 2018 Michigan Class D Player of the
Year at Southfield Christian, Beverly does not
model his game after anyone who came before him in Coral Gables, or anyone else for

that matter, but rather says, “I just want to be
the best version of me.”
What does that entail? Well, Beverly lists his
height, athleticism, defense, passing and
scoring ability as his strengths on the hardwood.
Those are some of the traits possessed by
Hurricanes who filled his role before him and
found major success.
“It means I’ve got a lot of work to do,” Beverly
said of being next in line behind that group.
“I’m excited for the season. I can improve; I’m
just excited for it.”
That excitement will become reality Nov. 5 at
the Watsco Center, when Miami hosts Louisville, expected to be ranked top-10 nationally,
in the season opener.

Walked His Own Way
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Oct. 7, 2019

tively young for his grade, that meant consistently taking on opponents who were not just
extremely talented, but also older than him.

CORAL GABLES, Fla. – When Baltimore native Anthony Walker went to Hope Academy
in Stockbridge, Ga., for his freshman year of
high school it was not because of basketball.
At all.

He felt his competitiveness improve throughout the season, which featured a run to the
NEPSAC AAA title game. He also felt his confidence rise, both from his good days against
elite competition and from bad days when he
still hung tough.

In fact, Walker, now a freshman forward at
Miami, was not even on the hoops team while
there.

While Walker certainly improved on the hardwood while at Brewster, he thinks his time in
New England also helped him off the court.

Rather, his first time playing competitive
basketball was as a sophomore, when he returned to the Old Line State and helped lead
Perry Hall High School to the first state title in
program history. His junior year, Walker again
guided Perry Hall to the 4A state crown.

“It definitely prepared me very well for college, me being away from my mom and . . .
having to manage my own time and take care
of my own self,” Walker said. “So, I think I matured pretty well.”

After that—well, basketball factored more into
his next decision. Walker made the choice
to attend Brewster Academy in Wolfebroro,
N.H., for his senior year.

Now that he is at the college level, the 6-foot9-inch wing with pogo stick-like bounce, has
set some general goals for his freshman campaign.

A stellar academic school with a powerhouse
hoops program that has featured numerous
NBA players such as Will Barton, Donovan
Mitchell, Thomas Robinson and TJ Warren,
Brewster was the spot Walker felt he had to
go for his final year before college.

The goals, though, may not be what one
would think, as they are not about numbers
or accolades. Rather, they are about continuing to grow and develop, like the decision to
attend Brewster was.

“I just talked about it for a long time with my
family and my mom,” Walker said. “She didn’t
want me to go to a different state so soon because I was still in high school, but that just
being such a prestigious school, being in one
of the best high school leagues [and having]
other players on the team that were going everywhere else, like Texas and Ohio State, I
just had to go. It was great competition and I
just wanted to get better.”
Along with those Texas- (Kai Jones) and Ohio
State-bound (Alonzo Gaffney) teammates
was Jalen Lecque, who signed a deal with
the Phoenix Suns straight out of Brewster. All
three were top-55 prospects in the 247Sports
Composite rankings, while Joel Brown (Cal)
was another highly-touted 2019 recruit whom
Walker faced every day in practice.
“Just going against and playing with players that were better than me, going against
players that were also the man on their old
high school team before Brewster,” Walker
explained, “I learned how to play a role that I
would have had to learn playing here at The
U. So, it was a great experience.”
The NEPSAC, arguably the top prep league in
America, features numerous post-graduate,
fifth-year players. For Walker, already rela-

“Just to get adjusted to the collegiate level,”
Walker said. “Just playing against the best
and hopefully making a great impact on this
team so going into my sophomore year I can
become more of a leader.”
Walker recognizes the needs to improve both
his handles and his jump-shot, but knows his
leaping ability will help him from the start.
“I heard I’ve got a pretty good second jump,
so I feel like I’m a good rebounder,” Walker
said of his strengths. “I feel like I’m a great
athlete. I feel like I can jump and chase balls
in the air that most players can’t.”
One other thing most players also can’t do
is play in the nation’s premier college conference, the ACC. However, four years after
not even playing high school hoops, Anthony
Walker is ready to do just that.

Hardwood Homecoming
Christy Cabrera Chirinos
HurricaneSports.com
Oct. 9, 2019
MIAMI, Fla. – Chris Lykes spent most of his
morning answering question after question at
Operation Basketball, the ACC’s annual preseason media day event in Charlotte, North
Carolina.
But the moment his return flight landed in Miami, Lykes’ focus was on one thing: finding
the fastest way possible to the AmericanAirlines Arena where he hoped to meet his Hurricanes teammates in time to watch the Miami
Heat host the San Antonio Spurs.
For most of the basketball fans at the AAA
on Tuesday, the Heat’s preseason opener
likely just marked the unofficial start of a new
NBA season. For Lykes and the Hurricanes,
though, it was the opportunity to hopefully see
two of their own play at the game’s highest
level.
In the Miami Heat’s red and black, former
Hurricanes guard Davon Reed. Suiting up
for the San Antonio Spurs, former Hurricanes
guard Lonnie Walker IV, the No. 18 pick in the
2018 NBA Draft and a former teammate of
Lykes’ at Miami.
For Lykes and the Hurricanes, that made an
otherwise routine preseason game anything
but.
“That’s probably one of my best friends. To
be able to him do what I want to do in my
life one day, it’s cool. I tried to get here right
off the plane to support him,” said Lykes, who
sat with teammates Nysier Brooks, Harlond
Beverly, Deng Gak, Filippos Gkogkos, Willie
Herenton, Anthony Walker and Isaiah Wong.
“These guys, most of them haven’t even met
Lonnie or Davon and they’re still here supporting them. That shows you what the culture is at Miami.”
That support and that Miami culture is part
of what made Tuesday night’s game memorable for both Walker and Reed themselves.
Though the two did not play together at
Miami, they built a relationship after Reed
served as Walker’s official host when the former McDonald’s and Jordan Brand All-American visited Coral Gables during the recruiting
process.
Since, both have been rooting for each other.
“He showed a lot this summer in Summer
League. He’s a great talent. I knew that when
Coach [Jim Larrañaga] was recruiting him
and I hosted him on his visit,” Reed said. “I’m

glad that we got to see him put on that Miami
Hurricanes uniform. … I’ve got much love for
him and he’s got much love for me. But when
we’re between those lines, it’s nothing but
competition.”
Said Walker, “That’s the dream. I think this
shows what type of players we produce at the
University of Miami and what type of players
Coach Larrañaga picks and how he produces them to become NBA players. Tonight is
about showing what we’ve got.”
Along with having played at Miami for Larrañaga, Walker and Reed share similar goals
entering the season: both are looking to
prove they’re worthy of roster spots for their
respective teams.
Walker tore the meniscus in his right knee
during his first preseason game last year
and spent part of his season with the Spurs’
G League team in Austin where he averaged
16.6 points while learning the Spurs’ system.
He eventually appeared in 17 NBA games
last season, but now healthy, Walker wants
to be a consistent part of the rotation for the
five-time champion Spurs.
“He’s made a big step forward through the
summer. He gained an understanding in how
to play, how to use his athleticism in a positive way and better decision-making, that sort
of thing,” San Antonio coach Gregg Popovich
said of Walker. “There’s a lot of great athletes
in this league, but those who figure out how
to play and make their teams better are the
ones you really value. So we are trying to get
him down that path.”
Reed, meanwhile, knows he faces a challenge to make the 15-man roster in Miami
where he recently signed an Exhibit 10
contract with the Heat. His deal is limited to
a $50,000 guarantee if he were to play for
Miami’s G League affiliate in Sioux Falls this
season, but Reed is hoping to show the Heat
he’s worthy of a two-way deal or even something more.
“I just feel like [the Heat and I] kind of share
the same identity. Nothing’s been given to me
in my short career so far. I feel like I’ve kind
of been counted out and I feel like they like
the underdogs that are scrappy,” said Reed,
who was a second-round draft pick of the
Phoenix Suns in 2017 and split last time last
season between the Indiana Pacers and their
G League affiliate, the Fort Wayne Mad Ants.
“Despite what’s happened to me so far, I’m
not going to let that slow me down. I know
what I can and will accomplish and what I’m
capable of and I’m looking forward to being

here and finding my footing here.”
Said Heat coach Erik Spoelstra of Reed, “He
fits in very well. He has Heat DNA just in terms
of his competitiveness, his drive, his want, his
toughness. All of those things tend to play
well with us. He just has to keep showing it
every day. There are no guarantees, but our
program, we feel, is a good one for people
who embrace it and are able to be consistent
and reliable, even as they go to Sioux Falls.”
Whatever the season holds for both Reed and
Walker, hopes are high, not only for them, but
for the college program for which they once
played and is looking to return to postseason
form after a tough showing last year.
There’s hope, too, the number of Hurricanes
in the NBA will continue to grow.
“It’s a testament to Coach L and his staff, the
job they’ve been able to do in recruiting to
get these good players, have them fit into the
system and have them buy in to what Coach
L preaches,” Reed said. “I think he teaches
some things we can all use when we hopefully become pros, especially on the defensive end. But he also teaches you how to play
the right way and the score will take care of
itself. I look forward to the next wave of players coming in and hopefully making it to the
NBA. He’s done a good job the last few years
getting somebody drafted. It’s been awesome
and I look forward to that continuing.”

Stone Comes Home
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Oct. 14, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Keith Stone had a
bevy of options to pick from when deciding
where to spend his final year as a college
basketball player.
After making the choice to transfer from the
University of Florida, Stone considered programs such as Arizona, Arkansas, Maryland,
Nevada and USC. Ultimately, though, the
allure of playing close to home won out and
he made the call to head to the University of
Miami as a graduate transfer.
“It’s a pretty funny story, Coach L has been
in my corner since day one, ever since I was
a kid,” Stone said of Miami head coach Jim
Larrañaga. “He always wanted me to go to
the University of Miami. He [was at] almost all
of my travel ball games when I was younger
and the opportunity to come here just seemed
right with the guys.
“The year they had [last season], I want to
help them improve and teach the young guys
like Anthony Walker,” Stone continued about
why he selected Miami. “But overall, I just
came here for family because everyone can
come see me play now.”
A native of nearby Deerfield Beach, Fla.,
Stone graduated from Zion Lutheran High
School as a consensus four-star, top-100
prospect. After redshirting at Florida as a
freshman in 2015-16, he helped the Gators to
68 victories over the past three years, including five in the NCAA Tournament.
The 6-foot-8-inch redshirt senior forward averaged 6.2 points per game during his time at
Florida, including 8.8 per outing in 2017-18,
and started 39 contests.
His career as a Gator, however, came to a
sudden halt Jan. 19 in a road game at Georgia. Stone was off to a nice start in the rivalry
contest, tallying eight points in nine minutes,
but when he went for a chase-down block, he
landed awkwardly and tore his ACL, ending
his season.
“The day it happened, I thought my career
was over,” Stone explained. “I thought the
sport wasn’t for me. ‘I got hurt on my ACL,
there’s nothing coming back from this,’ [was
what went through my mind], but the more
days I work at it, the confidence is growing
again. I’m in a new area and new place with
new coaches and I just feel a lot happier.”
Fast-forward nine months and Stone is clos-

ing in on finishing the rehab process. While
he still has work to do, he sees himself getting
stronger, cutting and jumping better, as well
as doing more lateral movement.
“It’s been a grind,” Stone said. “It [had] been
a tough couple weeks [at first], but overall,
it has been great to me because I’m losing
weight. The coaches have been great, just
pushing me to be really good.”
Stone has spent a lot of time in the training
room working with physical therapist Julia
Rapicavoli and athletic trainer Cory Kaplan.
Strength & conditioning coach Phil Baier,
hired just a few weeks ago, has also gone
straight to work on trying to get Stone back
to full strength.
While the names and faces of the staff helping him may be fairly new to the first-year
Hurricane, Stone is grateful for the support he
has received during his rehabilitation.
“Cory has been a great help, he’s helped me
through a lot of things,” Stone said. “Julia . .
. has been great helping me with everything
and I appreciate everything she’s done for me
out here, working me out and spending a lot
of one-on-one time with me. [She is] just getting me back the proper way instead of the
quickest way.”
Stone is not yet ready to return to game action and he is not setting a timeline for himself
of when he wants to back on the court in that
capacity. Rather, he thinks he will have a feeling of when that time is right.
“I’m not going to push it and I’m not going to
just sit there and baby it,” Stone explained,
“but I’ll know in a practice when I’m ready to
come back.”
When that time does indeed come, the Hurricanes will welcome Stone’s presence on the
hardwood with open arms, while his family, of
course, will be just a short drive away to come
watch him play.

Brooks Brings Winning Ways to The U
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Oct. 16, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – In three years at the
University of Cincinnati, Nysier Brooks was a
part of 89 victories, including two AAC Tournament championships.
Few players in college basketball can boast
the same type of winning pedigree as the
6-foot-11 center from Philadelphia. And now,
after he decided to transfer to the University
of Miami, it is the Hurricanes who will benefit
from Brooks’ experience.
“I feel like I can bring a winning culture and a
winning leadership because I have been on
teams that have had 28-plus wins each season my last three years. So, I just feel like me
showing the younger fellas not what to do, but
how to do it and how to go about certain things
[is something I can add],” Brooks said. “When
it’s time to be serious, be serious. There are
going to be times for fun and games, that’s
part of basketball, but I just really want to impact them on how hard they need to work, to
let them know that playing hard is not something you can just turn on and off.
“You got to work hard in the weight room, you
got to work hard in practice, you got to work
hard in the training room and then you have
to come in here and work hard by yourself,”
Brooks continued. “Because [you get better]
when you come in the gym at night working
hard, two or three hours a night, analyzing
and dissecting your game and trying to overcome [your obstacles].”
After averaging 8.1 points, 6.3 rebounds and
1.5 blocks per game while starting 35 contests in 2018-19, Brooks had myriad choices
when he elected to transfer following the season. One of those was the chance to follow
his departed coach, Mick Cronin, to UCLA.
Another was 2019 NCAA runner-up, Texas
Tech, while other programs such as Baylor,
Georgia, LSU, Virginia Tech and West Virginia were involved.
Brooks ended up making the choice to attend Miami. The connection he felt with Jim
Larrañaga and his coaching staff during the
recruiting process when he was a high school
standout was still there and that meant a lot to
the defensive stalwart.
“Miami was a place that was highly recruiting me before I committed to Cincinnati. We
had a wonderful relationship coming into my
commitment to Cincinnati,” Brooks explained.
“Even after I committed, they wished me the
best of luck and just wished that I would con-

tinue being the person that I was even after
the process of coming to Cincinnati.
“When I entered my name in the portal, a lot
of schools were hitting me up. A lot of schools
that I’m not going to mention were giving me
some backlash, but Miami just showed that
they were a respectful group. The coaches
were well put together—class and commitment,” Brooks added. “So, when I left Cincinnati, I was like, ‘Okay, I’m going to see what
options I have, who I like and who loves me’
because you have to go with who loves you. I
just felt like Miami had the same energy they
had before and after I committed to Cincinnati, and when I put my name in the portal.”
Ever since getting to Coral Gables, Brooks
has taken on a vocal leadership role with his
new teammates. While it can be difficult to
lead while not playing—Brooks will sit out the
2019-20 season in accordance with NCAA
transfer roles—and difficult to lead as a newcomer, neither has been an issue for the new
Miami big man.
For Brooks, leadership is not about how long
you have been around or whether you are on
the court. Rather, it is about much more than
that, including learning from those around
you.
“There isn’t one leader that is always liked . . .
Some people love me, some people hate me;
that’s their decision,” Brooks said. “I am going
to be the same way with everybody and, of
course, deliver a message to different people
depending on the person because everyone
receives a message differently and responds
differently. To the people who see me as a
newcomer and don’t really want to follow my
lead, that’s up to them because it’s not technically my lead. I’m leading the way the coaches want me to lead. I’m another attachment of
the coaches, just in a player form.
“Yes, I’m not playing this year, but I’m just
trying to impact the team, giving them the
best knowledge I know about winning. It may
seem a little different with me sitting on the
sideline, but I’m a person who has played the
game for a while and I hope they can take
my advice into consideration because I’m not
trying to steer them in the wrong way,” Brooks
continued. “I’m just trying to help out as best
as I can. I’m always going to be here for them
to learn something. And I can learn something; leaders are the best learners. I can
learn something from the younger guys that
I might not be able to see the first time, but
they teach me something. So, it’s a give and
take thing; you give respect to get respect.”
Although he is not playing this coming sea-

son, Brooks does have some goals he hopes
to achieve during his time off. While they may
not be quantifiable like averaging a certain
number of points or reaching a particular
blocked shots total, they are important nonetheless.
For Brooks, this year in residence is about
improving so he can make an impact on the
court when he does suit up in 2020-21, as
well as making his mark off the floor.
“I’m just trying to make sure I learn the game
a lot more because you can never learn the
game enough. [I am trying to] get my body
and mind stronger,” Brooks said. “Something
I’m actually looking forward to off the court is
actually joining the [student-athlete advisory]
committee to just help with rules and regulations on NCAA sports. So that’s going to be
fun, [as is] giving back to elementary schools
around the community in Miami and just trying to help as best as I can.”
Whether it is with his teammates or in the
community, there is no doubt the Miami basketball program is better off with the addition
of Nysier Brooks, not just for his physical talents, but for his leadership abilities that have
been on display since day one in orange and
green.

Canes Hoops: 2019-20 Season Preview
Austin Pert
State Of The U
Oct. 16, 2019
The Hurricanes are off a disappointing 2018-19 campaign, falling short of expectations and missing the NCAATournament.
Key returnees and newcomers wil hope to lead Miami to a
bounce-backyear.
The 2018-19 season was largely one of frustration, disappointment and confusion for the Miami Hurricanes.They were fresh
off a heartbreaking loss to Loyola Chicago in the first round of
the NCAATournament, but had at least made the big dance in
eachofthepreviousthreeseasons.UMhadbeenpickedtofinish 10th in the preseasonAtlantic Coast Conference media poll
amid concerns surrounding an uncertain roster, but every one
of Jim Larrañaga’s Miami teams had finished higher in the final
leaguestandingsthanpredictedinthepreseason.
What unfolded however, was one of the more disappointing
seasons of Larrañaga’s tenure in Coral Gables. Junior Dewan
Hernandezbeingruledineligibletoplayrightastheseasoncommencedwasanomenthatspelledtroubleintheseasonahead.
By March, the Canes sat at just 14-18 overall and 5-13 inACC
action. 2018-19 was the first losing season under Larrañaga,
and was the worst overall season by record since 2006-07.
Before former walk-on Wilie Herenton earned a full scholarship
lateinthecampaign,Miamihadbeendowntojustsevenscholarshipplayers.
In2019-20,theHurricanesarelookingtobouncebackfromtheir
firstyearwithoutanypostseasonbasketballsince2013-14,and
justthesecondinLarrañaga’sUMcareerafterthreeconsecutive
NCAATournament appearances. Primarily a younger squad,
Miami wil stil look to its upperclassmen to lead the team to a
bounce-backyear.
Offseason Recap
Aftersigningnorecruitsinthe2018classduetoaninvestigation
intoMiami’sroleintheAdidascorruptionscandal,Larrañagaand
his staff recovered to sign three 2019 high school graduates in
Harlond Beverly, Isaiah Wong andAnthony Walker. The three
haveallenrolledatUM.
Larrañaga was also able to pull a couple of transfers to Coral
Gables through the ever-magical transfer portal. Graduate
transfer Keith Stone should be an instrumental piece in the post
tohelptheCanesrebuildmuch-neededdepthdownlow.Nysier
Brooks also comes to Miami from Cincinnati, but wil sit out the
upcoming season and play in his final year of eligibility in 202021.OklahomatransferKameronMcGustysatoutthe2018-19
seasonaftercomingtoCoralGablesandissettoplayhisfirstof
histworemainingseasonsofeligibility.
ThehighlightoftheoffseasonwasAugust’steamtriptoItaly.The
Hurricanes played three games against European competition
in Rome, Florence and Northern Italy, all resulting in wins. From
both a basketball and team bonding perspective, the trip was a
hugesuccess.
By the Numbers
For the first time, the ACC has scheduled league games on
opening night. Miami wil open their season on November 5 at
homewhentheytakeontheLouisvileCardinals.
Chris Lykes made theAll-ACC second-team. The point guard
averaged16.2pointsineachofhis32starts,togoalongwith3.2
assistspergameandathree-pointfieldgoalpercentageof.318.
Three freshman wil sport orange and green this season, who
togethermadeuptheACC’sNo.6recruitingclassin2019,while
raining 30th nationally. Four-stars Beverly and Wong made up
twoofthenation’stop-100recruitsaccountingto247.6-8forward

Walker comes to Coral Gables from New Hampshire, where
he’l befeaturedinamuchdeeperfrontcourtrotation.
Four key players from 2018-19 don’t return for the upcoming
season. Anthony Lawrence II graduated and finds himself as
afreeagentinprofessionalbasketballfollowingabriefstintinthe
Israeli league. Zach Johnson also graduated after a single year
with the Canes. Johnson came as a graduate transfer from
Florida Gulf Coast.Anthony Mack left the program after his redshirt freshman season with UM, while last year’s center Ebuka
Izundu has found a home with Real Betis in Spain after spendingthesummerintheGoldenStateWarriors’organization.
Larrañaga wil have to choose five players to make up the starting lineup. With so much in flux after losing several players from
last year while also welcoming a handful of newcomers, the
startinglineuphasbeenacuriosityamongfans.
Lykes,DJVasiljevic,andSamWaardenburgaretheonlyreturningplayerswithmorethanonestart.McGustywasaspotstarter
withtheSoonersinhistwoyearswiththeprogramandwil likely
sliderightintoUM’sstartinglineup.
The biggest question wil be who takes over at center. Izundu
provided the team with a security blanket down low, and his
absence leaves a void that wil prove tough to replace. Rodney
Miler and Deng Gak are the returning players from prior seasonsinthelowpost,withGakintheclosingstagesofinjuryrehab
fromlastyearbeforebeingbackatfullstrength.ForwardsWalker
and Stone may also play with their backs to the basket at times
thisseason,withthelatterhavingexperiencestarting.
Six full seasons have passed since the magical 2012-13 season, the best year in program history since reestablishment in
1985. 2013 was the only time the program won a conference
tournament title, along with being a sole champion of a league
regular season. Shane Larkin and Trey McKinney-Jones
were leaders of that team, while Larrañaga was that season’s
consensus national coach of the year. If there is a level that the
Hurricanesaretryingtoreach,thisyearoranyyearafter,thisisit.
SevenACCTeamsmadetheNCAATournamentayearago.
VirginiawonthechampionshipinathrilingfinaloverTexasTech.
DukeandtheirelitefreshmanclassledbyZionWiliamsonwas
upsetintheEliteEightbyMichiganState.NorthCarolina,Florida
StateandVirginiaTechmadetheSweet16,whileLouisvileand
Syracusewerebothdefeatedinthefirstround.
Miami lost eight games a season ago by seven points or less,
representing just over half of their total losses (UM was 14-18
overall).Three consecutive close losses to Seton Hall, Rutgers,
andYaleputadamperontheseasonnotlongafteritstarted.An
88-85 OT loss at UNC on February 9 was especialy tough to
swallowaftertheCanesgaveupalast-minuteleadinregulation.
The Hurricanes were picked to finish ninth in theACC in 201920,rightbetweenSyracuseineighthandPittin10th.
Larrañaga’s team wil play 10 non-conference games this year,
beginning with FAU on November 8. UM wil travel to UCF on
November12,andwil alsobeontheroadfortheBigTen/ACC
Challenge,takingonIllinoisDecember2.Anotherpotentialmarquee non-conference game may fall on November 22 at the
Charleston Classic in South Carolina, with the possibility of playing Florida in the tournament’s second round. Such a matchup
wil bedeterminedbytheresultsofthefirstroundoftheevent.
For the first time in conference history, the ACC expands their
conference schedule to 20 games per team. This wil provide
a challenge for Miami and every other conference foe, faced
withtwoadditionalgamesagainstteamsinarguablythenation’s
toughestleague.
Backcourt
The backcourt was the Canes’biggest strength a season ago.

DespitelosingLonnieWalker,BruceBrownandJa’QuanNewton, Miami finished in the top half of theACC in serval shooting
categories,includingfreethrowpercentage,three-pointfieldgoal
percentage, and points per game. Lykes was also 10th in the
conferenceinscoring.Vasiljevicshouldcontinuetobetheteam’s
primary three-point threat, who comes into his senior season
eighthinprogramhistoryinthree-pointfieldgoalsoffa.367shootingpercentagefrombeyondthearcaseasonago.
McGusty should make an instant impact in his first season as
a Hurricane. In addition to averaging eight points per game as
a sophomore, the Katy,TX native shot over 42% from the field
and33%fromthree-pointrange,improvingto40%fromrange
inBig12actioninhislastseasonwiththeSooners.
With Lawrence and Johnson gone, the Canes wil be lacking
a ton of depth at the guard positions, and may need freshmen
Wong, Beverly, or former walk-on Wilie Herenton to step up in
timesofinevitableinjuryorfoultrouble.
Frontcourt
When Miami was stripped to just seven rotational players last
year,thelackofdepthwasfeltespecialydownlow,withjusttwo
to three natural post players available for much of the season.
Hernandez’s ineligibility combined with Gak’s injury was a onetwopunchthatmadelifedifficultforLarrañaga.Thebiggestsaving grace was Izundu’s year in the paint, having quietly scored
just under 11 points and pulling down over eight rebounds per
game, and shooting 65.5% from the field, an all-time singleseason program record and good second in the conference a
seasonagobehindonlyZionWiliamson.
While Larrañaga wil have to get used to not having Izundu
aroundanymore,he’l haveamuchdeeperarsenalinthefrontcourt. Sam Waardenburg returns for his redshirt junior season,
having scored in double-figures five times and having shot over
35%fromthree-pointrangelastyear.TheNewZealandnative’s
athleticismmayalsoallowhimtostretchthefloorandplaysmall
whenneeded.
Gak wil look to have a breakout season as a redshirt sophomore, having recorded 2.5 points and 4.1 rebounds per game
over his 11 appearances before being sidelined due to injury.
Fans wil get to see Miler’s progression after taking last year off
tocontinuedeveloping.
Stone,whostartedineachoftheprevioustwoseasonsatUF,is
afactorwhenheathy.BeforemissingmostofSECplayduetoa
kneeinjury,theincomingsenioraveragedaroundsixpointsand
fourreboundspergame,andnearlyninepointspergameasa
sophomore. Freshman Walker can also be a factor down low,
potentialygivingtheHurricanesafive-manrotationatthe‘4’and
‘5’ positions. Brooks meanwhile wil take a redshirt per NCAA
regulations.
BottomLine
Miami is coming off a disappointing season, one that was certainly their worst since the arrival of Jim Larrañaga from George
Mason. The Hurricanes lose several key contributors from that
squad, making this season a bit of a rebuilding project by some
accounts. But the combination of upperclassman leadership
and fresh blood—of both youth and experience—can guide
UM to a bounce back year. The Canes, pegged to finish ninth
in the league, can put themselves in postseason contention
by just meeting preseason expectations in the nation’s hardest
conference.

Upcoming season offers a unique test for Coach Larranaga
Todd Forrest
State Of The U
Oct. 17, 2019
Head coach Jim Larranaga and the University of
Miami men’s basketball program will venture into
uncharted territory when the 2019-20 campaign
officially tips off next month.
For the first time since Larranaga’s arrival in 2011,
the Hurricanes are coming off a losing season in
2018-19. Moreover, last year marked just the second time that Miami didn’t qualify for a postseason tournament (2013-14) under Coach L.
Needless to say, this coming season will present
Larranaga with one of the toughest assignments
of a coaching career that’s on the doorstep of its
sixth decade. Miami’s disappointing 2018-19 season marked Coach L’s first losing record since going 9-18 in year one at George Mason in 1997-98.
In year two, Larranaga’s Patriots rebounded with
a 19-11 mark, a conference title and an automatic
berth in the NCAA Tournament.
Unfortunately, bouncing back to the tune of 10plus wins in a talent-laden Atlantic Coast Conference will pose a challenge that Larranaga didn’t
face in the Colonial Athletic Association.
And for the most part, the media agrees.
The Canes were picked to finish ninth in the ACC
-- which is an improvement of two spots from its
11th place finish a year ago -- but that will likely
leave them as one of the “first-out” among the
NCAA Tournament’s bubble teams. Last year,
seven ACC teams reached the Big Dance, with
nine teams going dancing in each of the previous
two seasons. Prior to its record number of nine
selections in 2017 and 2018, the previous highwater mark for the conference was seven selections in 2007, 2009 and 2016.
Still, the reputation of Larranaga has many believing in a slight turnaround from a 2018-19 season
that was hampered by the early suspension, and
eventual ineligibility, of star big man Dewan Hernandez.
This year, Miami must replace the loss of threeyear starter Anthony Lawrence (13 ppg, 7 rpg),
along with Ebuka Izundu (12 ppg, 8 rpg) and
Zach Johnson (12 ppg). But still, Coach L returns
a solid backcourt to surround preseason Second
Team All-ACC selection Chris Lykes (16 ppg, 3
apg).
Lykes, a 5-foot-7 guard from Maryland started all
32 games for Miami last season and is the ACC’s
second-highest returning scorer behind Louisville’s Jordan Nwora. Playing alongside Miami’s
spark plug point guard is the sharpshooting Australian, DJ Vasiljevic (12 ppg), who shot 37-per-

cent from long distance last season.
Joining Lykes and Vasiljevic in the backcourt is
Kam McGusty, an Oklahoma transfer who is eligible this season after starting 25 games in Norman as a sophomore, two seasons ago. Another
transfer guard is Keith Stone, a former Gator that
is coming off an ACL injury in January. A graduate
transfer, Stone (6 ppg, 4 rpg last year ) is eligible
immediately and should make an impact as soon
as the Deerfield Beach native is healthy.
Despite the losses of Lawrence and Izundu, the
Canes’ frontcourt has experience with junior Sam
Waardenburg, who made 11 starts and averaged
25 minutes a game last season. The 6-10 New
Zealander provides Miami with an inside-outside
threat, hitting 38-percent of his threes and 77-percent of his free throws.
Also returning are centers Deng Gak and Rodney
Miller, who should both see increased minutes.
The 6-10 Gak was the 16th rated power forward
in his class but was redshirted in 2017-18, then
suffered a season-ending knee injury on Dec. 1 of
last year. Prior to going down, Gak was averaging
15 minutes-per with one start.
Meanwhile, the 7-foot Miller was redshirted last
year after playing 15 games as a sophomore in
2017-18. A 4-star recruit out of high school, Miller
participated in the 2014 Nike Elite 100.
As for the Hurricanes fresh out of high school,
Larranaga will have a solid crop of freshmen at
his disposal this winter.
Highlighting the recent recruiting class is 6-4
combo guard Harlond Beverly. Out of Montverde Academy, Beverly was a 4-star recruit
and the ninth ranked combo guard in America.
Originally from Michigan, Beverly transferred to
Florida’s Montverde Academy, the former stomping grounds of D’Angelo Russell, Joel Embiid and
Ben Simmons.
Another highly touted combo guard in the class
is 6-3 Isaiah Wong. The 4-star recruit was ranked
as the No. 12 point guard by Rivals and the No.
16 shooting guard by ESPN.
Rounding out the class is 6-9 forward Anthony
Walker out of Brewster, New Hampshire - the
same school that produced Donovan Mitchell. A
4-star prospect by ESPN and the No. 33 power
forward in the nation, Walker chose Miami over
Kansas, Maryland and Pittsburgh, among others.
Additionally, Larranaga’s Canes added Cincinnati
transfer Nysier Brooks (8 ppg, 6 rpg), who will sit
out this season per NCAA transfer rules.
The returning experience in the backcourt, combined with the injection of youth should provide

Larranaga with enough ammo to keep Miami
near the top-eight in the ACC, and in contention
for an NCAA berth. The biggest question mark,
however, could be depth as an injury at an inopportune moment could easily derail the season.
ACC Outlook
With six ACC players selected in last summer’s
NBA Draft lottery, there could be room for an outsider to crash the three-team party (Duke, UNC,
UVA) that’s sat atop the conference in recent
years. Unfortunately for Canes fans, many feel
that team will be Louisville. And with Florida State
and NC State on the rise, the Canes are likely
more than a year away from contending for one
of the four double-byes in the conference tournament.
With road games at Clemson, Georgia Tech and
Virginia Tech the Canes should pick up the ACC
road win that eluded them last season. The biggest remaining question mark is tightening up a
defense that allowed the most points (71.1) during Larranaga’s tenure in Coral Gables.
It’s a safe bet to assume Miami will improve on
its winless road record inside the ACC. One can
also guarantee that Larranaga will place an emphasis on boosting his team’s defensive effort, as
well.
“It’s all about guys working together, identifying
your role, and making a great contribution to the
team effort,” Larranaga said at Operation Basketball Media Day, earlier this month. “Whether you
are a veteran player like DJ and Chris, who really
know their role because they’ve been doing it for
a long time, or a freshman who comes in and has
to learn what his role is going to be, it’s all about
teamwork,”
The good news: Larranaga has not suffered consecutive losing seasons since 1991-92 and 199293, during his days at Bowling Green.
The bad: The Canes are still probably two years
away. The last time one of Larranaga’s Miami
squads didn’t reach the NCAA Tournament, they
failed to qualify the following year, despite advancing to the finals of the 2015 NIT.
In 2016, they went on two win 27 games and
reach the Sweet 16.
NCAA Tournament, NIT or neither? We will
see when Miami’s season gets underway
on Oct. 30 with an exhibition vs Flagler. The
first official game is Nov. 5 vs the previously
mentioned Louisville at the Watsco Center
in Coral Gables. While Louisville is a conference game, the ACC gauntlet won’t get underway until a New Year’s Eve showdown at
Clemson.

Canes Hoops: Chris Lykes Looks to Leap into his Junior Season
Austin Pert
State Of The U
Oct. 22, 2019
Lykes was arguably Miami’s best overall player a season ago. In spite of the point guard’s
small stature, he’ll continue to have a big role
in 2019-20.
“If he were 6-5 or 6-6, he’d be Michael Jordan,” said coach Jim Larrañaga two seasons
ago. But Larrañaga wasn’t referring to either
of his two future NBA draftees in Lonnie Walker or Bruce Brown. Nor was he referencing
any of his past players who have gone on to
play professional basketball.
The player he was talking about was none
other than Chris Lykes, all five feet and seven
inches of him, then just a freshman and playing behind then-PG Ja’Quan Newton.
“It doesn’t matter your height,” Larrañaga
continued, a month into the 2017-18 season.
“What matters is the size of your heart.”
But it’s been about far more than heart for the
Mitchellville, Maryland native. Even in an otherwise disappointing season last year, Lykes’
numbers were beyond impressive, ranking sixth in the Atlantic Coast Conference in
points per game, with 16.2. He scored in double-figures in all but five games a season ago.
The guard also scored 20 or more points in 10
games, including a career-high 28 points on
January 3 against North Carolina State.
But for Lykes, it’s now about more than just
stats.
“Proving that I do belong in the ACC,” said
Lykes about what last year meant for him.
With a thin roster a season ago, “It was tough
playing with seven guys, but I feel like we
were in every game. I scored pretty well, but
I could do a little better with efficiency, but I
think that was the biggest jump.”
When it comes to fear, Lykes prefers to turn
what casual observers may believe to be is a
negative into a positive.
When asked about his size being a positive
instead of a liability, the point guard concurred with the assessment. “I always think
[like] that. At my size, even if I don’t believe
that [on a given night], it’s good mentally to
believe that. Coach {Larrañaga] was the first
major coach to tell me it was an advantage.”
In terms of role, better depth of the post positions can play into the hands of Lykes at the
top of the lineup, so long as the bigs do their
job.

“Coach [Larrañaga] has made it an emphasis, he wants us to get in the paint, and kick
out to find shooters,” Lykes said prior in the
offseason. “That’s the best and easiest shot...
now we have a lot of guys that can do that.”
As a sophomore, the guard averaged over 16
points across every game all of last season.
With another offseason of development and
a roster upgrade, things are looking up for
Lykes in Coral Gables.

Miami has blend of “youthful enthusiasm and veteran experience”
Christopher Stock
247Sports - InsideTheU
Oct. 22, 2019

Keith Stone is not expected to be ready to
start the season due to a knee injury sustained in January while at Florida.

CORAL GABLES, Fla. – The Miami Hurricanes held their annual media day on Tuesday, which was the first time head coach Jim
Larranaga and players were made available
to the local media.

“We kind of have a unique blend,” Larranaga said. “We have five veteran players who
have been practicing a lot together because
they know most everything we do and then
we have a core group of three freshmen and
Deng Gak and Keith Stone. Deng has been
here, but has been injured and hasn’t played
a lot of minutes and then Keith and the freshmen are brand new to the program and are
learning. We’ve got a good blend of youthful
enthusiasm and veteran experience.”

Returning players discussed their desire to
put last year’s 14-18 season—the worst since
2006-07—behind them. Not only was it the
worst record in Larranaga’s eight seasons at
Miami, but it broke a string of three consecutive NCAA Tournament appearances for only
the second time in school history.
The Hurricanes, pegged to finish ninth in the
ACC, are looking to get back to the postseason this year behind a combination of key returners and talented newcomers with the season starting in two weeks on Nov. 5 against
Louisville, a projected top-10 team when the
preseason AP Poll is released.
“We’re trying to improve, we have a lot of improving to do to have the season that we’d like
to have,” Larranaga said. “We have a good
group of guys who are working very hard to
make that happen, but we also have one of
the most challenging schedules—not only in
Miami basketball history, but in the history of
the ACC and I say that very honestly without
exaggerating. The schedule is ridiculous because this year we have jumped to 20 ACC
games and we open up the season at home
against Louisville, who is projected to be top
5 in the country and ESPN has them as a No.
1 seed in the NCAA Tournament. We certainly
have our challenges, but as any competitors
would tell you they love the challenge and
competing against the best and that’s what
we do every night in the ACC.”
Junior point guard Chris Lykes is Miami’s
leading returning scorer after averaging 16.2
points a game, which was ninth in the ACC.
He was a preseason All-ACC Second Team
pick as the league’s second-highest returning
scorer.
It looks like Miami will open the season with
a starting lineup consisting of Lykes, senior
shooting guard Dejan Vasiljevic, junior shooting guard Kameron McGusty, junior power
forward Sam Waardenburg, and junior center
Rodney Miller.
The reserves look to be freshmen guards
Isaiah Wong and Harlond Beverly, who were
both top-100 recruits, sophomore power forward Deng Gak, and freshman power forward
Anthony Walker. Graduate transfer forward

Wong and Beverly have been developing a
bond since their arrivals and the two talented
guards are often paired up together in practices.
“Ever since we went to Italy, me and him were
struggling together, but I feel we overcame
that and we both are going to do good together,” Wong said.
Lykes has been pleased with how the team
has united in the offseason, which included
playing three exhibition games in Italy in August.
“Usually it takes a while to gel together and
be really chemistry-oriented, but this team
has been one of the quicker teams I have
seen gel together,” Lykes said. “I think the
freshmen are close and the older guys are
allowing them to learn the culture. They just
fit in perfectly and I feel they picked the right
school. It’s going to be good and I’m excited.”
While the most experienced five project as
starters, Larranaga stressed there is competition for playing time.
“There’s competition every single day,” Larranaga said. “There is nothing that is guaranteed. You’ve got to earn everything you get—
your playing time, your success doesn’t come
from something you did in the past whether
you did it in high school or you did it in practice or you did it in the last game. You’ve got
to continue to perform very, very well because
there’s always someone ready to take your
place—except last year when we didn’t have
anybody. We just didn’t have enough guys.”
Facing Louisville in the opener is something
Lykes is looking forward to although he wants
the team to understand the importance of every game.
“I like it, I like tough games,” Lykes said. “I
like being a part of tough games. It makes it
feel so much better when you win. We’re just

getting to the point where we need to understand that every game matters—that’s what
we want the younger guys to understand too.
Not let up when the competition isn’t stacked
up as much as we are.”

UM basketball coaches offer cooking tips, previews of their teams. This is what they said.
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Oct. 22, 2019
The 2019-20 University of Miami basketball
season began with a cooking lesson from
women’s coach Katie Meier and men’s coach
Jim Larranaga.
Meier greeted her five freshmen Tuesday
morning with the following question: “Are you
an ice cube? Are you a potato? Or are you
an egg?”
They weren’t sure what to make of the odd
question, so she explained.
“I said, `It’s time. You’re ready. I boiled the
water this morning. What happens to an ice
cube? It melts. Well, are you an ice cube?
What happens to a potato? It gets soft. Are
you a potato? What happens to an egg? It
gets hard. Be an egg! That was my speech.”
Meier said she won’t tolerate any ice cubes
on her team.
The coach shared the story with reporters
during Media Day at the Watsco Center. Larranaga followed Meier at the microphone,
and added his version of the allegory.
He told of a coach who was trying to motivate
his team, so he boiled water in three pots.
In one pot, he put carrots. In another, he put
eggs. In the third, coffee beans. He asked
them, “What happened to carrots? They
went in hard but came out soft. Eggs went in
soft, came out hard. The coffee beans, they
changed the water and made it delicious, a
cup of coffee.” The idea is are we going to be
soft, hard or make things better?”
Both Hurricanes teams are eager to make
things better this season.
The women went 25-9, were seeded fourth
in the NCAA Tournament, but lost at home to
Arizona State in the Round of 32 when they
flubbed an inbounds play in the closing minutes. The men, with a roster of seven healthy
players most nights, finished 14-18 overall,
5-13 in the Atlantic Coast Conference and
failed to make the post-season for the first
time in six years.
Meier’s team, led by ACC Preseason Player
of the Year Beatrice Mompremier, has high
hopes again. The Canes were picked to finish fourth in the ACC by league coaches, and
Mompremier, a 6-4 center, chose to forego
the WNBA Draft and stay in school for her
final season.

“I’m particularly excited about this year’s team
with the return of Beatrice Mompremier, and
`premier’ is a really good hashtag for her because I really do believe she’s the best post
player in the country and one of the best players in the country,” said Meier. “We’re fortunate to have her, and she is very determined
on expanding her game and making sure the
team is successful.
“A lot of times you’re in the situation with
her with all they hype, accolades and pressure that you worry about yourself. But I’ve
actually seen the most unselfish Beatrice this
year than the three years that I’ve coached
her. She’s going to play with a tremendous
amount of pressure on her this year and part
of my job is to make sure that pressure stays,
but doesn’t turn into stress.”
Mompremier, a Miami High grad, gained
valuable experience representing the United
States in the Pan Am Games and training
with the U.S. national team over the summer.
She shrugged off the preseason awards.
“It’s great recognition to get, but I don’t think
it really matters at this point,” she said. “You
still have to come out and play your hardest
every night.”
UM athletic director Blake James said of
Mompremier: “Credit to Katie for bringing
such a talented young woman into our program and continuing to develop her as a
player. The recognition by the league is them
realizing the great things she accomplished
last year and the opportunities for even better
things this year.”
Junior guard Mykea Gray also trained with
Team USA and got tips from guards Diana
Taurasi, Sue Bird and Skylar Diggins. “They
talked to her the entire time about how to be a
point guard, how to lead, what things to say,”
Meier said. “She is playing a bigger role this
season. It’s her time.”
The men’s team returns two starters —
guards Chris Lykes and DJ Vasiljevic — and
added freshmen Harlond Beverly, Anthony
Walker and Isaiah Wong. Grad transfer Keith
Stone from the University of Florida is rehabbing after knee surgery. One of the biggest
stories is the transformation of 7-foot center
Rodney Miller, who redshirted last year while
he slimmed down 45 pounds.
“If he can stay healthy, he may be the most
improved player in the ACC,” Larranaga said.
Miller changed his eating habits, and battled
his weight all last season. “There were days
I’d get on the scale and nothing changed, so

that was hard,” he said. “I used to feel sluggish on the court, and now I have energy,
don’t feel the time go by. I am quicker, can
guard ball screens. It feels great.”
The men play an exhibition Oct. 30 against
Flagler and open the regular season at home
against powerhouse Louisville. The women’s
exhibition is Oct. 29 against Nova and they
play Jackson State Nov. 10.

Freshman SG Harlond Beverly brings plenty of excitement to Miami
David Luke
247Sports - InsideTheU
Oct. 27, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. — It probably won’t
take long for Miami Hurricanes basketball
fans to take a liking to freshman guard Harlond Beverly.

Beverly is from Detroit, Michigan, but played
his senior season at Montverde Academy in
the Orlando area.
Beverly averaged 14.0 points per game at
Montverde and helped lead the team to a
22-3 record and a No. 4 spot in the USA Today Super 25 national rankings.

That’s because Beverly (6-4, 185) is a high
flying dunker that can jump 42 inches and has
a consistent three point stroke.

As a junior at Southfield (Mich.) Christian,
Beverly averaged 16 points, six rebounds,
six assists, and three steals while leading his
team to a Class D State Championship.

“I view myself as a big, athletic guard that can
play point guard, shooting guard, or small forward,” Beverly said of his game. “I feel like I
can pass pretty good, play pick and roll, and
defend.”

According to 247Sports, Beverly ranked as
the No. 69 overall player in the country in the
2019 recruiting class.

Beverly is probably UM’s best leaper and he
shared what type of dunks he likes to pull off
when he is having fun by himself in the gym.
“I can do some through the legs or some 360
dunks when I am messing around,” Beverly
said.
Beverly says he understands that he will need
to be a consistent three point shooter as he
takes the jump up to the college level. He’s
pleased with the consistency he has shown
in that regard since UM started practicing this
preseason.
“I have been shooting really well from three
since we have been practicing,” Beverly said.
“That has been a big focus for me.”
Beverly also doesn’t lack any confidence. He
feels like he’s made a smooth transition from
the high school level to college.
“There isn’t anything that I feel like I’m absolutely struggling on,” Beverly said. “The
coaches will tell me what I’ve done wrong and
I will fix it and then we move on from there.”
It hasn’t taken Beverly long to make a strong
impression on his UM teammates.
“Harlond is a guy that makes good reads out
of the pick-and-roll,” Kameron McGusty said.
“He is a good passer and a good shooter. He
is very athletic. He has a 40 inch vertical and
it shows on the court.”

Beverly was joined in Miami’s 2019 recruiting class by talented guard Isaiah Wong, who
ranked as the No. 87 overall player in the
country according to 247Sports, and Anthony
Walker, who ranked as a three star prospect
by 247Sports.
He’s enjoyed getting to know his fellow freshmen since arriving at UM.
“I like both of those guys,” Beverly said. “We
hang out a lot and our dorms are right by
each other. I didn’t know them at all before I
got here, but they are great guys to be around
and I look forward to playing with them in the
future.”
Beverly shared his thoughts on both Wong
and Walker as players.
1
COMMENTS
“With Isaiah, I have never seen somebody of
his age that can score like he can,” Beverly
said. “I have played against a lot of good players and he can really, really score. He can
make threes, mid-range pull-ups, dunks, layups—you name it and he has got it. Anthony
Walker plays hard. He is a really good athlete
that is a lot more skilled than he gets credit
for. I think he can put it on the ground and
shoot threes.”
Miami will hold their exhibition game against
Flagler on Wednesday, October 30th. The
Hurricanes will tip-off their regular season by
hosting No. 5 Louisville on November 5th at
6:30 p.m.

No longer undermanned, Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball looking for bounce-back season
David Furones
South Florida Sun Sentinel
Oct. 22, 2019

ball games were 35 minutes, we would’ve
won most of our games because the last five
minutes is where we just lost gas.”

Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball coach Jim
Larrañaga was giving an inspired response to
a simple question a reporter asked about the
positions where he still sees competition for
playing time heading into the season.

Said Lykes, “These guys, I know they’ll come
to war with me every time. They’re not afraid.
They came to this school for a reason, to play
in the ACC.”

“There’s competition every single day,” said
Larrañaga at UM basketball’s media day on
Tuesday afternoon. “There’s nothing guaranteed in this world. You’ve got to earn everything you get. Your playing time, your success
doesn’t come from something you did in the
past, whether you did it in high school or you
did it in practice or you did it in the last game.
“You’ve got to continue to perform very, very
well because there’s always someone ready
to take your place.”
Then it hit him. That wasn’t something he
could’ve said last year when the Hurricanes
often had to clash with the elites in the Atlantic
Coast Conference with a significantly undermanned roster.
“Except last year when we didn’t have anybody,” said Larrañaga, to laughs from media members on hand. “We just didn’t have
enough guys.”
Miami only had seven recruited scholarship
players available much of last season as the
team went 14-18, and 5-13 in the ACC and
without a postseason appearance to show for
it. It was the result of a few factors.
There was the lack of a 2018 recruiting class
with UM in the middle of the indictment in
the FBI college basketball trial involving adidas — the program was later redacted from
it. Sophomore Bruce Brown and freshman
Lonnie Walker IV made the decision to go
pro after the 2018 season. Forward Dewan
Hernandez was ruled ineligible by the NCAA.
Forward Deng Gak went down with a knee
injury early in non-conference play. Center
Rodney Miller was taking a non-medical redshirt season to better condition himself and
develop his game.
The Hurricanes now have some manpower to
accompany returning guards in junior Chris
Lykes and senior DJ Vasiljevic, who had to
endure last season where, although often
fighting, they were simply too worn out to
compete down the stretch of games.
“I think a lot of the guys just want to forget
about last year,” Vasiljevic said. “Me and Chris
have said this before, that if college basket-

Lykes led UM with 16.2 points per game last
year and this season was tabbed as a preseason All-ACC second-team selection.
Miller lost 45 pounds, and Larrañaga feels he
will be a most improved player candidate in
the ACC. A key addition comes in redshirt junior guard Kameron McGusty, who last year
sat out due to NCAA transfer rules as he came
over from Oklahoma. Redshirt senior forward
Keith Stone, a Deerfield Beach native, Zion
Lutheran High grad and Florida transfer, is
rehabbing from February surgery on a torn
anterior cruciate ligament in his knee and is
aiming to contribute once available.
Miami also got right back to recruiting well
with its 2019 class and welcomes a pair of
freshman guards who were given four-star
ratings by 247 Sports out of high school in
Isaiah Wong and Harlond Beverly.
The Hurricanes, who open the regular season
at home on Nov. 5 with a conference game
against Louisville, are projected to finish ninth
in the ACC.
Mompremier to lead women’s team
At the heart of the Miami women’s basketball
team’s efforts to make a deeper run than the
second-round NCAA Tournament appearance of a year ago is redshirt senior forward
Beatrice Mompremier.
Mompremier was recognized as the ACC
Preseason Player of the Year, but she would
much rather have the award that comes after
the games are played.
“It’s a great recognition. I’m excited about it,
but I feel like it really doesn’t matter until the
end of the season and I actually get it,” Mompremier said.
Miami women’s coach Katie Meier said Tuesday that Mompremier is “the best post player
in the country” and one of the best overall,
especially when she lets her competitiveness
out.
“She wants to be in the pressure,” Meier said.
“There’s sometimes in practice where you’re
like, ‘Is that really the ACC Player of the
Year?’ Then you say, ‘Okay, losers run’ and
you make it competitive, and she is the best

player in the nation in those moments.”

UM men’s basketball team opens regular season with huge test against Top-5 ACC rival
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Oct. 29, 2019
The University of Miami men’s basketball
team will have almost no time to ease into
the 2019-20 season. The Hurricanes play
one home exhibition game Wednesday night
against Flagler College and then return to the
Watsco Center Nov. 5 for their regular-season
opener against No. 5-ranked Louisville.
Miami is coming off a disappointing 14-18
season in which it won just five of its 18 Atlantic Coast Conference games. Things are
even more difficult this season. UM will play
20 ACC games, including 11 against teams
that reached the 2019 NCAA Tournament.
“We have one of the most challenging schedules, not only in Miami basketball history,
but in the history of the ACC and I say that
very honestly without exaggerating,” said UM
coach Jim Larranaga. “The schedule is ridiculous ... We open up the seasons against Louisville, who is projected to be in the top five in
the country and ESPN has them as a No 1
seed in the NCAA Tournament. We certainly
have our challenges.”
UM returns a pair of double-digit scorers in
junior guard Chris Lykes and senior guard DJ
Vasiljevic. Lykes, a preseason second-team
All-ACC pick, is the second-leading returning scorer in the league with 16.2 points per
game.
Two other players expected to play big roles
are junior guard Kam McGusty, who sat out
last season after transferring from Oklahoma,
and redshirt junior center Rodney Miller, who
lost 45 pounds and brings newfound energy
to the post game.
Redshirt sophomore forward Deng Gak is
back after missing the final 24 games last
season due to injury. Three freshmen join the
team — guard Harlond Beverly, forward Anthony Walker and guard Isaiah Wong.
“We have a lot of improving to do,” Larranaga
said. “ We have a good blend of youthful enthusiasm and veteran experience.”
Flagler, which finished 8-20 (5-17 PBC) during the 2018-19 season, is led by Gedi Juozapaitis. The sophomore guard/forward is the
Saints’ leading returning scorer (14.3 points
per game) and rebounder (8.2).
The UM women opened their season Tuesday with a 90-46 win over Nova Southeastern. The Canes, who finished last season
25-9 (12-4 ACC), are ranked No. 18 in the

preseason AP Top 25. Beatrice Mompremier,
the ACC Preseason Player of the Year, had
a double-double in 15 minutes against Nova
-- 16 points, 11 rebounds. Freshman Brianna
Jackson had 11 points and 11 rebounds.

Fifth-ranked Louisville dominated Miami 87-74 in season opener. Here’s what happened
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Nov. 5, 2019

showed why they are considered among the
nation’s top teams. Miami, meanwhile, turned
the ball over nine times before intermission
and had only four assists.

“That wouldn’t be my choice. I’d like to play
someone we beat by 20. Hey, this is a top five
team. Question is can we improve enough
that we are with them at the end?”

The first sign that Tuesday was no ordinary
season-opening night for the University of
Miami men’s basketball team: 18 NBA scouts
requested seats.

Louisville opened up a 72-40 lead midway
through the second half before the Canes
went on a late run to make the final score respectable.

The Hurricanes are back home Friday night
against Florida Atlantic University.

The second clue: There was a traffic jam outside the Watsco Center, the student section
was full, and nearly one-quarter of the crowd
of 7,000-plus was occupied by opposing fans.

“Louisville played very good start to finish,
they’re a Top 5 team, and played like that,”
Larranaga said. “Our guys played the first 10
minutes like we wanted to, but we turned the
ball over and gave them easy opportunities.
We played much better late in the game.”

Fifth-ranked Louisville was in town for the
toughest home-opener in Miami program history, and the Hurricanes found out in a hurry
that they are not yet ready to compete with
the elite teams of the Atlantic Coast Conference.
The Cardinals dominated both ends of the
court, made Miami pay for every mistake, and
cruised to an 87-74 victory that was more lopsided than the score.
The loudest, happiest fans in the arena were
the red-clad Louisville fans, including actor
Bill Murray, whose son, Luke, is a Cardinals
assistant coach. Some of those fans plan to
stick around for Louisville’s volleyball game
against UM on Friday, and the football game
on Saturday.
Louisville forward Jordan Nwora, a Preseason All-American and Preseason ACC
Player of the Year, led all scorers with 23
points on 8-of-16 shooting. He also had 12 rebounds, 10 on the defensive end, two assists,
two steals, and three blocks. Nwora was one
of five Cardinals in double figures, along with
Dwayne Sutton (16), Ryan McMahon (16),
Samuell Williamson (13), and Steven Enoch
(11 points, 12 rebounds).
Other than a two-minute stretch during which
three UM freshmen came off the bench to
give the Canes a spark and a 16-9 lead, the
game belonged to the Cardinals. Louisville
answered Miami’s early lead with a trio of
McMahon three-pointers and a 17-0 run. By
halftime, the Hurricanes were trailing 45-26
and frustrated.
“Our whole team struggled on the offensive
end, we turned the ball over,” said UM coach
Jim Larranaga. “First game, great opponent,
we were forcing things. That happens. You
really want to play well. We lost a little bit of
our patience and tried to do things we couldn’t
do.”
The Cardinals outshot Miami 53% to 35% in
the first half, scored at will in the paint, and

UM point guard Chris Lykes, one of the
team’s bright lights in an otherwise forgettable 2018-19 season, struggled much of
the night before finding his shot in the final
five minutes. His left leg wrapped to protect
a knee contusion, Lykes was outmanned and
forced into ill-advised shots in the first half.
He missed seven of his first nine shots before
making six in a row late to finish with a teamhigh 18 points and five assists.
“Nerves, big game,” Lykes said of his sloppy
start. “We got down on ourselves, but I’m
proud that we fought back in the end.”
DJ Vasiljevic, who had 16 points, said: “We
could have lost by 30-plus, but we didn’t give
up and only lost by 13.”
Oklahoma transfer Kam McGusty added 12.
The freshmen played with a lot of energy,
but had mixed results. Harlond Beverly had
nine points, Isaiah Wong went 1-for-6 for two
points, and Anthony Walker had nine points
and five rebounds in 17 minutes.
Larranaga said he expects all three freshmen
will improve as the season progresses, and
he has high hopes for them.
“I was pleased for 32 minutes,” said Louisville
coach Chris Mack. “The last eight minutes,
give Miami credit, they hit some shots, but we
weren’t the same team in the last eight minutes...We didn’t play with the same gusto the
last eight minutes.”
Normally, at this time of year, the Hurricanes
are easing their way into the season with
non-conference games against mid-majors
and hyphenated teams. This year, they were
thrown into the fire on opening night as the
new ACC Network wanted league games on
opening night.
Asked how he felt about opening with such a
strong conference opponent, Larranaga said:

Miami basketball team pulls away from FAU in second half
Alan Rubenstein
Canes Warning
Nov. 8, 2019
Freshman Harlond Beverly impressed for the
second game in a row with 14 points, Chris
Lykes led the Hurricanes with 15 and the Miami basketball team used balanced scoring in
a 74-60 victory over Florida Atlantic on Friday
night at the Watsco Center. The victory is the
first for Miami this season.
Miami lost their season opener 87-74 on
Tuesday night at home against Louisville in a
game that was not that close. The Hurricanes
needed a 14-0 run to finish the game to make
the scored semi-respectable. Beverly was
impressive in the game against the Cardinals
with nine points. He added four rebounds and
three assists Friday.
Beverly shot 6-9 from the floor and made two
of his three-point attempts against the Owls.
The freshman has made 9-16 field goal attempts in the first two games of his collegiate
career. Redshirt junior center Rodney Miller
had a bounce-back game after struggling
against Louisville.
Miller finished with 12 points, four rebounds,
two assists and two steals against Florida
Atlantic. Miami had good balance against the
Owls. Sam Waardenburg scored nine and
D.J. Vasiljevic and Kam McGusty each scored
eight. Waardenburg nearly had the first double-double of his career as he secured 11 rebounds, five offensive.
Miami needed a 10-2 run to close the first half
and take a 35-26 lead into the half. The Hurricanes extended the lead to 15 early in the
second half. A 15-3 run by FAU cut the Miami
lead to three before the Hurricanes answered
a few minutes later with a 12-0 run to return
the lead to 17 and put the Owls away.
The Miami basketball team next plays their first
road game of the season in Orlando against
Central Florida on Tuesday. The Knights are
coming off of a 24-9 season and advanced
to the second round where they lost to Duke.
UCF is coached by 1986 National Player of
Year from Duke Johnny Dawkins.

UM basket This is why Harlond Beverly was a key in the Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball
victory ball coaches offer cooking tips, previews of their teams. This is what they said.

Walter Villa
Miami Herald
Nov. 8, 2019

Harlond Beverly hit a three-pointer and
flashed a big smile.
It was a small yet significant moment in Friday night’s 74-60 Miami Hurricanes’ victory
against visiting Florida Atlantic University.
“I hate losing,” said Beverly, Miami’s 6-4
freshman combo guard said in a TV interview.
“Whatever it takes to win, I’m going to do it.”
Beverly did plenty Friday, coming off the
bench to score 14 points, which was one less
than teammate Chris Lykes’ game-high total
of 15. Beverly also had a game-high four assists in 27 minutes, making 6-of-9 shots from
the floor and 2-of-3 on three-pointers.
His only issue was at the foul line, where he
went 0-for-2.
Beverly is one of three freshmen on Miami’s
roster, joined by 6-3 guard Isaiah Wong
and 6-9 forward Anthony Walker, who each
scored four points.
That trio represents fresh hope for Miami (11), which missed the NCAA Tournament last
season and lost its opener in decisive fashion
on Tuesday to fifth-ranked Louisville.
Wong and Walker appear to be raw, but Beverly looked like the best player on the court for
much of Friday’s game.
FAU had cut Miami’s nine-point halftime lead
to three at 51-48 with 10:29 left in the game.
But Miami responded with a 17-2 run that included a layup, dunk, assist and three-pointer
by Beverly.
Still, Beverly has a long way to go to match
some of his fellow freshmen in the ACC. North
Carolina’s Cole Anthony, for example, scored
34 against Notre Dame on Wednesday to set
the ACC record for most points by a freshman
in his first game.
One night prior, Virginia Tech’s Landers Nolley scored 30 points in his collegiate debut
against Clemson.
Furthermore, Beverly, Wong and Walker have
even more pressure on them because there
are no true sophomores on UM’s roster. They
are the full extent of Miami’s current youth
movement.
“I love those guys,” Larranaga said of his
three freshmen. “They are learning. They

think they’ve made it … but not yet. They still
have a lot to learn.”

MBB Tops FAU, 74-60, for First Win
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Nov. 8, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – The University of Miami men’s basketball team notched its opening win of the season Friday night, 74-60,
against Florida Atlantic.
Junior guard Chris Lykes paced a balanced
scoring attack with 15 points for Miami (1-1,
0-1 ACC) to help head coach Jim Larrañaga
earn his 100th home victory at the Watsco
Center.
“I thought, offensively, the ball was shared
quite frequently,” Larrañaga said. “I’d like to
shoot the three a little bit better and get to
the foul line a good bit more. The only way
to do that is to move the defense and create
an advantage; we haven’t learned to do that
well enough.”
Neither team led by greater than three points
in the first 17-plus minutes of the opening half
until an 8-0 surge in 1:34 put Miami ahead by
nine, 33-24, with 1:14 to go before the break.
The Hurricanes went on to take a 35-26 edge
into the intermission.

in his second collegiate game, while redshirt
junior center Rodney Miller, Jr., logged a career-best 12 points on 5-of-6 shooting for his
first double-digit outing.
Waardenburg finished the game one point
shy of his first double-double, notching nine
points and a career-best 11 rebounds, the latter mark leading all Hurricanes.
Just two Owls reached double figures and
none scored over a dozen points, as sophomore center Karlis Silins recorded 12 and
graduate student guard Cornelius Taylor had
10. Sophomore forward Madiaw Niang paced
all players with 12 rebounds.
Miami finished with an 18-6 advantage in
points off turnovers after forcing 15 and committing just six, as well as recorded a 42-28
edge in paint points. The Owls shot just 34.8
percent (23-of-66) from the floor and 27.3
percent (6-of-22) from long range.
Up next for the Hurricanes is another in-state
clash, as Miami is set for its road opener
Tuesday at 9 p.m. against UCF at Addition
Financial Arena in Orlando, Fla., live on CBS
Sports Network.

Redshirt junior forward Sam Waardenburg tallied team highs in points (nine) and rebounds
(seven) before the break, while redshirt junior
center Rodney Miller, Jr., scored more points
in the opening half (eight) than he previously
totaled in any full game. Defensively, Miami
held the Owls to just 11-of-35 (31.4 percent)
shooting in the first 20 minutes.

To keep up with the University of Miami men’s
basketball team on social media, follow @
CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.

The Hurricanes took a then-game-high
16-point lead, 46-30, with 16:10 on the clock,
but Florida Atlantic (1-1) countered with an
18-5 burst to trim its deficit to three, 51-48,
with 10:29 remaining.

MIAMI HURRICANES POSTGAME NOTES
- Miami improved to 24-1 all-time against the
Owls, including 16-0 at home and 4-0 in Larrañaga’s tenure.
- This is the 21st time the Hurricanes have defeated Florida Atlantic by double figures and
the average margin of victory across all 24
wins is 18.9 points per game.
- Miami’s 24 victories against Florida Atlantic
are tied with Boston College and Florida for
its fourth-most against any Division I foe, trailing only Stetson (49), Florida State (36) and
Jacksonville (27).
- Larrañaga, who entered the evening with
the 10th-most victories of any active Division
I coach, is now 646-432 in 36 years as a head
coach, including 176-98 in nine seasons at
Miami.
- Larrañaga improved to 100-31 (.763) in
home games at the helm of the Hurricanes,
including 51-8 (.864) in non-conference action.
- For the second time in as many games
this season, Miami used a starting lineup of
Lykes, Miller, Jr., Vasiljevic, Waardenburg

Miami, however, responded with a 16-2 run
to stretch its edge back up to a game-best
17, 67-50, with 5:08 to play. The spurt was
capped by back-to-back 3-pointers by freshman guard Harlond Beverly and senior guard
Dejan Vasiljevic.
“I think any time a team makes a run and you
respond to it, that’s a very good sign that you
pulled together instead of pulling apart,” Larrañaga said. “When you come together, guys
are willing to do what’s necessary to win the
game and our guys did that tonight.”
The Owls never pulled any closer than 14 the
rest of the way and that proved to be the final
margin of victory for Miami.
Beverly scored 14 points on 6-of-9 shooting

The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.

and redshirt junior guard McGusty.
- Vasiljevic recorded two made 3-pointers
to up his career total to 205, passing Adrian
Thomas for sixth place on Miami’s all-time
list.
- Waardenburg, who totaled all of his points in
the first half and matched a career high with
four made field goals, reached 250 points in
his college career.
- Lykes surpassed 850 total points and recorded the 45th double-digit scoring game in
his 66th outing as a Hurricane.
- Miller, Jr., reached 50 points as a collegian,
18 of which have come in the first two games
of the 2019-20 season, as well as posted the
first two assists and steals of his career.

Miami basketball faces tough road fest at Central Florida: game information
Alan Rubenstein
Canes Warning
Nov. 10, 2019
Central Florida advanced to the second round
of the 2019 NCAA tournament and was eliminated in a heartbreaking loss to Duke. The
Miami basketball team travels to Orlando with
a 1-1 record. The Hurricanes defeated Florida
Atlantic 74 -60 on Friday night after an 87-74
loss to Louisville in the season opener last
Tuesday.
The loss to Louisville was not as close as the
final score. Miami had to use a 14-0 run to
close the game out to reach the final margin.
Freshman Harlond Beverly has been a revelation for the Hurricanes through the first two
games. Beverly has proven the ability to play
on or off the ball.
He has handled backup point guard duties
behind Miami junior Chris Lykes and has also
played with Lykes in some lineups. Through
two games Beverly is third in Miami in scoring at 11.5 points per game, second behind
Lykes with three assists per game and tied
for second behind Lykes averaging one steal
per game.
Beverly is shooting 50 percent from the floor
and 42.9 percent on three-point attempts.
Central Florida has a different look than last
season. The Knights lost fan-favorite 7’6 center Tacko Fall. Fall was an intimidating presence in the middle for the Knights on the offensive and defensive ends of the court.
This season UCF is lead by 6’11 forward
Collin Smith and 6’5 guard Dazon Ingram.
Smith and Ingram combined for a third of the
Knights shots in their season-opening 7369 victory over Prairie View A&M Saturday.
Ingram scored 16 and had seven rebounds
and two assists. Smith scored 14 with five rebounds and four assists.
Brandon Martin scored 12 with four rebounds,
Cesar Dejesus had 11, five and three and
Frank Bertz eight and seven rebounds. Smith
is UCF’s only returning starter. Like the Miami
basketball program, the Knights are rebuilding their roster this season. The meeting on
Tuesday night is the first of a home and home
series.

McGusty, Beverly send Miami past UCF 79-70
AP
Nov. 12, 2019
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Miami coach Jim
Larranaga was quick to note that his team
went winless on the road last season. On
Tuesday night, his Hurricanes’ stingy defense
ensured they would only need one try to better last season’s road record.
Kameron McGusty scored 17 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds, Harlond Beverly had
15 points, and Miami beat UCF 79-70 at Addition Financial Arena.
The Hurricanes (2-1) pulled away in the early
stages of the second half with a 14-2 run over
a span of 4:16. Beverly, who scored seven
of his team’s points during the decisive run,
punctuated it with a floater in traffic to give the
visitors a 52-41 lead.
“I thought that was a really hard-fought contest. Both teams were very physical with each
other,” Larranaga said. “Both teams battled.
Last season, we did not have a single road
win. So, for this team to start out this season
in our first road game and play as well as we
did, score as well as we did, defend as well
as we did, with a number of young guys stepping up and really helping us, it’s really a very
satisfying victory.”
UCF (1-1) never managed to get back within
fewer than six points after the Hurricanes’
second-half outburst. The Knights were their
own worst enemy at times, as they committed
17 turnovers and shot only 42 percent (5 of
12) from the free-throw line.
Those giveaways more than accounted for
the final scoring margin, as Miami finished
with a 21-10 advantage in points off turnovers.
“Coach has been drilling us on our defense,
keeping up the intensity on defense for a
whole 40 minutes. I think we were really
locked in,” McGusty said. “I think our defense
was really what put us over the edge.”
“Most of the time, they were unforced turnovers,” UCF coach Johnny Dawkins said. “It
wasn’t anything where they were pressing
and trapping. So, just too many unforced
turnovers, which means we have to value the
ball a little more, keep it simpler when we’re
on the floor.”
For UCF, Frank Bertz and Darin Green, Jr.
each scored 13 points.
BIG PICTURE

Miami: Predicted to finish ninth in the ACC,
the Canes could find themselves squarely on
the bubble for an NCAA Tournament at-large
bid. They have done little to alter that notion
in the early stages of the season. Miami’s results continued to follow the proverbial script,
with wins over Florida Atlantic and UCF coming on the heels of their opening loss to No.
5 Louisville.
UCF: There are likely growing pains to come
for the Knights, who are replacing almost
every key contributor from a team that came
one shot away from knocking off Duke in
last year’s NCAA Tournament. UCF narrowly
avoided a loss at the hands of Prairie View
A&M in its season opener and was left to rue
a series of turnovers that allowed Miami to
pull away.
SUNSHINE STATE OF AFFAIRS
With the win, Miami moved to 82-7 in games
against Florida schools from outside the Power Five conferences since 1985-86. Larranaga is 14-2 in such games as the Hurricanes’
head coach.
A FOUL PERFORMANCE
UCF forward Collin Smith played only seven
minutes in the first half, and 23 minutes overall, before fouling out with eight points and
three rebounds. His extended absence was
noted as a key factor by both Larranaga and
Dawkins.
“It definitely disrupted us,” Dawkins said. “I
feel Collin is one of the best bigs in the country. When he gets in foul trouble like he did
early, and we have to sit him 10, 11, 12 minutes, that’s difficult for any player. I thought
he did a great job of responding in the second
half, but by then, we were fighting an uphill
battle. He has to understand his value on the
floor, and he has to do a better job of ensuring he doesn’t put himself in position to pick
up fouls.”
That message seemed to have registered
with Smith, who had a simple answer when
he was asked what he could learn from Tuesday’s game. “Try not to foul,” he said.

Miami basketball gets big road win at Central Florida
Alan Rubenstein
Canes Warning
Nov. 12, 2019
The Miami basketball team got its first road win
of the 2019-20 season with a 79-70 victory at
Central Florida on Tuesday night. Redshirt junior
Kameron McGusty, a transfer from Oklahoma led
four Hurricanes in double figures with 17 points
and a career-high 10 rebounds. Freshman Harlond Beverly continued to be impressive.
Beverly finished with 15 points, four assists, shot
6-11 from the floor and made one of his two threepoint attempts. Miami got off to a good start. The
Hurricanes took a 17-7 lead six minutes into the
game off a layup by freshman forward Anthony
Walker. Walker was the Hurricanes stat sheet
stuffer against the Knights.
Walker had six points, two rebounds, one assist,
two steals and two blocks. He shot 3-6 from the
floor. A 16-5 Central Florida run gave the Knights
their first lead 25-24. Miami held UCF scoreless
over the last 2:44 of the first half to take a 30-29
lead at halftime. McGusty carried the Hurricanes
in the first half with 13 points.
A 13-2 run early in the second half led by Beverly
and Walker gave Miami a 52-41 lead and the Hurricanes never led by less than six the remainder
of the game. The Hurricanes pulled gradually
pulled away in the second half and won 79-70.
Senior Dejan Vasiljevic tied his season-high with
16 points and had four rebounds, four assists and
two steals. Junior point guard Chris Lykes had 11
points and three assists, but five turnovers. Lykes
was just 2-6 from the floor and is making 42.9 percent of his field-goal attempts this season.
Winning at Central Florida should help Miami in
March as the Hurricanes try to return to the NCAA
Tournament after missing it last season with a 1418 record. The Hurricanes have a lot more depth
this season after playing primarily using a sevenman rotation in 2018-19. The Hurricanes used
nine players on Tuesday night.
Next up for Miami is Quinnipiac on Saturday afternoon at the Watsco Center. Quinnipiac will play
its first game of the season on Wednesday night
against Brown. The Bobcats are coached by Baker Dunleavy son of former NBA Coach Mike and
brother of former NBA player Mike Jr.

MBB Inks Top-100 Recruit Matt Cross
HurricaneSports.com
Nov. 13, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – University of Miami
head men’s basketball coach Jim Larrañaga
announced Wednesday the signing of consensus four-star forward Matt Cross to a National Letter of Intent.
A native of Beverly, Mass., Cross is a 6-foot6, 225-pounder who plays for one of the nation’s top prep basketball programs, Brewster
Academy in Wolfeboro, N.H.
“Matt is the definition of hard-nosed. He’s an
outstanding 3-point shooter, a great team-oriented player and has an extreme toughness
that will allow him to compete against the best
players in the ACC,” Larrañaga said. “Matt is
joining us after a year at Brewster Academy,
which has produced some of the best college
and NBA prospects. So, he will be very wellprepared for the challenges in the ACC.”
Hailing from the same high school Miami
freshman forward Anthony Walker graduated
from, Cross checks in as the No. 80 prospect
in the nation in the 247Sports Composite.
ESPN considers Cross the No. 81 player in
the country, including the No. 16 power forward, while Rivals has him No. 83 overall and
No. 13 among power forwards. According to
247Sports, Cross held offers from schools
such as Butler, Florida, Georgia Tech, Indiana, Iowa, Penn State, South Carolina and
Texas A&M.
During the 2019 Nike EYBL season, Cross
averaged 31.4 minutes, 23.3 points, 9.5 rebounds, 2.7 assists and 1.6 steals per game
for BABC. He scored 15-plus points in all 18
of his appearances, posting 20-plus 15 times
and logging a high of 30, while registering 11
double-doubles.
Cross’ 23.4 points per game during the 13game regular season ranked seventh in the
league of players with at least five outings,
while his 9.5 boards were sixth-best. On the
list of players to finish an EYBL season top-10
in both scoring and rebounding, Cross joins
an elite group that includes DeAndre Ayton,
Marvin Bagley III, RJ Barrett, Miles Bridges
and Michael Porter, Jr.
The Hurricanes, 2-1 on the young season,
resume play Saturday at 2 p.m. against Quinnipiac at the Watsco Center, live on ACC Network Extra.
To keep up with the University of Miami
men’s basketball team on social media, follow @CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and

Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.on expectations in the nation’s hardest
conference.

MBB Charges Past UCF, 79-70, in Orlando
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Nov. 13, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – The University of
Miami men’s basketball team earned a 7970 win Tuesday night at UCF in its first road
game of the season.
Buoyed by a game-best 17 points and a
career-high 10 rebounds from redshirt junior
guard Kameron McGusty, who posted his
first collegiate double-double, Miami (2-1, 0-1
ACC) led for over 34 minutes at Addition Financial Arena.
“Well, he got himself off to a great start,”
Miami head coach Jim Larrañaga said of
McGusty. “We ran a set play for him on the
first two possessions and he scored on both
of them. Then he got himself to the foul line
and made some free throws. He was able to
just keep that aggressiveness throughout the
game and when he is playing like that he is
hard to handle.”
Miami jumped out to 12-3 lead in the first 4:05,
with McGusty tallying eight of the game’s first
15 points. Just minutes later, though, UCF (11, 0-0 AAC) went on an extended 20-7 run to
take a three-point lead.
McGusty, however, scored the final four points
of the half, including a buzzer-beating jumpshot after a steal near midcourt. The backto-back baskets put the Hurricanes ahead by
one, 30-29, at the break despite shooting 12of-31 (38.7 percent) from the floor, including
2-of-13 (15.4 percent) beyond the arc.
The Knights went 11-of-26 (42.3 percent)
overall and 4-of-10 (40.0 percent) from deep,
but committed eight turnovers to Miami’s
three.
After UCF took a 39-38 edge in the second
half, the Hurricanes countered with a 14-2 run
in just 4:25 to take their then-largest lead of
the game, 52-41, with 12:48 to play.
The Hurricanes extended their advantage to
as many as 15 points, 68-53, and the Knights
never got any closer than eight the rest of the
way. A layup in the closing seconds brought
the final margin down to single digits.
“Winning on the road is the most difficult
thing you can do and we were not able to do
it a single time last season,” Larrañaga said.
“Now, with a little deeper team—we played
nine guys tonight—we were able to get a road
win in our very first road game. So, I think that
is a confidence builder for us.”

Three Hurricanes joined McGusty in double figures, including senior guard Dejan
Vasiljevic notching 16 points on 6-of-12
shooting to go along with four rebounds and
four assists.
Freshman guard Harlond Beverly scored a
career-high 15 points on 6-of-11 shooting,
adding four assists to co-lead the team alongside Vasiljevic. Junior guard Chris Lykes finished with 11 points and went 6-of-7 from the
stripe.
Senior guard Frank Bertz and freshman
guard Darrin Green, Jr., co-led UCF with
13 points apiece, while redshirt junior guard
Ceasar DeJesus added 11.
The Hurricanes shot 17-of-30 (56.7 percent)
in the second half to finish the game 29-of62 (46.8 percent). Miami also went 16-of-22
(72.7 percent) from the line, while the Knights
shot 5-of-12 (41.7 percent).
Miami will now return home to the Watsco
Center, where it squares off with Quinnipiac
Saturday at 2 p.m., live on ACC Network Extra.
To keep up with the University of Miami men’s
basketball team on social media, follow @
CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.
MIAMI HURRICANES POSTGAME NOTES
- Miami improved to 8-2 all-time against UCF,
including 4-0 on the road and 2-1 in Larrañaga’s tenure.
- Since the program’s rebirth in 1985-86,
Miami is now 82-7 against Florida’s 10 nonPower Five schools, including 14-2 under
Larrañaga and 17-4 on the road.
- Larrañaga, who entered the evening with
the 10th-most victories of any active Division
I coach, is now 647-432 in 36 years as a head
coach, including 177-98 in nine seasons at
Miami.
- For the third time in as many games this
season, Miami used a starting lineup of
Lykes, McGusty, Vasiljevic, redshirt junior
center Rodney Miller, Jr., and redshirt junior
forward Sam Waardenburg.
- Tuesday’s victory was Miami’s first in a true
road game since a 91-88 decision at ninthranked North Carolina on Feb. 27, 2018,
snapping a 10-game skid.
- McGusty’s double-double was the first of the
season by a Hurricane, with the most recent
prior one coming March 12, 2019 by Anthony
Lawrence II against Wake Forest in the ACC

Tournament.
- In his 100th game as a Hurricane, Vasiljevic
surpassed 900 points and registered his 44th
double-digit scoring outing.
- McGusty, who tallied the 30th double-digit
scoring game of his career, reached 75 made
3-pointers as a collegian.
- In addition to his career high in rebounds,
McGusty also matched his top assist total as
a collegian with three.
- Lykes logged his 46th double-figure scoring
game of his career, including his third in as
many contests this year.
- Beverly reached double figures in the scoring column for the second time in his young
career.
- UCF redshirt senior guard Dazon Ingram
was ejected from the game with 6:11 to play
after being issued a Flagrant 2 foul.

Kameron McGusty worth the wait as Miami men’s basketball rolls over Quinnipiac
Walter Villa
Miami Herald
Nov. 16, 2019
The Miami Hurricanes had to wait one year
for Kameron McGusty and 20 minutes of
game action for Dejan Vasiljevic.
Pretty soon, their wait for Keith Stone will also
be over.
All of that was the upshot of Miami’s 80-52
win over visiting Quinnipiac on Saturday afternoon.
Miami (3-1), which won its third consecutive
game after getting routed by Louisville, got
a career-high-tying 22 points from McGusty,
a 6-5 junior shooting guard who sat out last
season after transferring from Oklahoma.

Larranaga said he had a good idea what ailed
Vasiljevic in the first half.
“In our scouting report, we told him that [Qunnipiac] zones a lot,” Larranaga said. “He puts
a lot of pressure on himself to be the zone
buster. He wants to break up the zone with a
lot of three-pointers.”
Vasiljevic admitted he was putting too much
pressure on himself.
“I told the guys we were playing too tense,”
he said. “We weren’t having fun in the first
half. We needed to relax, and that’s when we
started making shots.”
With Vasiljevic finally heated up, Miami made
11-of-15 on three-pointers in the second half.

Vasiljevic had 17 points and a career-hightying 10 rebounds. But he went 0-for-5 in his
second scoreless first half of the season.

McGusty, who shot 7-of-11, including 4-of-6
on three-pointers, on Saturday, said he spent
the year away from game action dedicated to
honing his game.

Stone, a 6-8, 245-pound graduate transfer
from the Florida Gators, has been cleared to
practice in full, starting on Monday.

Larranaga said Miami assistant coach Chris
Caputo worked with McGusty on three-pointers on a daily basis.

“That’s the best news we got this week,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga said of Stone. “He
hasn’t played since [ACL] surgery in January,
and he will need to get up to speed and go
through some practices.

“I stayed in the weight room and also working on my jumper and my playmaking,” said
McGusty, who also scored 22 points against
Kansas while with the Sooners. “I bonded
with my teammates, and I got in better condition. I can see improvements.”

“He’s a stretch four who can shoot threepointers but with a huge body. He’s a good
defender who moves his feet well.”

THIS AND THAT

Miami could’ve used Stone early on Saturday
as the Canes made just 1-of-11 three-pointers
in the first half. The Canes grabbed their first
lead at 12-11 and never trailed again, taking a
29-24 advantage into the break.
Vasiljevic, a senior who led the ACC in threepoint shooting percentage as a sophomore,
said he wasn’t worried after his scoreless half.
“I don’t think about anything — those 20 minutes are over with,” Vasiljevic said about his
mind-set at halftime. “I just went back out
thinking that the next shot was going to go in.”
That was exactly what happened as Miami’s
8-0 run to start the second half featured two
Vasiljevic buckets — a three-pointer and a
layup.
Vasiljevic finished the game shooting 4-of11 from the floor, including 3-of-9 on threepointers.

▪ Miami center Nysier Brooks’s mother, Monique Brooks, passed away on Wednesday.
Brooks, who is sitting out this season after
transferring from the University of Cincinnati,
was with the team on Saturday after flying
home to Philadelphia.
“When he led us know there was a chance
she was going to pass, he flew up to Philly to
be with her,” Larranaga said. “He knows this
is his family as well, and he will get a lot of
support from us.”
Added McGusty: “That [loss of Brooks’ mom]
was very tough. … We’re a close group. He
knows that anytime he needs to reach out he
can. I’m praying for him and hoping for the
best.”
▪ Vasiljevic on Stone: “I recruited him. I told
him to come and have a good run with us,
and he decided to come.”

Miami hits the road for a tournament. Here are the details
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Nov. 19, 2019
Coach Jim Larranaga is about to learn a whole
lot more about his University of Miami basketball team as the Hurricanes head to Charleston, South Carolina, to play three games over
four days in the Charleston Classic.
The Hurricanes (3-1) play their first game
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. against Missouri
State (2-2) at the TD Arena. The University of
Florida plays St. Joseph’s in the other half of
the bracket, and the winners face each other
Friday at noon. On Sunday, the Canes play
Buffalo, Connecticut, Towson State or No. 18
Xavier.
“Every team presents a different set of challenges, and while Louisville was very skilled
and athletic, Missouri State is the most athletic team we’ve faced so far,” Larranaga said.
“They rely on their athleticism to create scoring opportunities, whether it’s driving to the
basket or with offensive rebounds. They like
the game to be physical and in the paint.”
Miami heads to the tournament after an 80-52
home victory over Quinnipiac last Saturday.
The Canes went 11-of-15 from 3-point range
in the second half, setting a program record
for 3-point makes in a half against a Division I
opponent in the ACC era (2004-present).
Redshirt junior guard Kam McGusty, who
transferred from the University of Oklahoma
and sat out last season, led all scorers with
a career-high-tying 22 points. Senior guard
D.J. Vasiljevic had his second double-double
with 13 points and a career-high-tying 10 rebounds. Junior guard Chris Lykes scored 12
points and freshman guard Harlond Beverly
added 10.
Larranaga has been pleased with McGusty’s
contribution to the team. At 6-5, he can play
three positions, handle the ball, drive to the
basket and shoot from the perimeter. Freshman Harlond Beverly is also a “Jack of all
trades,” said Larranaga, and has proven he
has good court vision and can find the open
man to create offense for teammates.
Lykes “showed real growth” in the Quinnipiac
game and at practice Monday and Tuesday,
Larranaga said, especially on the defensive
end. “I hope what I saw are signs of what we’ll
see from Chris the remainder of the season.
If he does that, it changes everything for us.”
Vasiljevic, as the lone senior, is also encouraged by the team’s improvement since the
loss to Louisville in the opener.

“Coach L has been stressing that we improve
on defensive rebounding because we were
getting beat there, and we did that against
Quinnipiac,” Vasiljevic said. “Guys have been
getting after the ball in practice and we will
have to do that against Missouri State because they are tough and aggressive.”
Following its three games in Charleston, the
Hurricanes will play on the road against Illinois
in Champaign, Ill., Dec. 2 at 9 p.m. in the Big
Ten/ACC Challenge. Larranaga is hopeful that
University of Florida transfer Keith Stone will
be ready to play against the Illini after recovering from knee surgery. He has been cleared
to practice, and coaches and teammates are
impressed with what they have seen.

Vasiljevic leads Miami to 74-70 win over Missouri State in Charleston Classic
Pete Jacobelli
Sun Sentinel
Nov. 21, 2019
Dejan Vasiljevic had the situation he wanted — game on the line and the ball in his
hands.
Vasiljevic had a career-high 25 points, including a pair of clinching foul shots with 1.2
seconds left, as Miami outlasted Missouri
State 74-70 to start the Charleston Classic
on Thursday.
The Hurricanes had built an 18-point lead
midway through the second half, yet needed Vasiljevic’s free throws after the Bears
rallied back to cut their deficit to 72-70 on
Tyrik Dixon’s basket with 1.8 seconds to go.
That’s when Vasiljevic took the inbounds
pass, got fouled and easily swished through
his free throws to seal the game.
“I played for a long time, had a lot of big moments and made shots,” said Vasiljevic, a
senior. “It’s gives confidence.”
Miami is the lone two-time tournament
champion and improved to 8-0 all-time at
the eight-team event. They will face Florida
on Friday for a spot in Sunday’s finals.
Missouri State (2-3) will face St. Joseph’s
Friday.
Vasiljevic helped Miami open an 18-point
lead midway through the second half before
Missouri State went on a 12-0 run to cut
things to 64-56 with 7:31 to play.
But Kameron McGusty made a field goal
and Vasiljevic finished a three-point play to
extend Miami’s lead and the Bears could
not recover.
Vasiljevic surpassed his previous high of 22
points set last February in a win over Clemson.
McGusty added 19 points and Chris Lykes
11 for the Hurricanes.
Gaige Prim led Missouri State with 18 points,
14 in the second half. Tulio Da Silva had 12
points and a game-high 17 rebounds.

Vasiljevic had two of his four 3-pointers
to start Miami’s 22-13 run that closed the
opening half. His first one put the Hurricanes ahead for good, 19-17, with 8:03 remaining and he followed with another longrange basket. McGusty had five points and
Harlond Beverly four points in the stretch to
send Miami into the break ahead 38-30.
Miami coach Jim Larranaga didn’t think
there was any magic to his team playing
in Charleston, where it won titles in 2009
and 2014. “The only game I care about in
Charleston is the next one,” he said.

Blackshear’s 20 lift Florida to 78-58 win over Miami
Associated Press
Nov. 22, 2019
CHARLESTON, S.C. -- Florida coach Mike
White’s not sure where his Gators will end up
this season. He just finally likes the direction
they’re headed.
Kerry Blackshear Jr. had 20 points and 11
rebounds as Florida beat state rival Miami
78-58 Friday to advance to the Charleston
Classic championship.
ADVERTISEMENT
The Gators (4-2) were sixth in the preseason
Top 25, but fell out after losses to Florida
State and UConn in their first four games.
White does not believe winning the first two
games in Charleston mean the struggles are
over, only that his team is learning and improving every time out.
“I’m not one of these ‘I told you so’ guys,”
White said. “We’re still figuring out each other.
I do think we’re going to be a lot better than
we are now in couple of months. Does that
mean we’re ranked 37th? 14th? I don’t get
caught up in that.”
White did enjoy what he thought was Florida’s best game of the year. Much of that was
Blackshear, the Virginia Tech grad transfer who now has a chance to win a second
straight Charleston title after helping the Hokies hoist the trophy last November.
He also bounced back from an awful first
game Thursday where he picked up two
quick fouls and sat for most of the half before
getting ejected for a flagrant foul early in the
second half.
Blackshear said the foul was accidental, but
he’s got to be smarter than that going forward
if he wants to be a leader for Florida. He’s
also happy with giving his latest teammates
a try for a title.
“It’s definitely good feeling,” Blackshear said.
“Being with a team that I like to be around
helps me with the adjustment.”
Blackshear scored Florida’s first eight points,
and his 3-pointer later in the period closed the
Gators’ 20-2 run.
Still, Miami (4-2) rallied to tie things at 45-all
in the second half on Chris Lykes’ high-arcing
3-pointer. Noah Locke, though, followed with
a 3-pointer to start a 15-4 run that put Florida
ahead to stay.

The Gators will take on No. 18 Xavier or UConn on Sunday night for the tournament crown.
Miami, whose perfect 8-0 record at Charleston ended, will vie against the Xavier-UConn
loser for third place Sunday.
This game had a higher intensity given the
schools’ long athletic history and position as
two of the biggest, most successful programs
in the Sunshine State. The teams have met
69 times, but only seven of those games have
come since 1990. Their last meeting was also
an early-season tournament, the Advocare
Invitational in Orlando, Florida, where the Gators topped the Hurricanes 65-56.
Whenever one side threatened to gain control, the other fought back in a first half that
seemed more like a game near the end of a
season instead of the beginning. At one point,
Blackshear looked behind as he went back
on defense and saw four bodies on the floor
after fighting for a rebound.
Lykes had 16 points to lead Miami.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes had few answers for
Florida’s inside game and were outrebounded 34-25. And when Miami’s shots were not
falling in the second half (the Hurricanes
made just 3 of 17 attempts), the Gators took
advantage. It was Miami’s largest loss to the
Gators since falling 101-81 in 1988.
Florida: The Gators started the season No. 6
in the rankings and fell out after falling to Florida State and UConn in its first four games.
Florida, though, has made strides in looking
like the Top 10 team it was projected to be
this season.
DEFENSIVE WORK AHEAD
Miami coach Jim Larranaga said his team
must improve its defense if it hopes to have
the year it wants this season. He said there
were too many instances of mistakes made
by younger players still learning, especially
as Florida took control the final 15 minutes.
ONE GAK
The game featured the Gak brothers, one
on each side. Gorjok Gak is a 6-foot-11 junior for the Gators while Deng Gak is a 6-10
sophomore with Miami. But only Deng Gak
saw action as Gorjok continues dealing with a
shoulder injury. Deng finished with four points
and three rebounds in 11 minutes.

UP NEXT
Miami will face either No. 18 Xavier or UConn
in the third-place game here Sunday night.
Florida plays for the championship against
No. 18 Xavier or UConn to close the tournament Sunday night.

Carlton leads UConn to 80-55 win over Miami in Charleston
Associated Press
Nov. 24, 2019
CHARLESTON, S.C. -- UConn needed
a pick-me-up after its double overtime
loss to No. 18 Xavier on Friday night,
perhaps no one more than junior point
guard Alterique Gilbert.
Huskies coach Danny Hurley said the
whole team was down Saturday and
especially Gilbert, the target of social
media after he lost control of his dribble
on UConn’s final chance against the
Musketeers. So no one was happier
than Hurley with Gilbert’s steady, solid
play in an 80-55 win over Miami on Sunday as the Huskies captured third place
at the Charleston Classic.
“I just couldn’t be prouder of how he led
this team,” Hurley said.

The Huskies might have a few more
surprises ahead after handily topping
the Hurricanes (4-3) in the first meeting
between the former Big East Conference rivals in 11 years.
The Huskies’ youth was on full display,
led by Bouknight, the highly regarded
freshman who made his debut this week
in Charleston after missing his team’s
first three games with legal problems.
Bouknight, the 6-foot-4 guard from
Brooklyn, New York, led UConn with 19
points against Xavier and continued his
solid play in this one. He made six of
seven field goals and added three rebounds, two assists and a steal -- all off
the bench.
Another freshman, 6-9 Akok, had seven boards and six of his team’s nine
blocked shots.

Josh Carlton had 16 points while freshman James Bouknight continued to
make himself indispensable to the Huskies with 13 points. Christian Vital had
14 points while Brendan Adams had 13.
Gilbert led UConn with seven assists
and directed his teammates throughout.

Miami dropped its second straight after
an opening win Thursday against Missouri State. The Hurricanes fell to state
rival Florida on Friday.

At one point, Gilbert threw a perfect
pass to Akok Akok as he soared high
for an alley-oop finish. Hurley was so
thrilled with Gilbert he rushed out to
bear hug him on the next time out. At
the end with 90 seconds and UConn
up big, Hurley called time out so Gilbert
could hear the cheers of UConn fans as
he came off the court.

“I don’t think it’s a secret that we’re not
there” yet defensively, Miami associate
head coach Chris Caputo said.

“After that loss, it was Alterique that
helped us bounce back,” Carlton said.
The Huskies capped a week that started
last Sunday with a win over then-15thranked Florida and continued here with
two more wins and that oh-so-close defeat to Xavier.
“I don’t think anyone’s had a week like
us in college basketball” this season,
Hurley said.

Dejan Vasiljevic led Miami with 11
points.

BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes struggled in the
second half of their past two losses.
They were outscored 33-13 over the
final 15 minutes of the Florida defeat
and 62-35 the last 25 minutes against
UConn.
UConn: The Huskies are returning
to the Big East next season and look
ready to make an immediate impact
with the young talent they’re developing. Bouknight, Akok, Brendan Adams,
who also had 13 points off the bench,
and Jalen Gaffney are underclassmen
who are improving. Christian Vital had
14 points for UConn.

LARRANAGA PLAYING HURT
Miami coach Jim Larranaga dealt with a
pulled muscle this week that limited his
mobility, including on the bench where
he would sit while Caputo filled the role
of walking the sidelines, talking to players and officials.
CHANGE OF FORTUNE
The arena interview room has large
glass windows to the outside where
fans can see coaches and players
talking to media. Several pounded the
glass and cheered as Hurley began
speaking. It wasn’t that way Friday night
after Xavier, Hurley joked, “I was pretty
lonely.”
UP NEXT
Miami is off next week and plays at Illinois on Dec. 2.
UConn returns home to play Maine on
Dec. 1.

Gak’s Return Includes Family Reunion
Christy Cabrera Chirinos
HurricaneSports.com
Nov. 26, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – A year ago, he
seemed poised to be a contributor for the
Hurricanes.
With Dewan Hernandez sidelined and Rodney Miller redshirting, Deng Gak – then a
redshirt freshman – played in each of Miami’s
first seven games last season, making the
first start of his Miami career in the eighth
game, a matchup against Yale in the HoopHall Miami Invitational.
But Gak’s season ended that December night
on the floor of the AmericanAirlines Arena. He
left the game with a knee injury and days later, had surgery that sidelined him for months.
Since, he’s gone through treatment and done
the rehabilitative work to get back on the
court, something he’s been able to do in recent weeks as the Hurricanes have started a
new season.
And last week, while Miami was in Charleston, Gak had the opportunity to do something
he’d never done before: face off against his
older brother, Gorjok Gak, a center at Florida.
No, the brothers weren’t on the floor together
at the same time, and maybe his big brother’s
team got the best of his, but it was an experience that meant the world to Gak.
“Not many people can say they’ve played
against their brother or sister in a high-level
collegiate basketball game,” Gak said. “I’d
never played against him before. That was
the first time, so it was good to go out there
and go against the team he’s on. It might
have been better for him watching me play,
since he couldn’t be out there. … It really
meant everything, though.”
That sentiment is easy to understand, especially given how basketball has impacted both
brothers’ winding journeys.
Deng Gak was only three months old and his
brother just a toddler when their family moved
from Egypt to Australia. There, the brothers
grew up playing soccer before they grew tall
enough that friends and family encouraged
them to try basketball.
“We tried it and we loved it,” Gak said, simply.
Deng Gak makes a play
Before long, the brothers joined the Savannah Pride, an Australian youth basketball program founded in 2006 to help better the lives

of families from South Sudan.

chance to play and help our team win.”

It was while playing with the Pride that Gak
and his brother met a growing number of
young athletes and refugees from South Sudan who shared their background and were
able to help the brothers understand more
about their family’s home.

And the Hurricanes believe he has the potential to do exactly that.

“The majority of the kids that had come into
Australia, some of them were from singleparent homes and didn’t have much guidance. Having that little community we had,
the Savannah Pride, that was big. A lot of my
friends could have gone the wrong way, but
that was something that helped direct them.
It wasn’t just for basketball, it was about everything,” Gak said. “It was real cool to get to
know some of them. My family moved to Australia in 1998 and the majority of the refugees
started moving in the early 2000s. …
“All through kindergarten and first and second
grade, there weren’t that many people that
looked like where we were from, besides my
family. So, as I got exposed to that community, it opened me up. I started learning more
about where I was from from them … Some
of them came over when they were like 8 or
9, so they had experiences they remembered
from South Sudan and Egypt. I learned more
about myself and where I was from because
of them.”
Eventually, basketball brought Gak and his
brother to the United States.
Gorjok would play at Victory Rock Prep in
Bradenton before signing with Oklahoma
State. A coaching change there paved the
way for him to eventually enroll at Florida.
Deng, meanwhile, played high school basketball at Blair Academy in New Jersey before
signing with Miami.
And that, ultimately, set the stage for the
brothers to have their shared moment last
week at the Charleston Classic, even though
Gorjok was sidelined by a shoulder injury.
Still, given all that brought them to that moment, the game was special, especially since
Deng Gak is still trying to get back feeling like
himself on the court after last year’s injury.
“I’m so grateful right now to be playing. When
you have something taken from you like that,
you appreciate it more. So I’m very grateful,”
Gak said. “Not playing for an entire year, you
feel like everybody else has a head start.
You feel like you’re a little bit behind, so I just
want to catch up once again, that’s one of my
biggest goals. I want to be able to have an
impact as much as I can. I feel like I have a

“He’s got a knack to block shots and he’s got
the knack to be a presence at the rim,” Miami
associate head coach Chris Caputo said of
Gak. “I think he really had a good weekend
here [in Charleston] with what he was able to
contribute defensively. He really gives us the
ability to block shots.”

MBB to Compete in 2020 Cayman Islands Classic
HurricaneSports.com
Nov. 29, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – The University of Miami men’s basketball team will travel to the
Cayman Islands for its Thanksgiving tournament next season.
The Hurricanes are one of eight teams set to
take part in the 2020 Cayman Islands Classic,
as announced this week by Caymax Sports
LTD. Action will take place Nov. 23-25 at John
Gray Gymnasium near Seven Mile Beach.
Miami is joined in the field by Kansas State,
La Salle, Nevada, North Texas, Northern
Iowa, Ole Miss, Oregon State, Southern Miss
and Western Kentucky.
The Cayman Islands are located in the western Caribbean Sea, approximately one hour
away from Miami. Next year will be the fourth
edition of the Cayman Islands Classic, with
George Mason taking the crown in 2019.
The Hurricanes are 15-9 in, in-season tournaments under the direction of ninth-year head
coach Jim Larrañaga, claiming titles at the
2014 Charleston Classic and 2015 Puerto
Rico Tip-Off. Miami also reached the championship of the 2018 Wooden Legacy.
Miami is 4-3 (0-1 ACC) in 2019-20 and resumes play Monday at 7 p.m. ET against Illinois in the Big Ten/ACC Challenge, live on
ESPN2 from the State Farm Center in Champaign, Ill.
To keep up with the University of Miami men’s
basketball team on social media, follow @
CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.

Miami holds off furious Illinois comeback to win 81-79
Associated Press
Dec. 2, 2019
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. -- Chris Lykes scored
28 points and Miami held off a furious
second-half comeback to beat Illinois
81-79 on Monday.
Illinois (6-2) trailed 50-31 at the half -at one point down by 27 points -- and
was outplayed at every level by Miami
(5-3) before making adjustments and
outscoring the Hurricanes 48-31 in the
second half.
“In the first half, we were hitting on all
cylinders,” said Miami coach Jim Larranaga. “But we started to get into foul
trouble and had to make some adjustments. They also shot very well in that
second half.”
Dejan Vasiljevic scored 20 points, Kameron McGusty 13 and Sam Waardenburg 12 for Miami.
Kofi Cockburn scored 23 points to lead
Illinois. Trent Frazier scored 14, Ayo
Dosunmu had 12 and Andre Feliz added 11 points for the Illini.
The Hurricanes put together a series of
runs in the first half and jumped out to a
25-9 lead with 12 minutes left before the
break. Illinois answered late in the half
with a 7-0 run that featured a 3-pointer
from Alan Griffin, a layup by Dosunmu
and a jumper by Da’Monte Williams.
“We started slow and they were really
hitting their shots,” Feliz said. “They’re
a tough team, and we just weren’t with it
tonight. We have to get better.”
SO CLOSE
After clawing its way back, Illinois had a
chance to win it at the buzzer. Feliz hit
a layup with less than a minute to play
to pull the Illini to within one point, 8079. With two seconds left and a chance
to win the game, Dosunmu drove to the
basket and was called for an offensive
foul. That sent Lykes to the line, where
he sank one free throw to ice the game.

“To be down by as many as 27 points
and to have the ball in our hands with
a chance to win it, that’s really something,” Illinois coach Brad Underwood
said. “I’m very proud of the effort we
made in that second half.”
But Underwood knows his team has to
play better early in the game, a trend for
the Illini this season.
“That’s on me,” he said. “I did a very
poor job of getting our guys ready. We’ll
get better.”
ONE FOR THE ROAD
Larranaga was happy to come to Champaign and leave with a victory against a
tough Big Ten team on the rise.
“We got our second road win of the season,” he said. “Those are tough to come
by.”
DOUBLING KOFI
Larranaga knew coming in his team
would have problems with Cockburn, Illinois’ 7-foot freshman center.
“Kofi is big and strong and he’s really
hard to guard one-on-one,” Larranaga
said. “So, we made some changes going in and double teamed him, what we
call our 4-5 trap. It was pretty effective.”
“I thought Kofi was huge tonight,” said
Illinois teammate Giorgi Bezhanishvili.
“He’s just dominating out there, and I
am so happy for him.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes looked unbeatable in the first half and seemed fatigued
as the game progressed. But overall,
they got the job done and handed Larranaga his 650th career win in his 36th
season.
Illinois: The Illini have been slow starters all season and this time, it hurt them
badly against a very good Miami team.
Illinois needs to find a way to play two

consistently good halves before Big Ten
Conference play starts.
UP NEXT
Miami: Hosts Alabama A&M on Dec. 14.
Illinois: Things get tougher when Illinois
travels to (hash)5 Maryland for an early
Big Ten Conference game on Saturday.

Chris Lykes leads Miami to impressive 81-79 win at Illinois
David Lake
247Sports
Dec. 2, 2019
The Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball team
had plenty of time to stew on their last performance.
UM had eight days to learn from a rough 8055 loss to UConn at the Charleston Classic
on November 24th.
After an impressive 81-79 win at Illinois on
Monday during ESPN’s Big Ten/ACC Challenge, it looks like Miami (5-3) took some
valuable lessons from that loss.
Point guard Chris Lykes led the Hurricanes
with 27 points, two assists, and four steals,
but it might have been a defensive play late
in the game that was his most impressive moment.
With four fouls and Miami clinging to a 80-79
lead, Lykes took a charge on Illinois guard
Ayo Dosunmu with 2.7 seconds remaining in
the game to take the ball away from the Illinois (6-2).
Lykes received the in-bounds pass on the
next possession and was immediately fouled
and made one free throw to make the final
score 81-79.
After scoring 55 and 58 points in their two recent losses to Florida and UConn, Miami was
much improved on offense at Illinois.
The Hurricanes entered the Illinois shooting
44 percent from the field and 37 percent from
behind the arc on the season. Against the
Illini, Miami made 59 percent of their shots
from the field and made 55 percent of their
three-point attempts.
D.J. Vasiljevic made six three-points on his
way to 20 points while Kameron McGusty had
13 points and Sam Waardenburg finished
with 12 points and eight rebounds.
Illinois was led by center Kofi Cockburn’s 23
points on 8-of-8 shooting from the field.
The first half couldn’t have gone better for the
Hurricanes.
Miami went on a 17-2 run early in the first half
to take an early 23-7 lead over Illinois with
12:16 left in the first half.
UM held a 45-18 lead with 4:33 remaining in

the first half.

score to 80-77.

The Hurricanes converted 20-of-30 shots
from the field in the opening half while knocking down 6-of-12 three point attempts and
turning the ball over just four times.

The game ended with Lykes taking the charge
and hitting a free throw.

At halftime, Miami was led by Lykes’ 18 points
and two assists. Waardenburg scored ten
points in the opening half while Vasiljevic and
McGusty each had nine points.
Those four starters accounted for 92 percent
of Miami’s scoring in the first half.
Miami also did a solid job defensively in the
first half, forcing Illinois to turn the ball over
ten times and convert 44 percent of their
shots from the field.
Cockburn led the Illini with 11 points and two
rebounds.
UM held a 50-31 lead at halftime.
Vasiljevic hit back-to-back deep threes with
16 minutes remaining in the second half to
push Miami’s lead to 62-40 as the Hurricanes
continued to keep the Illini at a safe distance.
A quick 10-2 spurt by Illinois gave the Illini
some momentum with 13 minutes remaining in the second half, but another Vasilijevic
three pointer gave UM a 67-40 cushion.
Lykes picked up his fourth foul of the game
with 12:30 remaining in the second half. He
had 22 points at the time of the foul.
He returned to the floor with 7:40 remaining in
the game as he had to navigate foul trouble.
With Lykes on the bench Miami’s offense lost
its rhythm, Illinois went on a 16-2 run that cut
Miami’s lead to 71-66 with 6:11 remaining in
the game.
The Hurricanes went four minutes without
scoring a basket when McGusty scored on a
layup while being fouled to give UM a 73-66
lead.
A deep three by Lykes with 4:09 remaining in
the first half pushed UM’s lead to 78-69. On
the next possession, Lykes hit a heat check
step-back deep two pointer to give UM a 8071 lead.
With 2:26 remaining in the game, Illinois’ Ayo
Dosunmu made two free throws and then
made a quick steal and lay-up to help cut the

MBB Downs Illinois, 81-79, in Big Ten/ACC Challenge
Alex Schwartz
HurricaneSports.com
Dec. 2, 2019
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. – Behind a scintillating first-half
shooting performance, the University of Miami men’s
basketball team picked up an 81-79 victory Monday
night at Illinois.
Junior guard Chris Lykes (career-high-tying 28) and
senior guard Dejan Vasiljevic (20) both reached the
20-point mark, as Miami (5-3, 0-1 ACC) led by as
many as 27 points at the State Farm Center.
The triumph was Miami’s third straight on the road in
Big Ten/ACC Challenge competition and gave head
coach Jim Larrañaga 650 total wins in his stellar career.
“Winning on the road is very difficult, but getting out
in front and playing as well as we did in the first half
really gave us a chance,” Larrañaga said. “I have got
a lot of respect for the job Illinois did, and their players in making a great comeback, but we were able to
keep our poise down the stretch and win the game.”
After missing their first two shots, the Hurricanes fully
controlled the remainder of the first half. Miami connected on 18 of its next 21 attempts from the floor, hitting 10 in a row and making 6-of-8 shots from 3-point
range, to take a commanding 27-point edge, 45-18,
with 4:33 on the clock.
The stretch included a 9-0 run and an 11-0 run sandwiched around an Illinois basket, good for a 20-2
burst in just 5:52 of play. A late surge by Illinois (6-2,
0-0 B1G) made it a 19-point margin, 50-31, at the
intermission.
Lykes scored 18 points on 7-of-9 shooting in the half,
tying his season high for a full game and setting a
new career high for points before the break. Redshirt
junior forward Sam Waardenburg also set a new season high in the first half alone, notching 10 points on
4-of-5 shooting.
Overall, Miami shot 20-of-30 (66.7 percent) in the first
half, including 6-of-12 (50.0 percent) from beyond the
arc. The Hurricanes also scored 17 points off Illinois’
10 turnovers, while the Fighting Illini had four points
on Miami’s four turnovers.
“I think our players were very focused; we had a great
week of practice,” Larrañaga said. “I thought Chris
Lykes, DJ Vasiljevic and Kameron McGusty, our
starting back court, were very sharp in their decisionmaking, whether to shoot or pass, and they were
very, very aggressive. At the same time, we were also
very aggressive on the defensive end of the floor, limiting them to one shot.”
Late in the second half, Illinois used a 12-0 run in
just 2:50 to pull within five points, 71-66, with 5:52 remaining. After Miami pulled back in front by nine, 8071, with 3:17 left, the Fighting Illini scored eight points
in a row to make it 80-79 with 46 seconds to play.
Lykes, however, drew a charge with 2.7 seconds left
on Illinois’ next possession and then connected on
the first of two free throw with 1.8 ticks left and the Illini missed a half-court heave, sealing the Miami win.
Along with tying his career high in points, Lykes set a
new career high in made field goals, finishing 11-of17 after starting 9-of-11. The Mitchellville, Md., native

also logged a career- and game-best four steals.
Vasiljevic’s 20-point outing featured a career-hightying six made 3-pointers on just nine attempts in a
game-leading 37 minutes. McGusty, a redshirt junior
guard, scored 13 points, while Waardenburg finished
with 12 points and a co-game-high eight rebounds,
the former two shy of his career high.
Redshirt senior forward Keith Stone also made his
Miami debut in the victory, playing for the first time in
317 days after rehabbing from a right knee injury he
suffered while playing for Florida at Georgia on Jan.
19. The Deerfield Beach, Fla., native recorded two
points and three rebounds in 15 minutes.
Freshman center Kofi Cockburn paced Illinois with 23
points, finishing 8-of-8 from the floor and 7-of-8 at the
line. Junior guard Trent Frazier notched 14 points,
while sophomore guard Ayo Dosunmu totaled 12 and
senior guard Andres Feliz had 11.
Miami, which led for over 38 minutes of action, finished shooting 32-of-54 (59.3 percent) from the floor
and 10-of-18 (55.6 percent) from beyond the arc. The
field goal percentage mark was Miami’s best since
shooting 60.0 percent (30-of-50) versus Middle Tennessee State on Dec. 25, 2017, in Honolulu.
In addition, the Hurricanes shot over 50.0 percent
in both halves for the first time since Dec. 29, 2018,
when they did so against Campbell.
With the win, Larrañaga became just the 18th active
coach to reach 650 career victories, including the
10th at the Division I level.
“This is really about a team accomplishment, not
just this year’s team, but all of the years that I have
coached,” Larrañaga said. “[I have had] the opportunity and the privilege to coach a lot of terrific players
who have helped us win a lot of games.
After 11 days without a game, the Hurricanes will return to action Dec. 14, when they host Alabama A&M
at 2 p.m. at the Watsco Center, live on ACC Network.
To keep up with the University of Miami men’s basketball team on social media, follow @CanesHoops
on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball
season is presented by First National Bank.

MIAMI HURRICANES POSTGAME NOTES
- The Hurricanes are now 3-1 all-time against Illinois,
including 1-0 on the road and 3-0 in Larrañaga’s tenure.
- Miami improved to 7-6 in Big Ten/ACC Challenge
action, including 3-4 on the road, 6-3 under Coach L
and 5-1 in the past six years.
- Larrañaga, who entered the game with the 10thmost victories of any active Division I coach, is now
650-434 in 36 years as a head coach, including 180100 in nine seasons at Miami.
- Larrañaga is the 64th NCAA coach all-time to record
650 victories in a career, including the 39th with Division I experience, the 38th with at least 10 years at a
Division I school.
- With the victory, Larrañaga passed Cliff Ellis for sole
possession of the No. 20 spot on the all-time wins list
by an ACC coach while in the league (180).

- After going 0-10 in true road games during the
2018-19 season, the Hurricanes are 2-0 in such contests this year.
- The Hurricanes have opened December with a victory in 15 of the past 17 seasons, including 10 of the
last 11.
- For the eighth time in as many games this season,
Miami used a starting lineup of Lykes, McGusty, Miller, Vasiljevic, Waardenburg and redshirt junior center
Rodney Miller, Jr.
- The last time two Hurricanes scored 20-plus points
in a game was March 12, 2019, in the ACC Tournament in Charlotte, N.C, when Vasiljevic had 21 and
Anthony Lawrence II had 20.
- Lykes’ 18 points in the first half were one shy of his
most in any half, just behind the 19 he scored against
Bethune-Cookman (Nov. 17, 2018) and Wake Forest
(Jan. 12, 2019) last season.
- The Hurricanes’ 20 made field goals in the first half
tied for the ninth-most in a session since joining the
ACC in 2004-05 and tied for the fifth-most in the first
half.
- Miami reached 50 points in a half for the second
time this season, as well as tallied 50 before the
break for the first time since Nov. 13, 2018, against
Stephen F. Austin.
- The last time Miami scored 50 points in a half
against power conference opponent was Feb. 7,
2018, when it notched 52 versus Wake Forest.
- The Hurricanes’ 19-point edge at the half was their
largest since leading La Salle by 31 points, 49-18, on
Nov. 22, 2018, in Fullerton, Calif., as well as its largest versus a power conference team since holding a
24-point advantage, 59-35, over Mississippi State on
Nov. 19, 2015, in San Juan, P.R.
- The last time Miami shot 60-plus percent in a half
was Nov. 25, 2018, versus Seton Hall, also in Fullerton, when it posted an equal 66.7 percent mark
(16-of-24).
- Illinois shot 17-of-28 (60.7 percent) in the second
half, becoming the first team to shoot 60-plus percent
in a half against the Hurricanes since Feb. 9, 2019,
when eighth-ranked North Carolina went 16-of-25
(64.0 percent) in the second stanza.
- Over its last 180 minutes of action—the past four
full games and the first half of the prior one—Miami is
shooting 41-of-84 (48.8 percent) from 3-point range.
- In his 72nd appearance as a Hurricane, Lykes
made his 50th start, surpassed 250 free-throw attempts, logged his 50th double-figure scoring output
and totaled his 11th 20-point showing.
- McGusty posted his 34th double-figure point total
and eclipsed 250 made field goals in his career.
- Vasiljevic registered his 48th double-digit point total
and eighth 20-point performance as a collegian.
- Vasiljevic tied Malcolm Grant for fifth place on
Miami’s all-time made 3-pointers list with 223 and
passed Grant for sole possession of fifth place on the
attempts list with 580.
- Waardenburg notched his eighth-career doubledigit point total and tied his career high in made field
goals (four).
- Freshman guard Isaiah Wong surpassed 100 minutes played in his young career.
- As announced prior to the game, redshirt sophomore forward Deng Gak will miss the remainder of
the season with a right knee injury sustained in practice.

University of Miami basketball is back after two-week layoff. Here’s what to expect
Michelle Kaufmann
Miami Herald
Dec. 13, 2019
It has been two weeks since the University of
Miami men’s and women’s basketball teams
played a game, and both coaches used the
layoff to urge their teams to step things up
before the conference season heats up in
January.
UM men’s coach Jim Larranaga gathered his
players into a circle before Friday’s practice
and shouted: “Finals are over! It’s time to
concentrate on basketball!” He then reminded them of the message of the day: “Nobody
gets into the paint!”
The Hurricanes (5-3) are on their home court
for the first time in 27 days Saturday for a 2
p.m. game against Alabama A&M (2-5). Miami is coming off a big 81-79 road win Dec.
2 over Illinois in the ACC-Big Ten Challenge.
Illinois went on to beat No. 5 Michigan and
lost by just one to No. 4 Maryland. The Canes
led by 27 in the first half of that game after going 18 of 21 during a 14-minute stretch. They
hung on at the end thanks to Chris Lykes, who
led the team with 28 points, and DJ Vasiljevic,
who had 20.
UM’s three losses have come against tough
teams — state rival Florida; Louisville, which
reached No. 1; and Connecticut. Saturday,
they will face an Alabama A&M team that
starts four freshmen and likes to drive to the
basket. Larranaga challenged his team to
play suffocating defense.
They will get help from University of Florida
grad transfer Keith Stone, who is 6-9, 250
pounds, and returned to the lineup at Illinois
after recovering from knee surgery. “He’s
another big guy in the front court, really experienced, comes from a good conference,
really energetic, always talking,” Vasiljevic
said of Stone. “He wants to defend and be out
there. He doesn’t care if he scores, he sets
screens to get guards open and defensively
he rebounds.”

Miami Hurricanes’ Jim Larrañaga adjusts philosophy to shooting data
By DAVID FURONES
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL
DEC 13, 2019
Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball coach Jim
Larrañaga generally likes to see his team’s
assist numbers high.
It’s a sign that the offense is flowing, the ball
is moving and that one player’s action is leading to a good look and comfortable shot for
another.
Miami’s average of 11.5 assists per game
ranks 290th of 353 Division I teams, but that’s
not nearly as concerning as one might imagine for Larrañaga and his staff. They have
recently discovered that their top scorers are
actually more efficient when shooting off the
dribble than in catch-and-shoot scenarios.
“We have found that we’re one of the better
teams in shooting off the bounce, so we’re not
going to take that away from our guys,” said
Larrañaga on Friday ahead of UM’s return to
action Saturday against Alabama A&M in a 2
p.m. tip at Watsco Center. The team had 11
days between games.
“You normally get assists because the rule is
you got to shoot it as soon as you catch it —
there can be no dribbles or no dibble moves.
What we’re finding is someone like [senior
guard] DJ Vasiljevic — he’s an outstanding
catch-and-shoot guy, but he’s also very good
at shot faking, taking a dribble or two and then
making the shot. And that’s what we appear to
be doing a lot of this year — where [guards]
Kam McGusty, Chris Lykes and DJ Vasiljevic
are being very successful off the bounce.”
Following the Hurricanes’ most-recent 81-79
win at Illinois on Dec. 2, they ranked No. 1 in
the Atlantic Coast Conference and fifth nationally in points per possession on dribble jump
shots (1.11), according to data provided by the
team to the South Florida Sun Sentinel. That’s
a tenth of a point per possession better than
they average on catch-and-shoot jumpers
(1.01), which is sixth in the ACC.
Vasiljevic gets 1.65 points per possession
shooting off the dribble to 1.29 when on a
catch and shoot. Those same numbers for
McGusty and Lykes: 1.13 to 0.75 and 1.09 to
0.91, respectively.
“It just shows you that Coach L likes to adjust
to the players that he has,” said Lykes, who
leads the team with 14.8 points per game after
pouring in 28 against Illinois. “He knows that
he has guys that can score off the bounce, so
he’s kind of changed up a few things that’s going to allow us to do that in a more efficient
way.”

When Lykes, the 5-foot-7 junior point guard,
shoots off the dribble, he’s usually working
harder for that look, virtually always guarded
by a taller, longer defender. Time and time
again against Illinois, he delivered on tough
fadeaway shots. It’s something he has developed through his youth, always growing up
smaller than his opponent.
“Since I’ve been playing basketball, I’ve always been undersized,” Lykes said. “I guess
that’s practice all the time because it just feels
natural to me, just trying to beat my guy off the
dribble and make a play.”
Larrañaga said the discovery to allow players
to shoot off the dribble more was made earlier
this season actually because of an original
emphasis on improving the team’s catch-andshoot offense in the spring. Larrañaga saw
how strong Virginia and Virginia Tech were in
that area last season, while UM ranked 10th in
the ACC, and wanted to catch up.
“We worked all spring, all summer, all fall on
catch and shoot,” Larrañaga said. “After the
first six games, we did the research, we were
still 10th in the league in catch and shoot, but
we were No. 1 in the league in making shots
off the bounce. So, Chris Lykes and Kam McGusty and DJ are really good at that. We’re
not going to take that away from them. In fact,
we’re going to emphasize it. You’re probably
going to see it more and more.”
While the Hurricanes’ offense has been efficient, Larrañaga wants to see the team improve in its defense and rebounding.
“Until you can defend and rebound, it’s very
hard to defeat the caliber of opponent we’ll be
playing from now on,” he said.
One addition that should help is the recent
return of redshirt senior power forward and
Florida transfer Keith Stone from rehab for a
torn ACL.
“All the areas that we need help in, he can
provide,” Larrañaga said.

Miami basketball head coach Jim Larranaga out versus Alabama A&M
Alan Rubenstein
CanesWarning
Dec. 14, 2019
Miami basketball head coach Jim Larranaga is expected to return to Hurricanes
for Tuesday’s game against Temple at the
Barclay’s Center in Brooklyn after missing
Saturday’s game at home against Alabama
A&M. Longtime Larranaga assistant head
coach Chris Caputo is the head coach for
Saturday’s game.
The official release from the Miami Hoops
twitter account stated that Larranaga would
be out on Saturday and replaced by Caputo. Canes Hoops mentioned they expect
Larranaga “back on the bench shortly.” The
70-year-old Larranaga also missed the Hurricanes 72-70 loss on February 10, 2018, at
Boston College due to an illness.
The game gives Caputo another chance
to run the Hurricanes for a game. Caputo
was a finalist for the Buffalo job last spring
and is a likely future college basketball head
coach. Caputo has been on Larranaga’s
staff for the last 18 years, 13 as an assistant.
The New York native attended Archbishop
Molloy H.S. where Larranaga went to.
Miami will also be without forward Deng
Gak who was declared out for the season
two weeks ago with a torn ACL for the second straight season. Miami is 5-3 and coming off an exhilarating 81-79 victory at Illinois
on December 2. The Hurricanes led 45-18
in the first half and had to survive late for the
key road victory.
Graduate transfer forward Keith Stone
made his Miami basketball debut against
Illinois. Stone scored three points, had two
rebounds, one assist and one steal against
the Fighting Illini. Stone’s addition to the
Miami roster after recovering from his own
ACL tear with Florida last season was essential for Miami with the loss of Gak.

Hurricanes back in action after 11 days off, host Alabama A&M
Chris Stock
Inside The U
Dec. 14, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Jim Larranaga
brought the team together before Friday’s
practice and had a clear message to them.
“Nobody gets in the paint,” Larranaga exclaimed. “Tomorrow, hold down the paint,
block them out, rebound, and go.”
The Hurricanes will look to take their points
of emphasis from practices into the game on
Saturday (2:00 p.m., ACC Network) against
Alabama A&M at the Watsco Center in their
first game since an 81-79 win at Illinois on
Dec. 2.
“Protecting the paint, they’re a dribble-drive
team that wants to penetrate and try and get
their own buckets,” senior shooting guard Dejan Vasiljevic said. “Elbows and blocks are the
biggest emphasis and loading up the paint so
they see bodies and hesitate in going against
us.”
The Hurricanes (5-3) came up with a muchneeded win against Illinois, leading by as
many as 27 in the first half, after losing its previous two games by a total of 45 points.
“I think it was a pretty big win especially going there and getting a dub,” said junior point
guard Chris Lykes, who scored a season-high
28 points. “I really liked how we played in the
first half and if you’ve watched Illinois the
last couple of games, they won one against
Michigan and they should have won against
Maryland. They’re not a bad team, I think they
came out a little slow against us.”
Miami improved to 2-0 on the road this season, a year after going 0-10.
“Last year we didn’t win a single road game
and now we’re 2-0, which is a lot of confidence
for us,” Vasiljevic said. “To beat Illinois at Illinois is big for us. It gives confidence for the
freshmen because none of them have played
in an environment like that before with 15,000
people at the stadium. For the freshman to get
that experience under their belt and get the
win (is valuable).”
The 11 days off in between games have given
the team time to regroup, focus on exams,
recover, and work on areas of improvement.
“It’s nice to get a little bit of a break and the
guys are not totally on break because they’ve
got final exams and they worked really hard
to do a good job in the classroom,” Larranaga said. “But we’ve had good practices. We
practiced (Thursday), practiced (Friday), and

a game (Saturday) at 2 o’clock and hopefully
we’ll be ready.”
Getting through exams can be tough.
“It’s been a little up and down because guys
have had final exams, mentally it’s tiring,”
Vasiljevic said. “We’ve done a pretty good
job. We’ve been concentrating on ourselves,
getting back on defense, getting the offense
going the way it is. These last two days we’ve
been on Alabama A&M.”
The Hurricanes will get their second look at
Keith Stone in action. Stone made his season debut against Illinois and had two points,
three rebounds, one assist, and one steal in
14 minutes off the bench. Stone enters the
mix as Deng Gak exits as Gak was ruled out
for the season with a knee injury.
Vasiljevic is 21 points away from 1,000 points
in his career. He is looking to become the 40th
player in school history to reach that accomplishment and just the fourth to have done so
solely playing for Larranaga.
“My girlfriend actually told me not to get 1,000
tomorrow, get it at Brooklyn because the whole
family is coming out for it. I’m going to try and
get it, but I’m not really focused on that. I’d
rather get the win, but if I’m lucky enough to hit
7 for 7 from 3 and it’ll be over with. We’ll see
how it goes. If it comes to me, it comes, but if
not I’m not going to force anything. I’m going
to get it eventually, it just depends when.”

Jim Larranaga sidelined by back spasms, missed Hurricanes’ 88-74 win over Alabama A&M
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Dec. 14, 2019
University of Miami basketball coach Jim Larranaga was forced to miss the Hurricanes’
88-74 victory over Alabama A&M on Saturday
afternoon after suffering back spasms following the morning shootaround.
Larranaga watched the game on T.V. from
home, while associate head coach Chris Caputo took charge.
“He was great at the shootaround and then
he called me at noon saying, `You may have
to do the radio,” and then he called me again
at 12:45 and said he couldn’t make it,” Caputo said. “It’s a difficult thing because you
get these spasms and what you really need is
rest; and it’s hard to rest in the middle of the
season. He was on the road at Illinois, came
home and went recruiting, and was running
around recruiting last weekend.”
Miami was coming off a big road win at Illinois Dec. 2 in the ACC-Big Ten Challenge
and eager to play at home for the first time in
27 days. With final exams out of the way, the
Canes had spirited practices in the days leading up to Saturday’s game. Coaches stressed
defense, and challenged players to keep the
Bulldogs from driving to the basket.
Alabama A&M, which starts four freshmen,
presented a bigger challenge than the Hurricanes might have expected. Entering the
game, the Bulldogs were 2-5 and their five
losses had been by an average of 29 points.
It was a different story on Saturday. With
12 minutes to go, the Hurricanes led by just
five, 57-52. But a 10-0 run late in the game,
capped by a three-pointer by Kam McGusty,
widened the gap to 15 points and the Hurricanes came away with the win.
McGusty led all scorers with 21 points,
DJ Vasiljevic had 17 (including five three
pointers), Chris Lykes added 13 and Sam
Waardenberg 11 with nine rebound.
“We allowed DJ to hit some deep threes,
that’s his specialty; he’s one of the best in the
nation,” said Bulldogs coach Dylan Howard.
“Then, McGusty took over the game, lowered
his head, got downhill and we fouled or gave
up the straight-line drive. That was definitely
the difference the last three minutes.”
The Bulldogs kept things close early and shot
57.7 percent in the first half, but the Hurricanes led 44-35 at the break.

“Credit to them for the confidence they played
with,” Caputo said of the Bulldogs. “They
played with a real gusto about them. Some
of that has to do with us, but give them credit.
We were able to outscore them, but didn’t
defend them well enough at any point in the
game.”
The visitors came out tough after intermission
and closed the gap to 51-46 over the next
five minutes. A three-point play by UM guard
Chris Lykes gave Miami a 10-point cushion,
and they hung on for the win.
The Hurricanes are back on the road Sunday.
They fly to New York, are going to see the
play “Hamilton” Sunday night, and Tuesday
night they face Temple in Brooklyn as part
of the Air Force Reserve Basketball Hall of
Fame Invitational. Larranaga has been playing songs from “Hamilton” at every team
meeting to get the players ready.
“It will be great to be in New York, we’ve been
trying to educate the guys about Alexander
Hamilton, should be a really cool experience
for them, which they probably won’t appreciate until they get there,” Caputo said. “We
love New York, have a lot of alums there,
some of us are from there, so it should be
great.”

Kameron McGusty’s 21 points leads Hurricanes to 88-74 win
Chris Stock
Inside The U
Dec. 14, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- The Miami Hurricanes struggled to put much distance between them and Alabama A&M until late in
the game.
Upset-minded Alabama A&M cut the deficit to
five before Miami finished the game on a 13-4
run as Kameron McGusty scored 21 points,
seven during the run, to lead the Miami Hurricanes in a 88-74 win over Alabama A&M on
Saturday.
“I don’t think we panicked at all,” McGusty
said. “These are the types of situations we
work on in practice so we’ve been worked on
that the last week-and-a-half. I think we were
well-prepared and ready for that last two,
three-minute stretch.”
Dejan Vasiljevic added 17 points, Chris Lykes
had 13, Harlond Beverly scored 12, and Sam
Waardenburg chipped in 11 giving the Hurricanes (6-3) five players in double figures.
Head coach Jim Larranaga missed the game
due to back spasms. Associate head coach
Chris Caputo handled the head coaching duties.
“He was great today at the shootaround and
then he called me saying, ‘Hey you may have
to do the radio’ around noon and then called
me again at 12:45 and said, ‘I don’t think I
can make it, I’m going to try,’” Caputo said.
“Obviously it’s a difficult thing because you
get these spasms and really what you need
is probably rest and it’s hard to rest in the
middle of the season. He was on the road at
Illinois, came home, went recruiting this past
weekend, and was at practice as his normal
self. It’s a difficult thing. Hopefully a little bit of
rest will take care of it.”
The Hurricanes, who were 26 ½-point favorites, had their lead cut to 75-70 with 3:50 left
in the game.
McGusty helped keep the Hurricanes ahead
with a pair of free throws and then converted
a layup after a block by Waardenburg pushing Miami’s lead to 79-70.
“One key block got us out in transition,” Caputo said.
Vasiljevic sidestepped a defender and drilled
a 3 for an 82-70 advantage with 2:35 left.
McGusty also hit a 3 in the closing minutes
giving him his second 20-point game of the

season. He was 9 of 15 from the floor.
“All game coaches were preaching get to the
paint and kicking it out to open people so it
was good to see the ball moving and that’s
what happens when you move the ball,” McGusty said. “It’s always good to have your
teammates trust you to take those big shots.”
Vasiljevic capped the scoring with a late 3,
putting him four points shy of 1,000 for his
career.
Alabama A&M (2-6) entered the game as one
of the worst offensive teams in the country,
ranking 350th (out of 353) in offensive efficiency and 325th in effective field goal percentage.
Although there has been a point of emphasis for Miami to improve its defensive output,
the Hurricanes allowed the Bulldogs to shoot
51.7 percent (31 of 60) from the field, with
an effective field goal percent of 57.5, much
higher than their season percent of 42.9 percent entering the game.
“It’s just no secret, it’s a struggle for us,” Caputo said. “Our size across the board is a little
bit of a problem and we try to do as best we
can and we’re trying, but today we just didn’t
get enough stops throughout the game to get
any sort of comfortable lead.”
Alabama A&M also outscored Miami in the
paint 40-38.
“Poor,” Caputo said.
The Bulldogs led 16-13 before buckets by
freshmen Isaiah Wong and Harlond Beverly
to put Miami ahead and the Hurricanes never
trailed the rest of the way.
Miami’s lead grew to 11 points late in the first
half and took a 44-35 lead into the break.
The Hurricanes’ next game is Tuesday
against Temple (7-2) in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Lykes late free throws lifts Miami over Temple
Associated Press
Dec. 18, 2019
NEW YORK -- This was not survive and advance.
This was just survive.
And when it was over, Miami coach Jim Larranaga could appreciate what he and his
team went through.
“Just a heck of a college basketball game,”
Larranaga said after Chris Lykes made two
free throws in the final four seconds to lead
Miami to a 78-77 win over Temple on Tuesday night in the third game of the inaugural
Air Force Reserve Basketball Hall of Fame
Invitational.
Lykes led Miami (7-3) with 17 points. Keith
Stone scored 13 points, Kameron McGusty
added 12 and 10 rebounds, and Dejan
Vasiljevic and Rodney Miller Jr. each had 11
points.
Vasiljevic entered the game needing four
points to break the 1,000-point barrier at Miami.
“DJ has been with us for four years. I can tell
you from the day he arrived he’s one of smartest, hardest working, best shooters, great
leader, great competition I’ve been around,”
Larranaga said of Vasiljevic. “He is the consummate teammate.”
Whereas Miami could revel in a hard-fought
win, Temple coach Aaron McKie was left to
wonder what could have been.
“It was a game that was right there,” said the
Owls’ first year coach. “I think we’re taking the
right steps. This is one that’s going to sting,
it’s going to sting for awhile.”
Quinton Rose led Temple (7-3) with 14 points.
Alani Moore II contributed 12, and Monty
Scott had 10.
The game was tight from the opening tip, as
neither squad was able to create any separation. Miami’s biggest lead was nine, while
Temple largest advantage was six.
Trailing 71-66, Temple cut the deficit to two
on a Moore 3-pointer. On the ensuing possession, a McGusty layup allowed Miami to
extend the lead to four. Only to have Temple
rip the advantage away due to two made free
throws by Rose, and 3-pointer by J.P. Moorman II. Miami regained the lead following
back-to-back Miller layups, but a De’Vondre
Perry 3 gave Temple 77-76 lead to set the

stage for Lykes.
Following Lykes’ two made free throws, Temple had one last chance but Rose missed a
desperation 3.
“We subbed,” Larranaga said. “(We) took
Rodney Miller out and put Harlond Beverly, a
freshman, in believing Chris would make the
free throws, we’d be up one, and we’d have
to get matched up with Quinton Rose. Harlond did that and did a great job of keeping
him from his right hand. That allowed us to
force a deep 3 (and) he missed it. Great job
by both Chris making the free throws but also
his teammate’s stop.”
BIG PICTURE:
Both Temple and Miami could benefit from
what transpired at Barclays Center on Tuesday once conference play tips off as the AAC
and ACC programs collaborated on what was
essentially a 40-minute exhibition of possession-by-possession basketball.
Easy baskets were a rarity as the Owls and
Hurricanes were cognizant of both limiting
fast break opportunities and getting back on
defense. Which is par for the course for Temple, which entered the game ranked 27th in
the NCAA in scoring defense with 60.1 points
allowed per game, 39th nationally in 3-point
field-goal percentage defense, and fifth in
nation with a .351 field goal-percentage defense.
Whereas Temple is strong across the board
defensively, Miami is somewhat of a mixed
bag. The Hurricanes had limited opponents
to .328 shooting from 3, but allowed opponents to connect on .465 of their shots from
the field.
UP NEXT
MIAMI: Hosts Coppin State on Saturday.
TEMPLE: Hosts Rider on Saturday.

Miami basketball wins huge non-conference game versus Temple
Alan Rubenstein
CanesWarning
Dec. 18, 2019
After winning by two at Illinois two weeks ago,
the Miami basketball team picked up another
big non-conference victory with a 78-77 win
against Temple at the Barclay’s Center in
Brooklyn on Tuesday night. The Hurricanes
led throughout the first half before Temple
went on a 17-4 run straddling the first and
second half.
The win was huge for Miami as they improve
to 7-3 on the season. The Hurricanes host
Coppin State on Saturday before travelling
to Clemson on New Years Eve to resume
ACC Play. Miami needed big plays in the final
minute to pull out the victory. Chris Lykes’ two
free throws with 4.4 seconds remaining put
Miami ahead.
The Hurricanes did an outstanding job on
the ensuing Temple possession. Owls guard
Quinton Rose was forced to take a 30-foot
shot on the buzzer that was off and Miami
escaped with the one point victory. Lykes
led five Hurricanes in double figures with 17.
Keith Stone had his best game for Miami with
13 points and four rebounds.
Kam McGusty had 12 and Dejan Vasiljevic
and Rodney Miller contributed 11. McGusty
finished with a double-double adding 10
rebounds. Miller had nine rebounds and
Vasiljevic eight. Big plays in the final few minutes were the difference for Miami. Miller had
a putback basket and free throw to keep Miami in the game.
Four Temple players finished in double figures
led by Alani Moore with 18 and Rose with 14.
Miami did a great job guarding the three-point
line in the second half. Temple was 6-12 from
beyond the arc in the opening 20 minutes and
7-20 in the second half.
The Owls made it interesting with a pair of free
three-point field goals in the final two minutes
of the game, but the Hurricanes stayed poised
and were able to answer. The win should be
a big one for Miami come March. The Hurricanes entered Tuesday night’s game an uninspiring 86th in the NCAA’s new net ratings.
Temple is 50th in the net ratings so that
should help the Hurricanes move up. Miami’s
win over Illinois could also loom large when
the Hurricanes are jockeying for an NCAA
Tournament berth. The Fighting Illini are 32nd
in the Net Ratings.

Persistence Pays Off
Christy Cabrera Chirinos
HurricaneSports.com
Dec. 19, 2019
CORAL GABLES – There were times, early
in his career, where Dejan Vasiljevic couldn’t
help but wonder if he’d made the right decision, traveling so far from home, to become
a Hurricane.

But, he liked what he saw on film. And after
chatting with a coaching colleague whose
team had faced Vasiljevic in Australia, Larrañaga opted to push to bring the Australian
Institute of Sport alum stateside to Miami.
It’s a move that has clearly paid dividends for
both the Hurricanes and their standout guard.

Though Vasiljevic was a sharpshooting freshman with plenty of international experience,
playing time was hard to come by during the
first weeks of his first year on campus, with
veteran guards Davon Reed and Ja’Quan
Newton, along with former Jordan Brand AllAmerican Bruce Brown Jr., on the roster.

Vasiljevic entered Tuesday’s game against
Temple already ranked fourth all-time at Miami in 3-pointers made (228), fifth in attempts
(586) and seventh in percentage (.389).

These days, both Vasiljevic and the Hurricanes are glad the guard persevered.

“He’s probably one of the three or four most
mature players I’ve ever been around. He’s
very responsible, he’s very bright and he’s
very, very focused in every situation, whether
it’s on the court, in practice, in the classroom
and when we travel,” Larrañaga said. “He’s
someone you know is going to be successful
at whatever career he chooses, whether he
continues to play basketball or goes into the
business world or becomes a coach. He’s just
very, very dedicated and committed to being
as good as he can be.”

Three years after navigating those “second
thoughts,” Vasiljevic became the 40th player
in program history to score 1,000 points at
Miami, the milestone coming Tuesday when
he had 11 points in the Hurricanes’ 78-77 win
over Temple in the Air Force Reserve Basketball Hall of Fame Invitational at the Barclays
Center in Brooklyn.
And as he reflected on his personal milestone, Vasiljevic couldn’t help but be grateful not only that he stayed at Miami, but that
some of the veterans on that first team he
was a part of in Coral Gables helped give him
the strength to power through.
“I think it all comes down to staying the
course, especially when you have ups and
downs along the way. Mentally, you have to
stay positive,” Vasiljevic said. “My freshman
year, I didn’t play a lot at the start. I started
having second thoughts. But we had great
leaders like Davon Reed and Kamari Murphy
who led the way and taught us. Then as you
start playing more, you build confidence and
by sophomore year, I was a captain. I took
a big role in that and played behind Lonnie
Walker, who’s in the NBA now. I played alongside Bruce Brown, one of my best friends.
“Junior year, I played a lot of minutes because
we only had seven guys. So, yeah, there
have been ups and downs, but this journey
has meant a lot.”

But it’s not just his ability to score that has
impressed teammates and coaches.

Added fellow guard Chris Lykes, “DJ’s a
leader on and off the court. This is my third
year and just to watch him grow as a leader,
to see how seriously he takes things, it just
trickles down to everyone on the team and
has a domino effect on everybody else.”
His time at Miami has also give Vasiljevic a
new appreciation for the game he’s played
most of his life. After hurting his foot in the
Hurricanes’ NCAA Tournament opener
against Loyola Chicago in 2018, Vasiljevic
was sidelined for six months.
Unable to practice or work out as he typically did, his conditioning suffered. He credits
Brown, his coaches, teammates, family and
girlfriend Gemma St. Louis – a pre-med student at Miami – for helping him stay positive
and get back in to playing shape.

It’s a journey Vasiljevic knows he likely
wouldn’t have taken without a little bit of faith,
both on his part and Miami’s.

He returned from his injury to play in all 32 of
Miami’s games last season, making 25 starts
in the process. He averaged 11.8 points as a
junior and finished sixth in the ACC in 3-point
field goals made, connecting on at least one
shot from beyond the arc in 33 straight games
dating back to his sophomore year.

Hurricanes head coach Jim Larrañaga never
saw Vasiljevic – who was born in Canada but
raised in Australia – play in person during the
recruiting process.

Now, as he makes his way through his final
season as a Hurricane, Vasiljevic has a special milestone on his resume and a drive to
make sure his last year at Miami includes one

more NCAA Tournament run.
“We’re a young team, but we have a lot of
talent. We’ve got to lock in defensively and
watch a lot of film, because offensively,
we’re gifted,” Vasiljevic said. “I think if we
play games and get ready for the ACC, get
ready to play against the best, we’ll have that
motivation to make the Tournament and we
know to get there, we have to win those ACC
games.”

McGusty’s career-high 28 leads Miami past Coppin St. 91-60
Associated Press
Dec. 21, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- The dress rehearsals are over.
Miami junior guard Kameron McGusty scored
22 of his career-high 28 points in the second
half to lead the Miami Hurricanes to a wire-towire 91-60 victory over Coppin State Saturday
afternoon at the Watsco Center.
The Hurricanes (8-3) have won four consecutive games against non-conference foes, and
next begin a 19-game run in the tough ACC.
“We won four in a row but the challenge in the
ACC is team we’re going to play now are really a whole lot more talented,” Miami coach
Jim Larranaga said. “They got really good
players and they’re more familiar with us;
we’re more familiar with them. The challenges
are greater. We open the season on the road
against Clemson where it’s very tough to play
and then we come back home to play Duke,
who’s top 5 in the country and we’re already
0-1, having lost to the No. 1 team in the country Louisville back then.”
Miami’s 91 points is a season high and its 18
3-pointers is a program record. The 31-point
victory is Miami’s largest since defeating La
Salle 85-49 on Nov. 22, 2018.
“For 35 minutes it was our best offensive and
defensive game,” Larranaga said. “The last
five wasn’t indicative the way the team played.
We took 38 3s which is kind of ridiculous to
me, but we made 18 so we got to be pretty
happy about that. We defended so well for
such a long period of time, giving up only 45
points in the first 35 minutes. Love to see that
kind of execution every game.”
DJ Vaslijevic, who entered with the highest
3-point field goal percentage in the ACC, only
converted 3-of-11, but finished with 21 points
for Miami. Vasiljevic and Sam Waardenburg
combined to score 19 points on a gameopening 19-3 lead and Coppin State never
recovered. The closest the Eagles (4-9) would
come was 21-13 as they dropped their third
straight.
The Hurricanes received a rare offensive
boost from Waardenburg, who surpassed his
season points average in the first half with 8
points on 3-of-3 shooting from the field, making two from 3-point range. Waardenburg
finished with his first double-double, notching
career highs with 15 points and 11 rebounds.
“Last two days I missed some free throws and
wasn’t happy with it, so I shot 700 free throws
yesterday and it helped me with my shot,
holding my follow through,” Waardenburg

said. “My teammates are always telling me to
shoot the ball, that it makes their job easier, so
I had that mindset.”
Giir Ring led Coppin State with 13 points, but
it wasn’t nearly enough to prevent the Eagles
from falling to 2-4 during an eight-game road
trip. Koby Thomas posted a double-double
with 12 points and 10 boards. It didn’t help
Coppin State to be without leading scorer Kamar McKnight due to a hip flexor.
“That’s why they play in the ACC,” Coppin
State coach Juan Dixon said. “We’re looking
to get to that level. We held them to 34 points
in the first half, but we couldn’t make a layup.
It’s about us, playing in our conference, improving and getting to the NCAA Tournament.”
Leading 34-20 at halftime, McGusty caught
fire, draining three consecutive 3-pointers and
scoring 14 of Miami’s points during a 22-6 run
to begin the second half. McGusty made 9-of11 from the field, including 5-of-7 3-pointers.
“It goes back to the team chemistry we have,”
said McGusty, a transfer from Oklahoma who
scored 11 points in 2:02. “I’m just trying to give
it my all and make that off year, this transfer
year, worth it.”
From there, Chris Lykes poured in three
3-pointers and notched 11 of his 16 points
during an 11-5 run and a 78-42 lead.
Miami shot 47% from 3-point range (18-of-38)
to Coppin State’s 23% (7-of-30). Coppin State
is 0-8 when outshot from 3-point territory.
Miami jumped out to a 9-0 lead as Coppin
State missed its first nine shots and 14 of its
first 15 attempts. The Eagles finally scored
5:27 into the game on Andrew Robinson’s
3-pointer.
Sparked by the 3-point marksmanship of
Vasiljevic and Waardenburg, Miami reeled
off another 10-0 run and led 19-3 midway
through the first half.
Led by Dejuan Clayton, the Eagles went on
a mini 7-0 run to slice Miami’s advantage to
21-13. That would be the closest the Eagles
would come as McGusty scored six during Miami’s 12-0 spurt to pull away 33-14 for Miami
largest lead before ending the half up 34-20.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes hope to carry their
non-conference momentum into ACC play
against a young Clemson Tigers squad that
lacks size and 3-point accuracy. However, the
return of point guard Clyde Trapp and frontcourt scoring of forward Aamir Simms helped

the Tigers (6-5) snap a month-long, four-game
slide with a blowout of Jacksonville. The Hurricanes have started the same five players in
all 11 games this season. They’ve developed
confidence and chemistry on both sides of the
ball which could give its ACC foes difficulty.
Coppin State: Despite the lopsided loss Coppin State is in the midst of a turnaround season mostly due to its emphasis on defensive
rebounding and a man-to-man defense that
funnels opposing dribbles to the baseline and
sidelines which has pressured opponents
like Miami into 17 turnovers. After St. Mary’s,
Coppin State dives into the wide-open MEAC
which a chance to surprise. They need to get
leading scorer Kamar McKnight back from his
hip injury.
LETDOWN: Danger Mr. Robinson: Coppin
State’s Andrew Robinson came in averaging 12 points but finished with seven points
on 1-of-12 from the field, including 1-of-6 free
throws and was a team-worst minus-30 when
on the court. His twin brother Aaron Robinson
didn’t fare much better, clanging all six shot
attempts, including 0-for-5 from 3-point range
in 22 minutes.
STAT OF THE NIGHT: Four Hurricanes
scored 15 points or more and the 91 points
is the most scored since potting 96 points
against Stephen F. Austin on Nov. 13, 2018.
Miami is 3-0 against Coppin State, including a
115-76 win on Feb. 28, 1987, its largest output since the program was reinstated in 1985.
UP NEXT: The Hurricanes have the next
nine days off before they hit the road against
Clemson on New Year’s Eve for the first of 19
games against ACC opponents.
Coppin State will play its sixth consecutive road game against non-conference foe,
Mount St. Mary’s on Dec. 27. Mount St.
Mary’s opened the season 0-9.

McGusty Named Co-ACC Player of the Week
Miami Athletics
Dec. 23, 2019
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Kameron McGusty
of the University of Miami men’s basketball is
the Co-ACC Player of the Week, alongside
NC State’s Markell Johnson, as announced
Monday afternoon by the league office.
A redshirt junior guard, McGusty averaged
20.0 points, 7.5 rebounds, 2.5 steals and 1.0
assist per game across the Hurricanes’ two
wins last week. He shot 58.3 percent from the
floor, 45.3 percent on 3-pointers and 77.8 percent at the line.
In Miami’s 78-77 triumph over Temple at the
Barclays Center Tuesday in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
McGusty recorded his second-career doubledouble, tallying 12 points and a career-hightying 10 rebounds.
Saturday at the Watsco Center, McGusty
turned in a career outing to lead Miami (83, 0-1 ACC) past Coppin State, 91-60. He
logged new highs in points (28) and made
3-pointers (five), while tying his top mark in
made field goals (nine) and setting a season
high in steals (three).
The Katy, Texas, native is the 10th Hurricane—13th total honor—to claim ACC Player
of the Week recognition and the first since
Tonye Jekiri on Nov. 23, 2015.
McGusty and the Hurricanes are back in action Dec. 31 at 4 p.m., as they square off with
Clemson, live on ACC Network, at Littlejohn
Coliseum in Clemson, S.C.
To keep up with the University of Miami men’s
basketball team on social media, follow @
CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.

Lykes leads Miami to 73-68 overtime win at Clemson
Associated Press
Dec. 31, 2019
CLEMSON, S.C. -- DJ Vasiljevic wouldn’t let
an off night shake his confidence, not with
the game in the balance for Miami.
Vasiljevic hit a tie-breaking 3-pointer with 59
seconds to go in overtime as the Hurricanes
rallied from 10-points down to win its fifth
straight with a 73-68 victory over Clemson
on Tuesday.
Chris Lykes had 27 points, 18 of those after
halftime, for Miami (9-3, 1-1 Atlantic Coast
Conference).
Vasiljevic, who came in shooting 51%
from the floor this season, was just 3 of 10
against the Tigers -- and made just one of
his four long-range attempts -- when he let
fly with the game-changing shot.
“They were playing me pretty tight,”
Vasiljevic said. “I practice shots in practice
and on my own. I had confidence in myself
and just wanted to get out of here with a
win.”
Miami, 0-11 last year in true road games,
already has its third in as many chances this
year.

straight season.
“We’re not making enough smart plays
basketball-wise,” Clemson coach Brad
Brownell said. “It hurt us.”
Vasiljevic hit a pair of clinching foul shots
with 1.7 seconds to go.
Lykes ended a point shy of his career high
and made several critical baskets.
His driving, one-handed layup around Aamir
Simms -- Lykes at 5-foot-7 is 13 inches
shorter than Simms -- tied things at 62 with
49.1 seconds left that led to overtime.
The Hurricanes trailed 55-45 after Simms’
inside bucket with 8:55 to play.
Miami came out firing -- and hitting -- after
that. Kameron McGusty got things going with bucket and Lykes followed with a
3-pointer and another jumper.
Moments later, Lykes hit another long-range
shot to tie the game at 57 and set up the
dramatic ending stretch.
Vasiljevic and McGusty both had 15 points
for Miami.

Vasiljevic understands it’s early in league
play. He believes, though, the Hurricanes
have the makeup to surprise many this season.

Clemson has struggled to score this season
and hasn’t reached 70 points in its last eight
games. But the Tigers came out hot, making
seven of their first 14 shots to lead the Hurricanes 19-11.

“I think we’re on the right track,” he said. “A
lot of guys are locked in as we said before
the game, it’s ACC time, we’ve got to go out
there and compete.”

That’s when Miami got going behind
Vasiljevic, who had a three-point play and a
long 3-pointer to start a 9-0 run that got his
team the lead.

The Hurricanes had to come back from trailing 55-45 with nine minutes left. They still
trailed 68-66 on Johnny Newman’s inside
bucket with 1:56 to play in the extra session.

Vasiljevic and Chris Lykes both made baskets in the final two minutes to send the
game to the half tied at 26.

But Lykes hit two foul shots and, after a
Clemson turnover, Vasiljevic drained the
long-range bucket to put Miami ahead to
stay.
The Tigers (6-7) missed three 3-pointers
down the stretch after Vasiljevic’s go-ahead
basket to start ACC play 0-3 for the second

Simms led the Tigers with 21 points.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes showed plenty of
guts in coming back on Clemson. Lykes is a
dynamic force who should continue to push
Miami in the ACC.

Clemson: It’s hard to see the Tigers even
reaching their preseason spot of 11th in the
ACC unless they find ways to score more
consistently. Clemson missed six of eight
shots in overtime.
CHANGE OF FORTUNE
Miami was just 4-3 after losing two of three
games at the Charleston Classic in November. It has not lost since and Hurricanes
coach Jim Larranaga knows the reason
-- forward Keith Stone. The senior returned
against Illinois on Dec. 2 and Miami has
been a different, better group, Larranaga
said.
“Once we got him, then our rotations were a
little bit better,” the coach said. “Having three
seniors to work (in the middle) has made a
significant difference defensively.”
TRAPP MUSIC
Clemson junior Clyde Trapp Jr. started
for the first time this season since returning from an ACL injury suffered last summer. Trapp finished with a season-high 13
points and five rebounds. Trapp’s presence
should bring stability to the backcourt after
freshman Al-Amir Dawes was pressed into
service at the point.
UP NEXT
Miami returns home to play No. 2 Duke on
Saturday.
Clemson closes a five-game home stand
when it faces North Carolina State on Saturday.

Miami basketball wins fifth straight with big victory at Clemson
Alan Rubenstein
CanesWarning
Dec. 31, 2019
On the heels of last month’s subpar showing at the Charleston Classic, the University
of Miami has strung together four consecutive wins entering its formidable stretch of
19-straight ACC contests that get underway
next Tuesday, Dec. 31 in Clemson, South
Carolina.
Sitting at 8-3, head coach Jim Larranaga’s
young squad hasn’t necessarily exceeded
expectations, but they haven’t disappointed
either. Losses to Louisville, Florida and UConn are not back breakers, however, wins
over Illinois, Temple and UCF aren’t exactly
resume builders.
As expected, Miami’s season will live or die
based on its performance over the next twoand-a-half months. Dating back to 2011 —
the year the NCAA Tournament expanded to
68 participants — the ACC has averaged 6.3
qualifiers per year, with no fewer than four
making the field. The ACC’s high-water mark
was nine teams in both 2017 and 2018. They
sent seven in 2016 and 2019, six made it in
2014 and 2015, five went in 2012 and only
four reached the tourney in 2011 and 2013.
During last year’s tournament, the final two
ACC teams to earn a nod were each 10-8
in conference with 20 total wins. Only once
since 2011 has an ACC team earned a bid
while failing to finish .500 in the conference:
Syracuse in 2018.
In their defense, the 2018 Orangemen won
20 regular season games before receiving
one of the last four bids and eventually advancing to the Sweet 16. Two years earlier
in 2016, Syracuse would ride the bubble to
a tournament berth despite a 9-9 conference
mark and 19 regular season wins. They ultimately silenced any doubters by reaching
the Final Four, losing to the eventual runnerup, North Carolina.
Only one other team has reached the tournament with a 9-9 conference record and less
than 20 total wins: Wake Forest, who went
9-9 with 19 wins in 2017.
When you couple that precedent with Miami’s lack of marquee non-conference
wins, it tells me they need, at minimum, 19
victories and nine conference wins to even
earn bubble consideration. Furthermore, 10
regular season conference wins only brings
Miami to 18 dubs overall, resulting in a mustwin situation in the ACC Tournament opener.

Very rarely does 10 ACC wins fail to qualify
for the tournament. The most notable exception was the 2013 Virginia Cavaliers.

@NCSU - TOSS UP
FSU - TOSS UP The first crack at FSU is
at home and a series split would be huge

In 2013, Virginia was denied a berth despite
an 11-7 conference record and going 21-11
overall during a year the ACC only garnered
four selections to the field of 68. (Apparently
Virginia’s wins over No. 19 N.C. State and
No. 3 Duke weren’t enough to expunge early
season stumbles to George Mason, Delaware and Old Dominion. In addition, losses
to conference cellar dwellers like Wake Forest, Clemson, Georgia Tech and Boston College didn’t help its bracketology case either.)

@Duke - UPSET

The 2013 season also serves as a reminder
that Miami should feel very uneasy as a
bubble team. That 2013 Canes squad won
the ACC regular season title with a 15-3 record, then won the ACC Tournament Championship with three double-digit victories and
still didn’t receive a No. 1 seed. Since then,
no ACC regular season champ has failed
to earn a top seed. Considering the history,
are any Miami fans comfortable placing the
team’s fate in someone else’s hands?

@FSU - UPSET

@UNC - TOSS UP If Anthony is still out,
this is an excellent opportunity to steal
one
Virginia Tech - VERY WINNABLE
@Pitt - TOSS UP
NCSU - VERY WINNABLE

Boston College - VERY WINNABLE
Wake - VERY WINNABLE Two at home before a road trip, UM must hold serve
@Virginia Tech - TOSS UP
@ND - VERY WINNABLE Need two of
these three on the road

So where does Miami manufacture another
11-12 wins vs ACC competition? With the
November 5 loss to Louisville dropping the
Hurricanes to 0-1 right out of the gates,
where do the 10 regular season conference
victories come from?

@Georgia Tech - VERY WINNABLE The
last of 3-straight road games will be telling

Below is Miami’s ACC schedule where
we will select each of the “very winnable”
games. These are wins that Miami desperately needs. Yes, it’s forgivable to drop one,
maybe two, of those contests, but they will
need to be offset among the 50-50 games.
Those “either way” matchups are also listed
below as a “toss up.”

Syracuse - VERY WINNABLE SU is beatable and you must secure the Senior Day
W

If the Canes drop too many winnable games,
victories must come from the “upset” category. And just how much success can a youthful Miami squad expect to find when attempting to punch above its weight?
@Clemson - VERY WINNABLE Miami
needs the W to avoid a potential 0-4 ACC
start
Duke - UPSET
@Louisville - UPSET See what I mean
about the importance of Clemson?
Pitt - VERY WINNABLE If Miami is 2-3 after this game, I’ll be thrilled

Virginia - UPSET Not the same Virginia
team but they’ve still owned Miami of late

If Miami wins eight-of-nine among the “very
winnable” and two-of-five among the “toss
ups,” that puts them in great shape at 18-10
and 10-8 entering the ACC Tournament (I’m
not counting any wins among the “upsets”).
At 10-8, they would likely be among the topseven in a conference that has sent at least
seven teams to the tourney in each of the
last four years. If the Canes earn a No. 6 or
7-seed, one win is very possible vs a lower
seeded play-in opponent. Unfortunately, if
they want to avoid any Selection Sunday
tension, that much-needed 20th win must
come against a top-three seed, who would
also enter on a double-bye.
So, from the looks of it, Miami might need
one of those upset wins after all — during the
regular season or the ACC Tournament. But
since arriving in Coral Gables, Coach Larranaga is sporting an extremely respectable
11-13 combined record vs Duke and UNC to
go with his longstanding reputation of finding
a way to steal one from the big boys.

Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball team hosts No. 2 Duke with win streak on the line
David Furones
Sun Sentinel
Jan. 3, 2020
The first time the Miami Hurricanes men’s
basketball team hosted a top-five opponent in
the Atlantic Coast Conference this season, it
trailed by as many as 32 points in an 87-74
loss to Louisville in the opener.
UM has grown significantly since that Nov. 5
defeat, and riding a five-game winning streak,
the Hurricanes are better prepared to face
No. 2 Duke now than they were two months
ago.
Miami (9-3, 1-1 ACC), fresh off its first conference win at Clemson on Dec. 31, hosts the
Blue Devils (12-1, 2-0) in an 8 p.m. tip on Saturday at Watsco Center.
UM coach Jim Larrañaga is pleased to make
it through the December slate 5-0 but understands it gets much more difficult with Duke
up next and a rematch at Louisville on Tuesday.
t team that I’ve seen, and they’re the best in
so many different categories. They’re a tremendous transition team. I think this is one
of coach [Mike Krzyzewski’s] — he’s had so
many great teams — but this is definitely one
of his best defensive teams since I’ve been in
the league.”
Larrañaga lauded how the Blue Devils can
pressure an opponent, force turnovers and
get out on the fast break, get second chances
off offensive rebounds. They’re deep with a
rotation of 10 players.
Duke is led by freshman center Vernon Carey
Jr., who played his high school ball at University School and is the son of the former Hurricanes and Dolphins offensive lineman by the
same name. Carey is averaging 17.9 points
and nine rebounds.
“He’s so big, so strong, so athletic,” Larrañaga said. “Has great instincts on the court
— at both ends. He blocks shots. He gets defensive rebounds. He runs the floor extremely
well. He can dunk the ball in traffic or shoot a
nice little jump hook. He’s also shooting like
57 percent from 3, so he’s got the full package. He’s a handful for us, and we know that
and our guys know it. We’ll see how we do.”
Said redshirt junior forward Sam Waardenburg, who along with center Rodney Miller will
take on the task of controlling Carey: “He’s
a strong, skilled guy for his age. He’s really
young, but he’s got a good skill set, especially
his left hand around the post. That’s some-

thing we’ve been scouting, and we’re going to
do a lot to keep him away from that.”
A big reason the Hurricanes have won five
straight is the production they’ve received
from their starting backcourt. They are the
only team with three guards averaging more
than 15 points per game in Chris Lykes (15.9),
Kameron McGusty (15.2) and DJ Vasiljevic
(15.1).
Miami has done it with a two-point victory
at Illinois, a one-point win over Temple on a
neutral site and last Tuesday’s overtime win
at Clemson to accompany double-digit victories at home against Alabama A&M and Coppin State.
“It’s not exactly like we’re crushing anybody,
but it’s great to win close games,” Larrañaga
said. “I think that gives you confidence. Now,
the question is, how well can we play against
some of the best teams in the country? We’ve
already played Louisville at home. We’re going to have to go on the road there.”
The addition of redshirt senior forward Keith
Stone has been instrumental. The win streak
coincides with his Miami debut, back from a
torn ACL suffered while playing with Florida
last year.
“Having him sub for both Sam and Rodney
has made a huge difference,” said Larrañaga.
“It gives them quality rest, and we have a veteran out there, helping us both defensively
and rebounding and scoring the ball.”
Larrañaga said Stone didn’t practice on
Thursday, along with Waardenburg and
freshman guard Harlond Beverly. Stone and
Waardenburg were back at Friday’s practice,
which had ESPN’s Jay Bilas on hand watching, while Beverly, injured in the Clemson win,
was limited and doing work on the side.
According to UM, “a few hundred” tickets
remain for Saturday night’s matchup with additional available tickets extending into a portion of the student section as the university
is still on winter break with students not on
campus for class.

University of Miami to face No. 2 Duke at home Saturday. Here’s what you need to know
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Jan. 3, 2020
Most students at the University of Miami remain on holiday break until Jan. 13, but the
men’s basketball team has been toiling in the
gym, preparing for two huge tests during the
next four days.
They play No. 2 Duke at home on Saturday
at 8 p.m. (ESPN) and then hit the road for a
Tuesday night game against seventh-ranked
Louisville (ESPN2).
“I was very, very pleased that in the month of
December we won all our games... it was a
good way to end 2019; but if you look at our
January schedule, I don’t think there’s a team
in the country that compares with the level of
difficulty we’re going to face starting Saturday
night against Duke,” said UM coach Jim Larranaga.
Duke is 12-1 and features a stacked roster
that includes sophomore point guard Tre
Jones and freshmen Cassius Stanley, Matthew Hurt, and Vernon Carey Jr., a 6-10 and
270-pound South Florida native whose father
played football for the University of Miami and
the Miami Dolphins.
“Duke right now is probably the best team I’ve
seen and they’re the best in so many different categories,” Larranaga said. “They’re a
tremendous transition team. Coach K [Mike
Krzyzewski] has had so many great teams,
but this is definitely one of his best defensive
teams since I’ve been in the league.
“They put so much pressure on you. They’re
at their best when they steal the ball from you
and score before your defense can get set.
They’re a tremendous offensive rebounding
team. And they’re fast and deep. It’s going to
be a real challenge for us.”
Asked what impresses him most about Duke,
UM guard DJ Vasiljevic replied: “With how
much effort and desire they play the game.
They play with a lot of heart. I think Tre Jones
leads that, the emotion he plays with. We’re
looking forward to the challenge. We’re all excited, ESPN, prime time, 8 o’clock. We’ll be
ready to play.”
Miami is 5-5 against Duke since Larranaga
took over, but he said that has little bearing on
Saturday’s game.
“In years past, the way we matched up with
certain teams in our league, we were able
to execute a game plan, and when you do,
you have a chance,” he said. “Looking at this
year’s Duke team, they’re so good defen-

sively and rebounding and we are not a great
rebounding team. We have struggled even
against far weaker opponents. We have to
have a great ball-handling game, and great
rebounding game.”
The UM coaching staff is particularly aware of
Carey’s strengths, as they recruited him heavily at Davie University School and the Canes
were on his final five list before he chose
Duke.
“We obviously recruited Vern very hard and
have tremendous respect for him and his family,” Larranaga said. “We watched him play
from the time he was in eighth grade. He’s so
big, so strong, so athletic. Has great instincts
at both ends of the court. He blocks shots,
gets defensive rebounds, runs the floor extremely well. He can dunk the ball in traffic or
shoot a nice little jump hook. He’s shooting 57
percent from three, so he’s got the full package. He’s a handful for us. We know that and
our guys know it. We’ll see how we do.”
Louisville is 11-2, including an 87-74 win over
the Hurricanes in Coral Gables on Nov. 5. In
that game, Cardinals All-American forward
Jordan Nwora scorched UM for 23 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds. Nwora and Carey are
both early candidates for National Player of
the Year.
Daunting as those opponents are, the backto-back high-profile games come at a good
time for the Hurricanes, who are 9-3 and 1-1
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Miami is on a five-game win streak and coming off a confidence-building 73-68 overtime
win at Clemson. Guard Chris Lykes led the
Canes with 27 points on 10-of-16 shooting
against the Tigers. Senior Vasiljevic and Kam
McGusty scored 15 points apiece. The Canes
trailed by 10 with nine minutes to go, but rallied and showed guts in the clutch moments.
Duke and Louisville will certainly present
tougher challenges than Coppin State and
Clemson, but UM is on the right track since
beating Illinois on the road in the Big Ten-ACC
Challenge.
Not coincidentally, UM redshirt senior Keith
Stone, a University of Florida graduate transfer, returned from injury that game. Stone,
6-8 and 245 pounds, has made a significant
difference in the paint. He had nine rebounds
in 27 minutes against Clemson and has been
averaging 18 minutes per game.
Larranaga said he has been encouraged by
the leadership of his veteran players and the
play of his guards. UM is the only team in the
nation with three guards averaging 15 points.

“Illinois we won by one, Temple we won by
one, Clemson we won in overtime, so it’s not
exactly like we’re crushing anybody,” Larranaga said. “But it’s great to win close games. I
do think that gives you confidence. Now, the
question is, how well can we play against
some of the best teams in the country?”
Tickets are still available for Saturday’s game
at www.hurricanesports.com

Carey scores 24 to lead No. 2 Duke past Miami 95-62
Associated Press
Jan. 4, 2020
CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- The backboard was
still shaking when Vernon Carey Jr. reached
the other end of the court after his thunderous dunk in garbage time punctuated Duke’s
latest rout.
Carey rocked his hometown Saturday night,
scoring 24 points in 25 minutes, and the second-ranked Blue Devils shot a season-high
60% to beat the Miami Hurricanes 95-62.
It was Miami’s most lopsided home loss in
Jim Larranaga’s nine seasons as coach.
Carey shot 11 for 14 playing against Miami for
the first time, and every basket drew cheers
from a substantial portion of the less-thancapacity crowd. The Blue Devils freshman
starred in high school in nearby Broward
County, and his father played football for the
Hurricanes.
“It was special just to come out here and get
our second ACC road win,” Carey said. “We
played great, especially on the defensive
end.”
Coach Mike Krzyzewski wasn’t surprised
Carey kept his cool playing in front of friends
and family.
“It’s not just tonight returning home -- he has
been extremely poised,” Krzyzewski said.
“That’s the thing I’m most proud of him. Even
if he made a mistake, or missed a shot, he
doesn’t get frantic.”
The Blue Devils (13-1, 3-0 Atlantic Coast
Conference) won their seventh game in a row.
“They’re really good,” Larranaga said. “Their
speed, quickness, jumping ability, and level of
intensity -- I think they’ve got a legitimate shot
to win the national championship.”
Miami (9-4, 1-2) had a five-game winning
streak snapped and lost for the first time since
November.
Blue Devils freshman Cassius Stanley had 20
points in 25 minutes, and Matthew Hurt added 13 points. Carey, Stanley and Hurt shot a
combined 25 for 33 (76%).
“Coach has been stressing to be efficient with
your drives and look to kick,” Stanley said.
“We were getting good shots early in the season. We’re getting great shots now.”
The Blue Devils scored 64 points in the paint
against the Hurricanes, who played mostly

zone.
“Our spacing was good, and our passing
stretched everything out,” Carey said.
Carey had nine rebounds to lead the Blue
Devils, who outrebounded Miami 41-24. Their
defense put the clamps on Chris Lykes, Miami’s leading scorer this season. He shot 2
for 15 and totaled eight points.
“We played very, very well,” Krzyzewski said.
“Not very well -- two verys. When went to the
bench, we didn’t drop. In fact, we ascended.”
Kameron McGusty led the Hurricanes with 12
points but had six turnovers.
ALSO-RANS
The Hurricanes paid the price for losing the
recruiting battle for Carey, who was in eighth
grade when Larranaga began courting him.
“I love Vernon Carey and his family,” Larranaga said. “We recruited him very hard. My hat’s
off to him. He keeps working hard. I think he’s
got a legitimate shot of being ACC player of
the year, national player of the year. He’s really good.”
PULLING AWAY
Miami hung with Duke early and trailed 2320 midway through the first half. But the Blue
Devils made 11 of their final 13 shots before
halftime, including Hurt’s 3-pointer to beat the
buzzer ending the half for a 50-36 lead.
BIG PICTURE
The Blue Devils came into the game leading the nation in scoring margin at 20.8, and
they’ve been especially dominant lately, with
their past four wins by 29, 25, 39 and 33
points.
“Truth be told, we can’t play at the pace they
do,” Larranaga said.
Miami has 11 scholarship players, and lack
of depth is an issue for the second season
in a row. The Hurricanes trailed by 20 in the
second half before their reserves produced a
point.
“I think they got worn down,” Krzyzewski said.
UP NEXT
Miami plays at No. 7 Louisville on Tuesday.
The Hurricanes lost 87-74 when they met in
the season opener.

Duke plays at Georgia Tech on Wednesday.
The Blue Devils are 10-0 against the Yellow
Jackets since 2010-11.

No. 13 Louisville pulls away from Miami 74-58
Associated Press
Jan. 7, 2020
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- Louisville looked like it
would cruise past Miami but ended up having
to work hard in the closing minutes.
The end result was good enough for the 13thranked Cardinals.
Jordan Nwora scored 19 points including a
critical layup with 5:21 remaining, and Darius
Perry and Ryan McMahon followed with key
baskets down the stretch to help Louisville
pull away from Miami 74-58 on Tuesday night.
Louisville (12-3, 3-1 Atlantic Coast Conference) bounced back from consecutive losses
to ranked foes, at Kentucky and at home to
Florida State.

second in a row. The Hurricanes shot 28%,
including 26% from long range, and were outrebounded 48-37.
“We got ourselves in a rush and didn’t make
any passes,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga
said of the shooting. “Came down the floor
and shot quickly. I’m guessing we might have
taken 12 to 15 shots like that. When we didn’t,
we shot a good percentage.
“But when you go like 0-for-15 or 1-for-15 on
shots and don’t make any passes, then it’s a
problem.”
INJURY REPORT

“It feels really good to back in the win column,
for sure,” Perry said.

Before the game, Miami announced that
senior forward Keith Stone will be out indefinitely with a left knee injury. The 6-foot8, 244-pound Stone played in the past six
contests and averaged 5.5 points and 3.8
rebounds in 18 minutes.

But only after things nearly blew up.

KEEPING PERSPECTIVE

The Cardinals led by 20 midway through the
first half before the Hurricanes got within 11 at
the break. Miami eventually whittled it down to
57-52 on Kameron McGusty’s two free throws
with 5:37 left before Nwora’s layup provided a
seven-point edge.

Jordan has 49 points the past two games, a
big turnaround from his eight-point effort at
Kentucky. He said he got down on himself after that game. The social media reaction was
fierce and included a threat on his life.

Perry sandwiched a three-point play and a
layup around McMahon’s 3 to make it 65-54.
Nwora added two free throws and Malik Williams added a three-point play with 42 seconds left to seal the win for the Cardinals.
Nwora also grabbed 12 rebounds and had
four assists, an all-around performance following his 32-point effort in the loss to FSU.
Steven Enoch had 12 points and 10 boards
and Perry and Williams finished with 10
points each. Dwayne Sutton had 13 boards
and nine points.
Louisville coach Chris Mack was happy Nwora had help.
“We need we need our older players, guys
that are very experienced, we need them
stepping up offensively,” Mack said. “If we’re
playing together, if we’re pushing the ball,
if we’re moving the ball hard to half-court
screening for one another and the ball gets
reversed from side to side, we’ll get some
good stuff.
“I think we did that in the first 15 minutes and
maybe the last five. But we’ve got to be more
consistent.”
McGusty and Chris Lykes had 18 points
apiece for Miami (9-5, 1-3), which dropped its

“There were some people telling me they
loved me (one) day, but now I should be
dead,” Jordan said. “I had somebody message me to say, like, they wanted to kill me
over a 15-dollar bet. If that’s what you’re worried about, you got more issues than worrying
about me.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes appeared headed to
another blowout before perimeter shooting
got them back into the game. They played at
the same pace with Louisville for stretches
but frequently missed shots that could have
gotten them closer. They made eight 3s on
31 attempts.
Louisville: Though the Cardinals won most
statistical areas -- especially the paint (4212) -- it wasn’t until Perry’s three-point play
that they took control. They even broke 40%
shooting this time, hitting 45% from the field.
POLL IMPLICATIONS
Louisville needed this win to avoid falling
further in the rankings since being No. 1 just
over a month ago. There’s still work ahead
this week at Notre Dame.
UP NEXT

Miami hosts Pittsburgh on Sunday.
Louisville visits Notre Dame on Saturday.

Hurricanes withstand late rally by Pittsburgh to win 66-58
Associated Press
Jan. 12, 2020
CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- The Miami Hurricanes squandered a lead of 16-0, so they
built an even bigger one -- and nearly blew
that.
Kameron McGusty scored 19 points and
freshman Harlond Beverly came to the rescue off the bench as Miami withstood a late
rally by streaky Pittsburgh and won 66-58
Sunday night.
The Panthers had scoring runs of 18-2 in
the first half and 17-3 in the second half but
never led. After falling behind 46-26 with 14
minutes left they cut the deficit to 51-47, but
Miami let them get no closer.
“It was about being poised and calm, and
understanding we’ve got a lead, so let’s
take smart shots and play hard defense,”
McGusty said. “It was a real fun game to
play in.”
The Hurricanes (10-5, 2/3 Atlantic Coast
Conference) beat Pittsburgh for the seventh
time in a row. The Panthers (11-5, 2-3) failed
to build on their victory Wednesday at North
Carolina, which ended a 22-game road losing streak in the ACC.

and two blocked shots. Twice he fed Sam
Waardenburg for big baskets down the
stretch.
“Coach was already unhappy, so I couldn’t
play any worse,” Beverly said. “I just went in
there and tried to play my best, didn’t force
anything and I feel like I did a good job.”
Waardenburg finished with 10 rebounds.
DJ Vasiljevic scored 13 points for the Hurricanes, who shot 52 percent.
Trey McGowens had 18 points and seven
assists for the Panthers, but Justin Champagnie shot 3 for 16, and Xavier Johnson
went 1 for 5 with four turnovers.
Pitt shot 36% , including 3 for 16 from 3-point
range.
STREAKS
Miami raced to a 16-0 lead, allowed the
Panthers to pull even at 18 and then rebuilt
the lead to 20. The Hurricanes made four
of their last five shots over the final 3:28 to
seal the win.
“The way we started each half is not worthy of winning,” Capel said. “The basketball
gods don’t reward you for that.”

“It was a disappointing loss for us,” coach
Jeff Capel said. “We had an amazing opportunity coming off a big win, and we didn’t
have the maturity level necessary as a
group to move on to the next play. Until we
learn that in our program, we won’t become
the consistently good program we’re striving
to become.”

The Panthers committed four turnovers and
missed their first seven shots to fall behind
early. They made six consecutive shots during their 18-2 spurt, but otherwise went 2 for
21 in the first half.

Hurricanes point guard Chris Lykes, their
leading scorer this season, scored 12 points
but fouled out with eight minutes remaining.
That left Beverly to run the offense.

Miami: Waardenburg and Vasiljevic played
40 minutes for the Hurricanes, who have
only eight healthy scholarship players.

“I was so mad at him in the first half,” coach
Jim Larranaga said, “because we called a
play and he didn’t run it, and turned it over
instead. Had Chris Lykes not gotten in foul
trouble, there’s a very good chance he
doesn’t get back into the game. Then he
goes out there and plays like a veteran.”
Beverly finished with six points, five assists

BIG PICTURE

Pittsburgh: Bad shooting nights have been
a bugaboo for the Panthers, who are 9-1
when they make more than 39%.
DONATIONS
Valiljevic is donating $5 for every 3-pointer
he makes in conference play to aid wildfire
relief in his native Australia.

UP NEXT
Pittsburgh plays host to No. 13 Louisville on
Tuesday. The Panthers lost 64-46 when the
teams met Dec. 6.
Miami plays at North Carolina State on
Wednesday. The Hurricanes won the last
time they played there two years ago.

Freshman Beverly overcomes early mistake, leads UM Hurricanes to 66-58 win over Pitt
Michelle Kaufmann
Miami Herald
Jan. 12, 2020
The year 2020 had not been kind to the
University of Miami men’s basketball team
with back-to-back double-digit losses to No.
2 Duke and No. 13 Louisville, but the Hurricanes finally got to celebrate Sunday night.
Miami raced to a 16-0 lead over Pittsburgh,
overcame a second-half cold spell, never
trailed, made critical plays down the stretch
and came away with a 66-58 victory.
Pitt, which trailed by 20 early in the second
half, cut the deficit to four points before Miami freshman point guard Harlond Beverly
became the unlikely hero for the Hurricanes
(10-5, 2-3 ACC).
Beverly came into the game when starter
Chris Lykes fouled out with eight minutes to
go. Beverly had been yanked by an angry
UM coach Jim Larranaga earlier because he
failed to run the assigned play and turned the
ball over.
Beverly redeemed himself — and then some.
Over the span of seven minutes, the athletic
6-4 Detroit native had four assists, a block,
two layups, a steal that led to a fast-break
dunk and a defensive rebound.
“Coach was already mad, and I couldn’t play
any worse,” Beverly said sheepishly in the
postgame news conference. “After the game,
he said, `Harlond, I wasn’t happy with you’. I
said, `I know. I messed up’. He told me I did a
good job redeeming myself because the ball
was in my hand. He still trusted me after he
was mad, so that gives me confidence.”
Larranaga called Beverly the difference-maker.
“I really want to pay a major compliment to
Harlond Beverly,” Larranaga said. “When
Chris Lykes went out, we went to Harlond and
his last 7-8 minutes of the game was the difference. He scored, he assisted, he defended
and got a rebound. I really like that Isaiah
Wong and Beverly are starting to take some
very positive strides.”
Larranaga admitted he was “so mad” at Beverly during the first half.
“We called a play, he didn’t run it, turns it over
instead,” Larranaga said. “So, if Lykes hadn’t
gotten in foul trouble, there’s a very good
chance he doesn’t get back into the game.
Chris fouls out and now the responsibility of

running our team is on him, a freshman, who
I’m already very mad at. He goes out there
and plays like a veteran. Makes some very
nice baskets, nice assists, blocked a shot, got
a rebound.”
Kam McGusty led UM with 19 points — 15
in the first half. DJ Vasiljevic had 13, Lykes
12. Sam Waardenberg grabbed 10 rebounds
with his seven points, and Rodney Miller had
seven rebounds and seven points, including a
critical basket in traffic in the closing minutes.
“Miami’s record is misleading,” said Pitt coach
Jeff Capel, pointing out that UM’s three conference losses were to Louisville (twice) and
Duke. “They played with the necessary energy worthy of winning, and got off to great
start both halves.”
McGusty opened the game with a threepointer and carried the Canes until halftime.
The Panthers (11-5, 2-3) missed their first
seven shots and were held scoreless for the
first seven minutes before going on an 18-2
run to tie the score 18-18.
That’s when Lykes stepped up with a pair of
baskets to give the Canes a bit of a cushion.
UM led 31-22 at halftime and went up 46-26
early in the second half. The Canes then went
on a brutal three-minute scoreless stretch
with four turnovers, and Pitt cut the gap to
51-47.
“It was a fun game to play, real up and down,”
McGusty said. “We stayed poised and calm.
The last seven or eight minutes we made
smart shots and played good defense.”
UM plays at N.C. State on Wednesday and
is home Saturday at 1 p.m. against Florida
State.

Funderburk leads NC State past Miami 80-63; Bryce returns
Associated Press
Jan. 15, 2020
RALEIGH, N.C. -- D.J. Funderburk is developing into a consistent scoring threat inside
for North Carolina State. It’s a good timing,
too, with the Wolfpack getting season-leading
scorer C.J. Bryce back from injury to hopefully go on a run in Atlantic Coast Conference
play.
Funderburk had 19 points to lead an offense
that shot 64% after halftime in the Wolfpack’s
80-63 win against Miami on Wednesday
night, while Bryce eased back into action
after missing four games while being in the
concussion protocol.
“I was glad to get C.J. back, not just because
he’s our leading scorer but it’s good to have
him in the locker room,” coach Kevin Keatts
said, adding: “We needed some senior leadership on and off the court.”
There were plenty of positives for the Wolfpack (12-5, 3-3 ACC), who went ahead for
good with a 10-0 run to close the first half then
stretched that lead past double figures on the
way to turning this one into a rout.
Funderburk, a 6-foot-10 junior, earned his first
start of the season in what Keatts said was
a reward for strong recent play. He has now
scored in double figures for seven straight
games, adding eight rebounds while going 8
of 11 from the foul line against the Hurricanes
(10-6, 2-4).
Then there was Bryce, a 6-5 senior who was
averaging 16.1 points when he took an inadvertent hit to the face from teammate Manny
Bates during a pregame shootaround in December.
Bryce had six points in about 21 minutes of
work, checking in at the first media timeout.
“As soon as it happened, I had a headache
for a couple of days,” Bryce said. “I had light
sensitivity, sound sensitivity, even me being in
the gym during practice and the buzzer going
off was really loud., and it messed with my
head a little bit. I’m feeling back to 100% and
ready to build off this.”
Chris Lykes scored 20 points to lead Miami,
which made just 8 of 27 shots (29.6%) in the
opening half. That included going the last
5-plus minutes before the break without a
basket, allowing N.C. State to take control a
33-25 halftime lead that would only grow.
“We couldn’t stop them,” Miami coach Jim

Larranaga said. “We’re not a very good defensive team, haven’t been all year long.
When the big guys get in foul trouble, we’ve
got no resistance at the rim.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes were cold early and
didn’t warm up much until after N.C. State
had asserted control of the game. It didn’t
help that Miami also made just 3 of 16 tries
from 3-point range and had 15 turnovers,
while Larranaga pointed to his frontcourt’s
early foul trouble dealing with the Wolfpack’s
Funderburk and Bates up front.
“Once you can’t stop a team defensively ...
and they get the confidence that they can
basically just execute whatever they want, it
becomes very, very hard,” Larranaga said.
N.C. State: The Wolfpack got a strong
bounce-back performance after a weekend
loss at Virginia Tech, N.C. State’s second
league loss in three games since the turn of
the new year.
BRYCE’S LOOKS
Bryce didn’t attempt a shot in the first half before connecting on a pullup jumper from the
foul line with 12:10 left. Minutes later, he lost
defender Harlond Beverly with a behind-theback dribble and hit another jumper just shy
of the midway point of the second half. There
was also a transition layup off a turnover at
the 7:28 mark.
TIP-INS
Kameron McGusty arrived slightly ahead of
Lykes as the Hurricanes’ leading scorer (15.4)
but finshed with two points on 1-for-9 shooting. ... N.C. State’s Devon Daniels added 15
points, including a 3-pointer off a feed from
Bryce at the 3:24 mark that pushed the lead
to 75-55. ... N.C. State made 18 of 28 shots
in the second half. ... Bryce also had five assists. ... Rodney Miller and D.J. Vasiljevic
each had 16 points for Miami.
UP NEXT
Miami: The Hurricanes host No. 9 Florida
State on Saturday.
N.C. State: Clemson, fresh off wins against
North Carolina and No. 3 Duke, visits the
Wolfpack on Saturday.

No. 9 Florida State rallies past Miami in OT, 83-79
Associated Press
Jan. 18, 2020

turn it up a notch or two, and that really made
a difference in the game.”

CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- Florida State coach
Leonard Hamilton admits he was worried
when his team trailed Miami by nine points
with five minutes to go Saturday.

Not that Florida State’s characteristically
strong defense wasn’t stout from the start.
The Hurricanes had to call a timeout when
they were trapped on the game’s first possession. They blew a dunk, threw up air balls
and had 10 shots blocked.

His players: not so much.
“We hated to put that stress on coach,” M.J.
Walker said. “But it’s the ACC. I love it.”
The No. 9-ranked Seminoles forced 24 turnovers, including three in a row in overtime,
and rallied Saturday to earn their ninth consecutive victory by beating Miami 83-79.
“I was very proud of the way our guys maintained their composure.,” Hamilton said.
“When Miami went up nine, I was probably
the only one who was really concerned. Our
players kept saying, `We can win this game.”

But Miami stayed in the game early with
a strong defensive effort of its own. DJ
Vasiljevic sank a 3-pointer and then scored
on a breakaway to give the Hurricanes their
biggest lead with 5:20 remaining, 65-56.
“We came to the huddle and the fans were
screaming and frantic, but we all said, `We’ve
been in this situation before. We’ll get this
win,” Vassell said. “We knew we had to turn
it up on defense. We started more pressure
on them and getting out in transition -- playing our way.”

Sophomore Devin Vassell set a career high
for the second consecutive game by leading Florida State with 23 points while adding
11 rebounds and five assists. His two free
throws with six seconds left sealed the win.

Walker’s three free throws cut the spread to
65-61, and his 3-pointer with 40 seconds left
in regulation tied it at 69.

Walker played only 23 minutes because of
foul trouble but scored 19 points, all in the
second half, Malik Osborne’s three-point
play with 2:25 left in overtime put the Seminoles ahead to stay.

The Seminoles have won nine consecutive
overtime games, including two this season.
Their last OT loss came against Iowa in December 2016.

“A four-point victory in my mind is an ACC
blowout,” Hamilton said.
Florida State (16-2, 6-1 Atlantic Coast Conference), which began the day tied with No. 3
Duke for the league lead, beat Miami for the
fourth time in a row. The Hurricanes (10-7,
2-5 ACC) lost in league play at home for the
third time.
“We did everything it took to win the game
except win,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga
said. “We did a very, very nice job. We
weren’t able to close.”

ANOTHER STREAK

BIG PICTURE
Florida State: Hamilton said he has heard
talk that the league isn’t as strong as usual -and figures his team’s place in the standings
reinforces that perception.
“People say that because we’re not one of
the tradition-rich programs -- blue bloods
or whatever they call them -- the fact we’re
in this position, something must be wrong,”
Hamilton said. “If the same traditionally
successful programs are not in the position
they’ve always been, the conference must
be down.

Chris Lykes had 24 points but also six turnovers for the Hurricanes. Their turnover total
was a season high.

“I’m not going to tell you what I think about
that. I might get fined.”

The Seminoles won despite shooting 42
percent and committing 16 turnovers. They
compensated by scoring 21 points off takeaways.

Miami: The addition of freshman Anthony
Walker to the rotation gave the Hurricanes
more depth. Walker, who sat out the past two
games because Larranaga was unhappy
with his effort, played 13 minutes and had
three rebounds.

“The last few minutes we got some deflections and steals. That’s who we are,” Hamilton said. “During that stretch we were able to

Even so, three Hurricanes played more than

40 minutes.
UP NEXT
Seminoles: Return home to play Notre Dame
on Saturday. They are 2/3 against the Fighting Irish in the past three years.
Hurricanes: Play Tuesday at Duke, which
won 95-62 when the teams met Jan. 4. It
was Larranaga’s worst home loss in nine
years at Miami.

UM lets late lead slip away, loses 83-79 to No. 9 FSU in overtime thriller
Michelle Kaufmann
Miami Herald
Jan. 18, 2020
Former University of Miami basketball
greats Tim James, Johnny Hemsley
and Steve Edwards were at the Watsco
Center on Saturday, enjoying the oncampus arena they never had and reminiscing as their former coach, Leonard
Hamilton, and his ninth-ranked Florida
State Seminoles rallied to beat the Hurricanes 83-79 in an overtime thriller.
Miami, which had lost three of four
games since New Year’s Eve and was
desperate for a win, led by nine with five
minutes to go in regulation. It looked like
the Hurricanes were going to pull off the
upset and get a boost of confidence as
they hit the road to play at No. 3 Duke
on Tuesday.
Instead, Hamilton’s team did what Hamilton’s teams have been doing since
James, Hemsley and Edwards played
for him in UM jerseys. The Seminoles
clamped down on defense when it mattered most, forced turnovers, got easy
baskets and eventually broke the Hurricanes’ hearts.
“We did everything it took to win the
game, except win,” UM coach Jim Larranaga said. Those were the exact
words he told his players in the locker
room immediately after the crushing defeat.
UM led 69-66 with under a minute to go
in regulation after a Chris Lykes jumper,
but Malik Osborne stole the ball from
Lykes on the other end of the floor and
M.J. Walker sank a three-pointer to tie
the score at 69 and force overtime.
At that moment, the crowd — which
appeared to be two-thirds FSU fans —
erupted. The Seminoles fans got even
louder during overtime and broke into
their tomahawk chop war chant.
Lykes made back-to-back threes in
overtime, and the Canes trailed 79-77
with 23 seconds to go, but FSU got a
dunk from Trent Forrest and a pair of

Walker free throws sealed the victory.
“A four-point victory in my mind is an
ACC blowout,” Hamilton said, commenting on the league’s parity.
Lykes led all scorers with 24 points, including six three-pointers. DJ Vasiljevic
had 19, and Kam McGusty added 15
for the Hurricanes. Sam Waardenburg
grabbed 11 rebounds. Sophomore
guard Devin Vassell led FSU with 23
points, 11 rebounds, five assists, three
steals and two blocks. Walker, who
picked up two quick fouls early and
spent most of the first half on the bench,
scored all 19 of his points in the second
half.
“We’ve been pretty darn good at the end
of close games, finishing, but today we
weren’t able to close,” Larranaga said.
Both Larranaga and Hamilton said the
difference was FSU’s defense in the
final five minutes of regulation. Hamilton conceded that when UM took a
nine-point lead, and his players insisted
they’d win the game, he had his doubts.
“That’s kind of who we are,” Hamilton
said. “We rely a lot on our ability to get
deflections and steals. They did a very
good job of maintaining their poise the
majority of the game, but during that
stretch, we were able to turn it up a
notch or two, get deflections and steals,
and that really made the difference in
the game.”
Miami led for 28 minutes, and outrebounded the Seminoles 41-36. But
FSU forced UM into 24 turnovers and
shared the ball well, with 21 assists to
the Canes’ 13.
“They’re very deserving of their high national ranking,” Larranaga said. “In the
last two games, they’ve won very close
games, beating Virginia made a huge
three to win the game and today, down
nine and hustling their way, forcing
some turnovers. I think they’re enjoying
another typical Florida State season.”
The Seminoles (16-2, 6-1 ACC) are rid-

ing a nine-game win streak dating to
early December. Miami dropped to 10-7
overall and 2-5 in the conference.
“They had a tremendous game plan for
us,” Hamilton said. “We had a hard time
finding any driving lanes. The execution
of their defense was almost perfect.
We kept changing schemes and found
it very difficult to get good looks. Offensively, they were extremely patient.
Chris Lykes seemed to be scoring at
will. But I was very proud of our players,
they kept their poise. Toward the end
we got some deflections and steals,
and made good decisions with the ball.”
Lykes, sitting with his shoulders
slumped, summed it up like this: “It
was a game of runs. They made a run
at the right time. We didn’t execute
when we had to. It was a tough loss.
You can imagine how we felt. We would
have liked to have gotten a “W”, but we
fought, and we’ll be OK.”

How Dejan Vasiljevic is finding success through adversity
Oliver Kay
The Pick and Roll
Jan. 20, 2020
Dejan ‘DJ’ Vasiljevic’s time as a University
of Miami Hurricane is slowly coming to an
end. Now in his senior year, the 22-year-old
sharpshooter has become an intriguing talent
with a knack for the three-point bomb. Now he
is poised to become one of Australia’s most
exciting young pros, however, the journey to
this point has all been about keeping things
simple.
Vasiljevic has enjoyed a constant upward
trajectory since his college debut against
Western Carolina in November of 2016. After
a freshman season as a raw yet highly disciplined prospect, Vasiljevic is now the sturdy
anchor of his team and is one of the greatest shooters in the history of the University
of Miami.
His improvement and maturation have been
remarkable. In four seasons his point production has more than doubled, from 6.0 points
to 14.4, and he now leads his team in minutes
played with 34.4 per game. And for the cherry
on top, he is currently shooting 41.7% from
three, making him one of the best snipers in
the NCAA.
Yet despite the remarkable growth, Vasiljevic
says the secret to his consistent development
is nothing particularly fancy or exotic, but instead a simple ethos drilled into him by his
parents when he was growing up in Australia.
“I think it’s been about staying the course and
trusting and being patient… My freshman
year I didn’t play a lot and I had leaders in the
team guide me through the whole process.
Then as a sophomore I started a few games
and then in junior year things really kicked off
and I’ve been playing well and playing a lot
ever since.”
While a zen mindset has certainly helped
DJ’s growth, adversity has also played a big
role in his growth as a player.
Physically, Vasiljevic is almost unrecognisably different from the stout teenager that first
touched down in Miami all those years ago.
The catalyst for his transformation was suffering a stress fracture in his left foot during his
sophomore year. It was an injury that forced
him off the basketball court for three months
to allow his foot to heal.
Yet the setback opened the door for some
major changes. In stepped DJ’s girlfriend,
a pre-med neuroscience student at Miami
University, who crafted him a strict dietary

regiment. The new routine paid enormous
dividends.
“I think I was carrying around 215 (97kg)
pounds back then. When I started getting
on the diet and my new routine I got down to
185 pounds to 180 pounds (83 – 81kg). I was
hovering around that range and I lost around
10-12% body fat.
“I think I’ve done a great job of taking care of
my body since then. I’m always in the physio
room getting treatment, I’m always eating
correctly and at the right times. I’m hovering
around the 190 pound (86kg) range so I think
I’ve done a good job over the last two years.”
With his leaner and fitter body, Vasiljevic has
been able to take his game to new levels. His
improved resilience and stamina has given
him the opportunity to exhibit his skills in
ways his old body wouldn’t allow.
“Over the past four games I think I’ve played
an average of 38 to 39 minutes, which is a lot.
There is no chance I would have been able to
play those minutes in my first few years with
the weight I was carrying.”
It’s perfect timing for a young man looking to
maximise his playing college career for life
after college. However, right now Vasiljevic is
focused on the here and now. Last year Miami missed out on the NCAA tournament after a plague of injuries decimated the lineup.
“The team goal is to get back into postseason
play and try to make the NCAA tournament,”
said Vasiljevic matter of factly.
“Last year we struggled, we only had six or
seven guys so it was really tough on our bodies. Full credit to us, we didn’t give up. We
could have said ‘hey the season is over’ but
we kept fighting and fighting. Guys were exhausted at the end of the year, but those were
the circumstances we were in. So this year
trying to make the NCAA.”
It’s a tough battle ahead. The Atlantic Coast
Conference is one of the most difficult in the
country, featuring the likes of Duke, Louisville and other big programs that result in a
daunting schedule. Miami however have so
far carved out a 10-6 overall record, in their
conference they are 2-4.
The year ahead will require all of Vasiljevic’s
focus and drive to help get his team to the
promised land. Already he is garnering some
high profile recognition for his contribution to
his team. The Melburnian is one of thirty finalists for 2020 Senior CLASS Award, a nationwide award for which he is the only represen-

tative from the ACC.
A full plate hasn’t stopped DJ from doing what
he can for the bushfire crisis back home either. Having spent some of his youth in Canberra at the AIS, it was a confronting sight
to see the apocalyptic images of his former
home choked by thick bushfire smoke and
the flames tearing through New South Wales
and Victoria.
For the pragmatic Vasiljevic, helping out in
any way he could was the logical thing.
DJ set up a GoFundMe page, pledging to donate $5 for every three-pointer he hit in ACC
games. After calling on others to dip into their
wallets, the fund has just ticked over $7,000..
“Obviously I don’t make millions or thousands
of dollars… [but] whatever I can do to help is
what I want to do. I just had it in the back of
my mind. This is Australia. This is home.”
Home will be watching closely to watch as a
chapter in Vasiljevic’s life comes to an end,
and another begins.

Hurt, No. 8 Duke end 2-game skid by beating Miami 89-59
Associated Press
Jan. 21, 2020

that. ... When you score 27 points on 3s in the
first half, you know your defense is in trouble.”

DURHAM, N.C. -- Matthew Hurt helped
eighth-ranked Duke shoot itself out of a twogame skid.

Rodney Miller had 13 points and 13 rebounds
for the Hurricanes (10-8, 2-6) who missed 25
of their first 31 shots as this game got away
quickly. Miami came in shooting 45% and
ranked in the top 30 nationally of KenPom’s
adjusted offensive efficiency in rankings,
but the Hurricanes couldn’t hang in against
Duke’s early onslaught.

The freshman scored 15 of his 22 points in
a dominating first half to help the Blue Devils
beat Miami 89-59 on Tuesday night.
Tre Jones added 16 points for the Blue Devils
(16-3, 6-2 Atlantic Coast Conference), who
were coming off their first back-to-back losses
since February 2018. They were never in any
danger in this one, following a 33-point win in
the first meeting by turning this one into another blowout by midway through the opening
half.
Duke shot 53% for the game and hit 11 of 25
3-pointers, nine of those coming in an opening half that saw the Blue Devils start the
game by knocking down open look after open
look against Miami’s zone.
“This team would be definitely dangerous,”
said Tre Jones, who had 16 points for Duke.
“When everyone’s being aggressive like that,
looking for their shots, taking them when
they’re open, we all believe in each other and
we all have the confidence.”
Hurt, a 6-foot-9 forward, buried a 3 from the
left corner on Duke’s first possession then followed with another -- in which he pumpfaked
Sam Waardenburg off his feet to set up the
shot -- from the opposite wing on the next
possession.
He went on to make 4 of 7 from behind the
arc, his sixth game this season with at least
three made 3s.
Hurt pointed to all the defensive attention that
goes to freshman big man Vernon Carey Jr.
inside as a key reason for the Blue Devils getting so many clean looks from outside, while
coach Mike Krzyzewski said Hurt has gotten
quicker at getting his shot off by being better
prepared when the ball comes his way.
“We have a beast in Vernon down low,” Hurt
said. “You try and double him, we just have to
hit open shots so they can play 1-on-1 against
Vernon, and he’ll probably win that matchup
every time.”
Once Hurt got things going, the Blue Devils
didn’t stop hitting in that opening half.
“Well, our game plan was to pack in the paint
and give them 3s,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga said. “And I guess we did a good job of

Miami shot 30% for the game.
“We missed some golden opportunities early
in the game,” Larranaga said, adding: “So
once we dug ourselves a hole, it was all she
wrote.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes have lost three
straight and five of six, a skid that includes a
95-62 home loss to the Blue Devils on Jan 4.
This one wasn’t much better.
Duke: The Blue Devils were coming off a
loss at Clemson followed by Saturday’s
home game against now-No. 6 Louisville, but
cleaned up some issues from those games.
They had a combined 31 turnovers in the two
losses, then shot just 37% against the Cardinals while making just 6 of 25 from 3-point
range. They surpassed that number long before halftime Tuesday and had just 10 turnovers.
“They really responded to the two losses in
a very positive way,” Krzyzewski said. “Our
practices yesterday were excellent, our team
meetings, I think we grew a lot as a team yesterday. It showed today.”
DEFENDING LYKES
Miami leading scorer Chris Lykes struggled
again against Duke.
The 5-foot-7 junior came in averaging 16.1
points but missed his first eight shots and
didn’t score or manage a field goal until early
in the second half -- by then Miami was down
28 -- before finishing with nine points on 3-for13 shooting.
He had eight points on 2-for-15 shooting in
the first meeting.
UP NEXT
Miami: The Hurricanes visit North Carolina on
Saturday.
Duke: The Blue Devils hosts Pittsburgh, led

by former Duke player and assistant Jeff Capel, next Tuesday.

Robinson helps UNC beat Miami 94-71 to end 5-game skid
Associated Press
Jan. 25, 2020
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- North Carolina’s Hall
of Fame coach and his players had spent the
month of January grinding through a frustrating and confidence-jarring set of losses,
brought on amid a series of injuries as well
as shaky play.
Finally on Saturday, the Tar Heels could celebrate the end of uncharacteristic struggles
for the tradition-rich program -- for a game,
anyway -- and a coaching milestone for Roy
Williams that took much longer than expected
to achieve.
Brandon Robinson scored a career-high 29
points to help North Carolina beat Miami 9471, ending the program’s first five-game losing streak since 2003. It also allowed Williams
to pass late mentor Dean Smith for fourth on
the Division I men’s career coaching wins list,
though it came nearly a month after Williams
tied Smith in a win against Yale.
“I’d have been just as happy if it happened
four or five games ago,” Williams said, adding: “I desperately wanted No. 9 for this team.”
The Tar Heels (9-10, 2-6 Atlantic Coast Conference) had lost six straight league games
for the first time in program history. And Williams had been emotional and despondent
after recent losses in trying to find an answer.
They released weeks of pent-up frustration
against a Miami team missing two of its top
scorers in Chris Lykes and Kameron McGusty, using a 15-2 run to build a big early
lead and turn this one into a rare romp for a
struggling group.
Robinson’s return was particularly welcome.
The 6-foot-5 senior didn’t play in Wednesday’s double-overtime loss at Virginia Tech
due to lingering effects from a Jan. 11 car accident in which the other driver was charged
with driving while impaired, though Robinson
had played Jan. 18 against Pittsburgh.
“The mood in the locker room was so much
better,” Robinson said. “I feel so much better just because we won, I can sleep good
tonight, so I’m happy about that.”
Freshman Isaiah Wong scored a season-high
19 points for the Hurricanes (10-9, 2-7), who
announced shortly before tipoff that Lykes
and McGusty wouldn’t play due to injuries.
Running with just six players much of the way,
Miami shot 41% and made 6 of 24 3-pointers.
“I thought Carolina played very well, shot the

ball very well,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga
said. “We couldn’t stop them and they defensively really caused problems for us.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes had lost five of six
since the start of January. Things only got
worse Saturday without top scorer Lykes
(15.7 points) and No. 3 scorer McGusty
(14.5). The team said before the game that
Lykes was battling a groin injury, though
Larranaga described the injury as an issue
with a hip flexor. McGusty was out with back
spasms. Both played in Tuesday’s loss at
Duke despite not being fully healthy and Larranaga said they hadn’t practiced since.
“It just made sense to rest them and see if
they can get better,” Larranaga said, “because neither one of them is close to 100%.”
UNC: The Tar Heels hadn’t won a game since
the start of 2020, experiencing their first fivegame skid since 2003 and their first-ever sixgame ACC losing streak going back to a Dec.
8 loss at Virginia. Star freshman point guard
Cole Anthony hasn’t played since as he recovers from December knee surgery and the
Tar Heels also didn’t have point guard Jeremiah Francis, either. Regardless, they finally
gave Williams his 880th career victory.
TIP-INS
Robinson made 11 of 16 shots and hit 6 of
10 3-pointers. ... UNC finished with a season-high scoring output while shooting 58%
after failing to hit 50% all year. ... UNC had
32 assists on 40 baskets, tied for the most
in Williams’ 17 seasons. ... Anthony Walker
had 14 points for Miami, while No. 2 scorer
D.J. Vasiljevic (14.6 points) finished with eight
on 3-for-13 shooting. ... Freshman Armando
Bacot had 19 points, 12 rebounds and seven
assists for UNC, which had a 41-21 rebounding advantage.
UP NEXT
Miami: The Hurricanes host Virginia Tech on
Tuesday.
UNC: The Tar Heels visit rival North Carolina
State on Monday.

Vasiljevic scores 18, Miami hangs on against Virginia Tech
Associated Press
Jan. 28, 2020

also finished with nine rebounds. “We needed
this for our confidence.”

CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- Short-handed again,
Miami finally ended a losing skid but not before some late drama.

Isaiah Wong added 10 points for the Hurricanes.

Dejan Vasiljevic scored 18 points as the Hurricanes defeated Virginia Tech 71-61 and
snapped a four-game slide on Tuesday night.
The Hurricanes (11-9, 3-7 Atlantic Coast Conference) built a 22-point first-half lead and
withstood a Hokies rally that got them within
63-59 on Landers Nolley’s layup with 1:01 remaining.
Vasiljevic missed the front end of a one-onone with 52 seconds remaining, giving Virginia Tech (14-7, 5-5) an opportunity to further reduce the deficit. But Miami’s Harlond
Beverly stole Wabissa Bede’s pass and converted two free throws with 42 seconds left
for a 65-59 advantage. Beverly finished with
13 points.
“That’s what you have to do at the end of
the game,” Miami coach Jim Larranaga said.
“We always talk about having poise down the
stretch in close games. Even though we had
some errors we also made some good plays
on both ends of the court.”
Vasiljevic’s layup with five seconds left gave
Miami a 69-61 lead. Beverly converted two
additional free throws and scored a layup in
the final 37 seconds.
“They were coming back up and making it a
closer game,” Beverly said. “Coach (Larranaga) does a really good job of preparing us for
those situations.”
Rodney Miller finished with 11 points, including seven in a 24-2 run over a 7:30 stretch
that helped Miami build a 41-19 lead in the
first half. Miller’s layup with 4:04 remaining
capped the surge.
“I thought we played the best half of basketball we have played thus far in the ACC, in the
first 20 minutes,” Larranaga said. “We scored
the ball extremely well, we shot the ball extremely well and we shared the ball extremely
well. But what made that possible was that
we played terrific defense and held them to
25 points.”
The Hurricanes played without leading scorer
leading scorer Chris Lykes for the second
consecutive game. Lykes, who averages
a team-leading 15.7 points, is sidelined because of a groin injury.
“This one was huge for us,” said Miller, who

Tyrece Radford scored a career-high 24
points on 10-of-13 shooting for the Hokies,
who forced 10 Miami turnovers in the second
half.
“Even without Lykes they have a number of
kids that can score,” Virginia Tech coach Mike
Young said. “They clearly outplayed us in the
first 20 (minutes).”
BIG PICTURE:
Virginia Tech: The Hokies finished with 12
turnovers for the second consecutive game
in double figures. Virginia Tech entered the
game committing a nation-low 9.7 turnovers
per game.
Miami: A depleted rotation has forced coach
Jim Larranaga to increase the minutes of
freshmen Beverly and Wong. For the second
consecutive game, they played extended
minutes -- Wong with 32 and Beverly with 29.
SHREDDING INEXPERIENCED LABEL:
The dramatic final minute provided Beverly
an opportunity to deal with game pressure
moments that will continue in the freshman
guard’s Miami career.
“I try not to think of it as stressful, I’m playing
basketball,” Beverly said. “I feel I learn a lot
from the older teammates that surround me
and help me grow like Rodney, DJ (Vasiljevic)
and Chris. That’s what has been helpful to
me.”
MAJOR LEAGUERS PRESENT:
San Diego Padres third baseman Manny
Machado and free-agent first baseman Yonder Alonso attended Tuesday’s game. A 10year major-league veteran, Alonso played
college baseball at Miami from 2006 to 2008.
UP NEXT:
Virginia Tech: The Hokies will return home
and face No. 5 Florida State on Saturday.
Miami: The Hurricanes play at Pittsburgh to
conclude their two-game regular season set
on Sunday. Miami beat the visiting Panthers
66-58 on Jan. 12.

Johnson’s clutch play late lifts Pitt by Miami 62-57
Associated Press
Feb. 2, 2020
PITTSBURGH -- Xavier Johnson doubleclutched as he pulled up from the free throw
line in a tie game. The ball left the Pittsburgh
sophomore point guard’s hands and hit ...
nothing. The miss was Johnson’s 13th of the
afternoon. Yet when he turned toward the
bench, coach Jeff Capel’s response was not
what Johnson was expecting.
“Coach told me to shoot the ball,” Johnson
said. “He yelled at me. I said, ‘alright Coach.”
The encouragement gave Johnson a welcome boost. So he kept right on firing, regaining his stroke in time to lead the Panthers to a
62-57 victory over Miami on Sunday.
Johnson scored seven of his 13 points during
a game-ending 11-4 surge by the Panthers
(14-8, 5-6 Atlantic Coast Conference), who
beat the Hurricanes for the first time since
2014. His 3-pointer from the top of the key
gave the Panthers a 54-53 lead. He followed
with a 15-foot jumper on Pitt’s next possession and capped the outburst by snaking
through the lane for a layup with 40 seconds
to go that pushed the Panthers’ advantage to
58-55.
Capel said he’s not in the habit of telling his
players to pass up good shots. With the game
tied at 51 and less than 4 minutes to play, he
provided a reminder should they need one.
“I want my guys to have confidence in themselves like I have confidence in them,” Capel
said.
That’s typically not an issue for Johnson, who
forced things at times on a day Pitt played
without sharpshooting guard Ryan Murphy,
who sat out while dealing with a concussion.
Johnson took a series of questionable shots
in the first half, including a pair of misses on
transition 3-pointers on consecutive possessions. Yet when then Panthers needed someone to find a way to figure out Miami’s zone,
Johnson delivered.
“He was decisive,” Capel said. “He wasn’t
hesitant. Those are big time plays anytime
but especially when you’ve had the afternoon
that he was having.”
Trey McGowens led Pitt with 17 points, including four free throws over the final 15 seconds. Au’Diese Toney scored 15 points and
grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds for the
Panthers, who snapped a seven-game losing
streak to the Hurricanes.

Rodney Miller tied a career high with 16 points
for Miami (11-10, 3-8). Isaiah Wong added 15
points, Harlond Beverly chipped in 11 and DJ
Vasiljevic scored 10 to go with nine rebounds.
The Hurricanes played without leading scorer
Chris Lykes, who missed his third straight
game with a groin injury. Miami overcame a
sloppy first half in which it trailed by as much
as 10 but Johnson and McGowens got loose
late to send the Hurricanes to their fifth loss in
their last six games.
“Those guards are good,” Hurricanes coach
Jim Larranaga said. “They didn’t shoot great
today, but the whole idea is `Win the game’
and they did what was necessary to win.”
The Hurricanes had a chance to tie it when
they got the ball with 15 seconds to go but
the possession ended with a long heave
from well behind the 3-point line by Vasiljevic
that smacked off the rim. McGowens chased
down the rebound and made both free throws
with 2 seconds to go to preserve the victory.
Pitt has now matched last season’s win total
with more than a month to go in Capel’s second season on the bench. The schedule over
the next four weeks isn’t particularly daunting.
Only one of the Panthers’ final nine games
are against teams currently in the Top 25. If
they can find a way to finish .500 or better
in the conference, there’s a chance they can
find themselves on the fringes of the NCAA
tournament conversation just two years removed from going winless in league play.
“As a team, we taught ourselves we’re right
there on the edge of making the tournament,”
Johnson said. “The last 10 games we’ve got
to go all out and compete at the highest level.”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: Lykes’ absence isn’t just being felt in
the scoring column. The Hurricanes turned it
over nine times in the first half, leading to 10
points for the Panthers. “We should have gotten assists,” Larranaga said. “When you have
live ball turnovers, there’s no way to get back
defensively.”
Pitt: The Panthers are finding ways to win
ugly. Four days after an emotional loss at
Duke, Pitt stifled the Hurricanes for long
stretches to overcome another up-and-down
offensive performance by Johnson and McGowens. They have struggled at times when
McGowens and Johnson aren’t leading the
way. Toney’s emergence as an offensive
threat is helping take some of the pressure off
his backcourt mates.

UP NEXT
Miami: Hosts N.C. State on Wednesday. The
Wolfpack beat the Hurricanes 80-63 on Jan.
15.
Pitt: Travels to Notre Dame on Wednesday.
The Panthers won the last meeting between
the two schools, edging the Fighting Irish 5653 in the 2019 regular season finale.

Lykes, McGusty questionable as UM basketball team prepares for NC State on Wednesday
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Feb. 4, 2020

Pittsburgh did a great job of making a couple
of clutch free throws and closing us out,” Larranaga said.

It is February, the most critical part of the
conference season, and the University of Miami men’s basketball team is struggling and
plagued by injuries.

Wednesday night, the Hurricanes (11-10)
will face an NC State team that beat them on
the road 80-63 on Jan. 15. Lykes scored 20
points in that game, but the Wolfpack (14-8,
5-6 ACC) dominated the paint and shot well
from the perimeter.

Sound familiar? For the second year in a row,
UM coach Jim Larranaga is fielding questions
about his team’s depleted roster.
The Hurricanes, who play at home against
North Carolina State on Wednesday (8:30
p.m., ACCN) are tied for last place in the ACC
at 3-8 and have played the past three games
without leading scorer and point guard Chris
Lykes.
Kam McGusty, another key starter, missed
two of the past three games and played only
sparingly in the other one.
“In February, you want to be at your best
and right now we’re just undermanned,” Larranaga said Monday on the ACC conference
call. “We’re basically playing three freshmen
and three upperclassmen. We’re very shorthanded and playing without our two leading
scorers.”
Lykes has a groin injury and missed games
against Duke, Virginia Tech and Pitt. McGusty has been battling back spasms since
the overtime loss to Florida State on Jan. 18.
Freshmen Harlond Beverly, Isaiah Wong and
Anthony Walker have stepped up to fill the
gaps.
“He hasn’t been the same for a couple of
weeks,” Larranaga said of McGusty. “Our
trainers have kept a close eye on him. After
the Virginia Tech game, he clearly was hobbled. I don’t know when we’ll get him or Chris
back. Against Pitt, our three guards played
38-plus minutes. Two of them are freshmen.
We have no subs for them, and we’re going
to be pressured by NC State. If we don’t have
Chris or Kam, we have to figure out how do
we get those guards some needed rest.”
The Canes’ three ACC wins are over Clemson, Pitt, and Virginia Tech. They are coming
off a 62-57 road loss at Pitt on Sunday. Miami trailed by just one with 16 seconds to go
against the Panthers, but Pitt hung on for the
win. Center Rodney Miller tied a career high
with 16 points, Wong scored 15 and Beverly
11.
“[Sunday] against Pitt we played well, put
ourselves in position to win the game, but

Ellis to Speak: Former U.S. Women’s World
Cup champion soccer coach Jill Ellis will
speak at UM’s Celebration of Women’s Athletics banquet on Sunday, following the Hurricanes women’s team’s 2 p.m. game against
Duke. The dinner will honor UM student-athletes from all sports for excellence on and off
the field. Tickets to the day’s events, including
the game, are $50. For information, call 305284-6699.

Bryce’s double-double helps NC State beat Miami 83-72
Associated Press
Feb. 5, 2020
CORAL GABLES, Fla. -- One unwanted
string ended, now North Carolina State looks
to resume the winning streak it enjoyed earlier in its Atlantic Coast Conference schedule.
C.J. Bryce scored 22 points and grabbed 11
rebounds to lead N.C. State to an 83-72 victory over Miami on Wednesday night.
N.C. State, which snapped a three-game
losing streak, built an 18-point lead early in
the second half before Miami rallied with a
16-2 run and twice trimmed its deficit to three
points.
Markell Johnson finished with 19 points and
12 assists, while Devon Daniels and Braxton
Beverly scored 14 points each for the Wolfpack (15-8, 6-6).
“We had some adversity and we fought
through it,” N.C. State coach Kevin Keatts
said. “When they cut the lead to three, we
found out a lot about our team. These guys
got a lot of fight in them.”
Isaiah Wong’s two free throws with 4:33 remaining reduced the deficit to 71-68 before
Bryce made a layup and Manny Bates threw
down a dunk and it was at least a two-possession game the rest of the way.
“This was big for us,” Bryce said of the Wolfpack snapping the losing skid. “I was telling
the guys before the game, we dug ourselves
in this hole. It’s tough for us to get out of but
we can definitely do it. We have enough talent, a great coach to put it all together.”
N.C. State took the lead for good with a 12-0
spurt midway through the first half. Daniels’
layup with 4:55 remaining capped the surge
and gave the Wolfpack a 33-24 lead.
Before consecutive losses to Louisville, North
Carolina and Georgia Tech, the Wolfpack had
three straight wins over Virginia, Clemson
and Miami.
“It’s a good ACC win and it’s a good road win,”
Keatts said. “We were able to stop the bleeding a little bit.”
Harlond Beverly scored 20 points and Dejan
Vasiljevic added 18 for Miami (11-11, 3-9),
which played its fourth consecutive game
without leading scorer Chris Lykes. The junior guard, who is averaging 15.7 points per
game, is sidelined because of a groin injury.
“We dug ourselves a hole but the guys did a

great job of battling back,” Miami coach Jim
Larranaga said. “We put ourselves in position
late, only down three, with the ball on two occasions and didn’t capitalize on either one.”
The Wolfpack used a 9-0 run to build a 4430 lead with 51 remaining in the first half.
Bryce was fouled by Sam Waardenburg and
converted two free throws. Technical fouls on
Waardenburg and the Miami bench resulted
in additional free throws from Bryce and
Johnson.
JOHNSON RESPONDS IN THE CLUTCH
Johnson has struggled from the free-throw
line, shooting 54%. But the senior guard shot
7 of 8 against Miami and converted six in the
final minute to secure the win.
“I’ve been working a lot on my free throws every day,” Johnson said. “It is just now paying
off.”
FUNDERBURK SIDELINED
N.C. State forward D.J. Funderburk sustained
an undisclosed injury early in the second half
and didn’t return. Funderburk, who averages
13 points a game, had scored in double figures in 11 of the last 12 games before finishing with two points in 14 minutes against
Miami.
“I don’t have what his injury was,” Keatts said.
“But I do know that in the game he got hit
pretty hard so we decided not to go with him.”
BIG PICTURE
N.C. State: The Wolfpack shot 50% from the
field and overcame a recent shooting slump.
Entering Wednesday, N.C. State had shot
38.7% in its last seven games.
Miami: The road has not been pleasant for the
Hurricanes during their first six conference
games. Miami is 1-5 in a road schedule that
has included losses at then-No. 8 Duke and
then-No. 13 Louisville. An upcoming stretch
with four of six games away from Watsco
Center will determine if the Hurricanes can
improve their post-season aspirations.
UP NEXT:
N.C. State plays the second of its three-game
road trip at Syracuse on Tuesday.
Miami concludes its regular-season series
with No. 8 Florida State on Saturday in Tallahassee. In the previous matchup, on Jan.
18, the visiting Seminoles rallied from a nine-

point second-half deficit and defeated Miami
83-79 in overtime.

Depleted UM basketball team rallies, but falls short 83-72 to N.C. State
Michelle Kaufman
Feb. 5, 2020
With the heart of its offense watching from the
bench in sweat suits, the depleted University
of Miami men’s basketball team made a furious comeback but fell short 83-72 to North
Carolina St. Wednesday night at the Watsco
Center.
Chris Lykes, the Hurricanes’ leading scorer
and starting point guard, missed his fourth
game in a row with a groin injury. Kam McGusty missed his third game of the past four
with back spasms. Both players practiced on
Tuesday, and Coach Jim Larranaga said “it
is conceivable” they will return for Saturday’s
road game at No. 8 Florida State.
“They’re not 100 percent, but getting closer,”
Larranaga said.
Miami dropped to 11-11 overall and remains
tied for last place in the ACC at 3-9.
Freshman guards Harlond Beverly and Isaiah
Wong started, along with senior guard D.J.
Vasiljevic, who struggled with his shot in the
first half but wound up with 18 points. Beverly
led UM with 20 points, and Wong added 12
with seven rebounds. Vasiljevic and Beverly
played all 40 minutes, and Wong played 38.
“We don’t have Chris or Kam, so that puts a
lot of responsibility on Harlond and Isaiah,”
Larranaga said. “They played well. They can
leave the game feeling, `I played pretty well.’
Some of the credit has to go to N.C. State.
They’re very good.”
Vasiljevic missed 14 of his first 18 shots,
including his first six three-point attempts,
before hitting a trio of second-half threes to
help shrink the Wolfpack lead from 18 points
to three.
Miami trailed 63-45 with 12:42 to go, and
things looked bleak. But then freshman Anthony Walker’s dunk and Vasiljevic’s threes
sparked a 16-2 run and Miami closed to within
three, 67-64, with seven minutes to go.
The Hurricanes kept it close, but the Wolfpack hung on for the victory. Five N.C. State
players scored in double figures, led by C.J.
Bryce, who had 22 points and 11 rebounds.
Markell Johnson scored 19 points and had 12
assists -- five more than all the UM players
combined. Devon Daniels and Braxton Beverly had 14 apiece.
The last time Miami played N.C. State, Jan.
15 on the road, the Wolfpack won 80-63.
Lykes scored 20 in that game.

One of the Hurricanes’ bright spots had been
the improved play of center Reggie Miller,
who lost 45 pounds since last year. Over the
previous six games he averaged 12 points
and a team-high 7.3 rebounds. He was shooting a team-best 67 percent and 88 percent
from the free throw line.
But Miller injured his ankle and struggled
against the Wolfpack (15-8, 6-6 ACC). He
scored five points and had three rebounds.

Walker, Williams lead Florida State’s 99-81 rout of Miami
Associated Press
Feb. 8, 2020
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- Florida State picked
up win No. 20 on Sunday, finishing a season sweep of Miami. But the Seminoles also
picked up some needed rest for a short turnaround against No. 7 Duke.
M.J. Walker and Patrick Williams scored 14
points apiece as No. 8 Florida State beat Miami 99-81 to win its fifth straight against the
rivals.
Devin Vassell had 13 points and Wyatt Wilkes scored 11, knocking down three 3-pointers, for the Seminoles (20-3, 10-2 ACC).
Florida State connected on 13 of 26 3-point
attempts.
Florida State coach Leonard Hamilton made
an effort to rest two starting guards, Trent
Forrest and Vassell, with the top-10 showdown at Duke coming up Monday. Still, both
were effective: Forrest had 10 points, six rebounds and six assists in just under 24 minutes, while Vassell shot 5 of 9 from the floor
and had five rebounds on 24 minutes.
“That’s one of the things that if I could
change anything in college basketball, I
wouldn’t want to play three games a week
and I would not ever want to play a game
with a one-day turnaround,” Hamilton said.
“I think that’s tremendously taxing on these
young men, and we have three of them
(Saturday-Monday games). One was North
Carolina, Duke and the other was Louisville.
By coincidence. Sometimes that’s part of the
luck of the draw. ... I do think it’s extremely
tough on our guys.”
Coming off a Saturday-Monday turnaround
in which the Seminoles won at Virginia
Tech and then knocked off North Carolina
at home, Hamilton opted to rest two of his
stars against Miami. Forrest had played 30
or more minutes in each ACC game while
Vassell had played 31 or more minutes in his
last nine ACC games.
Florida State’s reserves more than picked up
the slack. Williams, Wilkes, Dominik Olejniczak (eight points) and RayQuan Evans (eight
points, four rebounds) led a Seminoles’
bench that outscored Miami’s reserves 5411.
“It’s big,” Vassell said. “Our bodies are going through it when you have a few backto-backs. People are hurting. It’s huge for
people to come in and step up.”

Isaiah Wong had a career-high 23 points
on 8 of 12 shooting for Miami (11-12, 3-10).
Sam Waardenburg added 15 points, Harlond
Beverly had 14 and Dejan Vasiljevic scored
12 on 5-of-13 shooting.
Wong became a starter in January and is
averaging 13.3 points, but on Saturday he
was a consistent scorer by driving the lane.
The freshman also made both of his 3-point
attempts.
“I thought Isaiah had a great first half,” Miami
coach Jim Larranaga said. “He was really on
the attack. He made some tough layups. He
was able to get to the rim. He was able to get
to the foul line as well.”
But Miami couldn’t keep the Seminoles from
winning the lopsided rebounding battle. Anthony Polite had eight rebounds for Florida
State, which outrebounded Miami 46-24.
Florida State won 83-79 in overtime at Miami
on Jan. 18.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes got a career day from
Wong, and Chris Lykes returned after missing four games due to injury to score eight
points. But the ‘Canes used just eight players and ran out of gas in the second half as
they shot 10 of 33 (30.3%).
Florida State: Five players scored in double
figures and 13 players scored, including
walk-ons Travis Light and Harrison Prieto.
The Seminoles also had a 22-rebound edge
over an ACC opponent, by far the largest
margin for Florida State this season.
STRING OF 20-WIN SEASONS
Florida State has won 20 games for a fifth
straight season, which is a school record.
The Seminoles have won 118 games since
the 2015-16 season.
POLL IMPLICATIONS
Florida State has made an argument to
move up in the polls on the strength of three
straight wins: at Virginia Tech, vs. North Carolina and vs. Miami.
UP NEXT
Miami plays host to Boston College on
Wednesday.
Florida State is at No. 7 Duke on Monday.

Miami basketball hopes to be fully healthy versus Boston College: Game info
Alan Rubenstein
CanesWarning
Feb. 10, 2020
The Miami basketball team returns to
the Watsco Center on Wednesday night
to host Boston College. The Eagles
come to Coral Gables to face the Hurricanes who are in the middle of a fourgame stretch with three home games.
Miami has lost seven of its last eight
games to fall under .500 for the first time
since November.
Injuries have decimated the Miami basketball team for the second season in a
row. Miami lost redshirt sophomore forward Deng Gak early in the year for the
second straight season with a knee injury. Gak has played in only 15 games in
two seasons with Miami. Several other
Miami basketball players have missed
time with injuries.
Junior point guard Chris Lykes returned
Saturday against Florida State after
missing four games, junior guard Kam
McGusty also played against the Seminoles after missing three of the previous
four. Graduate transfer forward Keith
Stone who was supposed to provide
depth up front has missed 13 games in
2019-20.
A torn ACL ended the season for Stone
with Florida in January 2019. Stone
missed the beginning of the season
for Miami still recovering. A reaggravation of that knee in early January 2020
caused Stone to miss another three and
a half weeks before returning February
2 against Pittsburgh.
GAME 24 | FEB. 12, 2020 • 7 P.M. ET •
CORAL GABLES, FLA.
Boston College Eagles (12-12, 6-7
ACC)
Head Coach: Jim Christian (Rhode Island, 1988)
Record at BC: 74-112 (sixth season),
Career Record: 316-266 (18th season)
Miami Hurricanes (11-12, 3-10 ACC)
Head Coach: Jim Larrañaga (Providence, 1971)

Record at UM: 186-109 (ninth season),
Career Record: 656-443 (36th season)
Courtesy HurricaneSports.Com
Center Rodney Miller sat out Saturday
versus Florida State with a sprained
ankle. Miami head coach Jim Larranaga hopes to have a healthy team with
the exception of Gak against Boston
College on Wednesday night. Lykes appears ready to play and is feeling much
better according to Larranaga.

Larranaga, Canes getting healthier, looking to put up wins
Matt Shodell
CaneSport
Feb. 10, 2020
The Hurricanes basketball team has lost seven of its last eight games and is mired at 3-10
in the ACC and 11-12 overall.
Unless there is some kind of remarkable turnaround, the season will end without an NIT
appearance.
But, for those looking for a ray of hope, upcoming opponents Boston College, Wake
Forest, Virginia Tech, Notre Dame and Georgia Tech are all at .500 ACC records or worse
right now.
“We talked about that heading into February,
that we felt our January schedule was so brutal that we needed to just survive it,” Larranaga said. “And just as we move into February
our two leading scorers got hurt. The timing
was bad. We missed Chris (Lykes) and Kam
(McGusty) for four straight games and even
now they’re not 100 percent, and they hadn’t
practiced in three weeks. The need to just get
back in rhythm not just for themselves but
with their teammates and we need our freshmen to keep playing well.”
There’s no real margin for error with any of
the upcoming games, since the Canes close
out the season against solid Virginia and Syracuse teams.
“There is no margin of error, we have to play
at our best, have a number of guys play really
well,” Larranaga said.
A reason for UM’s struggles this season is obvious: A shorthanded roster with Chris Lykes
and Kam McGusty going down with injuries in
the last several weeks - both returned in the
most recent loss at Florida State. It also didn’t
help that 4/5 Keith Stone was in and out at
various points this season with a knee injury.
And in the FSU game center Rodney Miller
was missing; Deng Gak, who began the year
as the backup center, has missed the season
with injury.
So yes, injuries played a part.
“I’m hoping we’ll have a healthy team by
Wednesday - Lykes is certainly headed in the
right direction, McGusty is still not 100 percent, hopefully by Wednesday he’ll feel a lot
better,” Larranaga said. “Rodney sprained an
ankle against NC State, stayed back to get
treatments, he’ll be a bit limited today but
hopefully by Wednesday will be pretty close
to 100 percent.”

If there’s a silver lining to all this, it’s that
young guards Harlond Beverly and Isaiah
Wong have gotten thrown into the fire and will
be the better for it next season.
Wong hit on eight of 12 shots for 23 points
in 29 minutes in the loss to FSU, and in the
previous loss to NC State it was Beverly making seven of 12 shots for 20 points. Both have
consistency issues but have shown enough
flashes to like what you see there.
“Isaiah and Harlond have given us some very
good signs,” Larranaga said. “If they can improve and our veteran players can get healthy
… Next year after they start figuring things
out, not to say they won’t continue to have
good games, but the difference between really good and just being okay is consistency.
It’s that you’re performing - if one game you
have 23 and the next you have four, it’s hard
for a coach to know which game is it going to
be. We had three guys averaging 15 points a
game, Lykes, Kam and DJ (Vasiljevic), they
were consistently putting double figure points
on the board. But in these last four games
we’ve either played without them or they’re
subpar themselves. Then you rely on the
freshmen, well can they pick up the scoring.
And one game it’s Harlond, the other Isaiah.
“Our strength in terms of scoring is in our
back court. … they can all score, the question
is can they all do it the same game.”
Right now it’s Lykes leading the way in the
stat book with 157 points in 18 games played,
followed by DJ Vasiljevic at 14.4 points and
McGusty at 13.9 in 19 games of action.
“We’ve been hit by an injury bug throughout
the whole season,” Vasiljevic said. “Last practice we had everyone but Rodney Miller …
we’ve been playing hard, just have to finish
the job off.”
Beverly has started four games and is fourth
on the team with 7.7 points, and Miller’s averaging 7.5 points and 5.7 rebounds with Sam
Waardenburg averaging 6.0 points and Wong
5.1.
The Canes are hitting 43.8 percent of shots
with opponents making 45.5 percent, so defense is of course another issue.
And rebounding has not been good given
UM’s size problems - opponents have a 38.233.5 averaged edge there.
It’s a lot on Larranaga’s plate.
Does the coach have an idea what it will take
to make it to the NIT?

“I have to look at Boston College and that’s
it,” Larranaga said. “If you start looking down
the road you never get down the road. Boston
College is a home game, a Wednesday night,
we’re healthy, are going to play well and
then see what happens. But Boston College
is coming off a couple of great wins, won at
Carolina, at Virginia Tech. So they’re going to
come in with a great deal of confidence. And
they’re playing a small ball type mentality.”

UM basketball team might finally have full roster for Boston College on Wednesday
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Feb. 11, 2020
The injury-plagued University of Miami men’s
basketball team might finally have a full roster
Wednesday for its 7 p.m. home game against
Boston College. That is welcome news for the
Hurricanes, who are tied for last place in the
Atlantic Coast Conference at 3-10.
Miami is coming off a 99-81 road loss at No. 8
Florida State on Saturday. Point guard Chris
Lykes and Kam McGusty returned to the active roster after missing four games with injuries, but neither started and McGusty (back
spasms) played sparingly. Center Rodney
Miller missed the game with a sprained ankle.
“We’ve been frustrated with all the injuries
we’ve had to deal with, but I’m hoping, and
have my fingers crossed, that by Wednesday,
when we play Boston College, we’ll have a
full roster available,” UM coach Jim Larranaga said. “Chris and Kam came back against
Florida State. Chris showed he’s almost back
100 percent...looked like his old self. He may
not have shot the way he’s capable of shooting it, but I thought he handled the ball and
defended well. Kam still has a way to go. He
looked stiff, didn’t look like himself.
Miller is expected to return against Boston
College.
“I’m hoping with all the treatments Rodney’s
getting, he’ll be ready to go,” Larranaga said.
“I’d say he’s a probable. If we have our full
roster, it will be interesting to see how well we
can play.”
The challenge for Larranaga and his staff is to
decide the starting lineup and rotations. Harlond Beverly and Isaiah Wong started in place
of Lykes and McGusty and played well. Wong
scored a career-high 23 points against FSU,
and Beverly had 14.
“We’re almost back to where we were in November,” Larranaga said. “Now, our freshmen have been in the starting lineup for four
games and played well, so it becomes a matter of who’s going to handle whatever role
they’re asked to play the best.”
The Eagles (12-12, 6-7 ACC) have won three
of their past five games. They are led by Derryck Thornton, who averages 13 points per
game.

Freshman Isaiah Wong scores 21, leads UM Hurricanes to 85-58 rout of Boston College
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
Feb. 12, 2020
Energized by the return of three key players
from the injured list, the University of Miami
men’s basketball team opened up a 21-point
lead over Boston College in the first half and
rolled to a much-needed 85-58 victory.
Freshman Isaiah Wong led the Hurricanes in
scoring for the second game in a row with 21
points on 7-of-10 shooting. He also had five
rebounds and three assists. Wong, a 6-3 native of Piscataway, N.J., is the first UM freshman since Marcus Barnes in 2001 to have
back-to-back 20-point games.
Point guard Chris Lykes, healthy again after a
groin injury, added 16 points. Kam McGusty,
recovering from back spasms, had 12 and
Rodney Miller, back from a sprained ankle,
chipped in 11 points and seven rebounds.
“Winning is a lot more fun than losing, and
not only winning, but playing well,” said UM
coach Jim Larranaga, who was more animated than he had been in a long time. “That
was as good a 40 minutes as we’ve played
all season. We rebounded well. It was a great
team effort. Our defense was very, very good,
we were getting assists, sharing the ball. To
score 85 and hold a team to 58 is great.”
It was unusual to see nearly all the Miami
players in uniform after Lykes, McGusty,
Miller and Keith Stone had all missed games
with various injuries. The only UM player sitting out against the Eagles was forward Sam
Waardenburg, who took an elbow to the jaw
during practice on Tuesday and woke up with
a stiff neck.
“At 2 o’clock Tuesday, we were fully healthy
for the first time since the Clemson game
(Dec. 31), and by 4 o’clock, Sam was out,”
said Larranaga.
Heading into Wednesday night, the Hurricanes had lost seven of their past eight
games, and were tied for last place in the
Atlantic Coast Conference with a 3-10 conference record. Larranaga was confident that
the tide could turn with a full complement of
players.
His biggest concern before the game was
how to integrate everyone back into the rotation, and who to start. Freshmen Wong and
Harlond Beverly had stepped up in place of
Lykes and McGusty.
He went with Stone in the post and four
guards: Lykes, McGusty, D.J. Vasiljevic and

Wong, who scored a career-high 23 points
in the previous game against eighth-ranked
Florida State. Beverly came in off the bench
and contributed nine points, seven rebounds
and six assists. Miami finished with 17 assists, one of their best efforts of the season.
“All four of their guards can score, get in the
lane, drive, all make shots...They were a lot
to handle,” said Boston College coach Jim
Christian.
The Hurricanes trailed 15-14 early, but a
Wong three-pointer sparked a 24-3 run over
the next seven minutes and Miami pulled
ahead 38-17. That streak included seven
points by Beverly and a ferocious dunk by
freshman forward Anthony Walker, who finished the night with nine points.
“Isaiah is playing with a lot of confidence, killing the guys in front of him, and I’m happy to
see it,” said Lykes. “When we are all healthy,
I think we’re 6-1. If we can find a way to get
back to that in time for the ACC tournament,
we could be a dangerous team.”
Boston College shot 29 percent on the night,
and was 1-of-10 from three-point range. Miami shot 55.6 percent and 40 percent (4-of10) from beyond the arc.
Miami improved to 12-12, 4-10 ACC. The
Eagles are 12-13, 6-8 ACC. The Canes are
home again Saturday at 2 p.m. against Wake
Forest.

Behind freshman Isaiah Wong, Hurricanes roll past Boston College
MIami Hurricane
Feb. 12, 2020
It was a deplete but animated crowd Wednesday night at the Watsco Center, as a much
needed 85-58 blowout win over the Boston
College Eagles ended a three game losing
streak for the Hurricanes men’s basketball
team.
“I told the team after the game, winning is a lot
more fun than losing,” Miami head coach Jim
Larrañaga said after the game. “Not only winning but playing well, where you do the things
you planned on doing, when you rebound really well and it’s a team effort.”
Freshmen guard Isaiah Wong led the way
for the Canes, scoring 21 points on 7 of 10
shooting from the field. After becoming the
third freshmen in UM history to score over
20-plus points in an ACC road game on Saturday, Wong became the first UM freshmen to
score 20 points in back-to-back games since
Marcus Barnes did it in January of 2001.
“The players, especially Chris, keep on telling
me to keep on shooting the ball and get my
confidence up,” Wong said. “These couple
games I’ve been starting, it’s been great for
me.”
Wong has started the last five games because junior guard Chris Lykes (groin) and
redshirt junior guard Kameron McGusty
(back spasms) missed consecutive games
with injuries. Both guards returned from their
respective injuries in Miami’s 99-81 loss to
Florida State on Saturday afternoon but came
off the bench as Wong and freshmen Harlond
Beverly have played well in their absences.
Lykes and McGusty both returned to the
starting lineup for Wednesday night’s game.
Lykes had 16 points and shot 5-10 from field
goal range while McGusty had 12 points and
shot 5-9 from field goal range.
“We started four guards, which we have never done,” Larrañaga said. “That group that
started had never played a moment or possession of basketball this year.”
Coach Larrañaga said Wong’s ability to score
has impressed him since inserting the freshmen in the starting line-up.
“Isaiah has been doing what he can do, which
is he can really score the ball and he plays
very hard on defense,” Larrañaga said. “He
added five rebounds to that stat line and three
assists, so a complete game for him.”
With Lykes and MucGusty returning to the

starting line-up, Beverly returned to the bench
for this game but continued to impress in his
time on the court and added nine points, seven rebounds and six assists for Miami.
“All four of their guards can score,” Boston
College head coach Jim Christian said. “All
four of them can get in the lane, they can
drive it, they can all make shots, so they’re a
lot to handle”
Larrañaga said earlier this week that he was
hoping the Hurricanes would have a full roster
available for the first time this season during
Wednesday night’s game, but starting center
Sam Waardenburg missed the game with an
undisclosed injury.
With the season coming to a close and tournament play right around the corner, Miami
hopes to have a healthy roster moving forward.
“I think when we have everyone out there,
we are like 6-1 or something like that,” Lykes
said. “Whatever we can do to get to that point,
around ACC tournament time to get healthy, I
think we can be a real dangerous team.”
The Hurricanes will next face Wake Forest at
home on Feb. 15 at 2 p.m.

Playing For a Good Cause
Christy Cabrera Chirinos
HurricaneSports.com
Feb. 14, 2020

CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Like so many across
the world, Dejan Vasiljevic was moved by the
images.
Families fleeing their homes. Animals in need
of rescue. Acres and acres of land destroyed.
As bushfires ravaged large swaths of his native Australia, Vasiljevic couldn’t help but feel
like he had to do something, find some way
to help. But what could reasonably do for his
homeland while playing college basketball on
the other side of the world?
It didn’t take long before he found inspiration
– in tennis.
“It all started with Nick Kyrgios, the tennis
player from Australia. He said for every ace,
he’d donate $200 and he had a really good
summer of tennis,” said Vasiljevic, a senior guard for the Hurricanes. “So, I felt like
I should do something while I’m away from
Australia and overseas.”
That something? Vasiljevic – one of the top
perimeter shooters in the Atlantic Coast Conference – decided he would donate $5 to the
New South Wales Rural Fire Service for every
3-pointer he made during conference play.
He took to social media to share the idea
for his fundraiser and before long, Vasiljevic
discovered more support than he could have
initially imagined he’d get.

“It shows just how loyal our fans really are. It’s
not just on the court or on the field. It’s off the
court,” he said. “They know that you’re a Cane
for life and a lot of people have said that to me
and they’ve shared it multiple times. Some of
them have said, ‘Hey, we’ll keep donating as
much as we can,’ and I just say, ‘You don’t
have to. One donation, if that’s as much as
you can give, that’s worth it.’ Everyone’s just
been unbelievable. That’s all I can say.”
While conditions in Australia have improved
in recent weeks and the bushfires are seemingly no longer front page news in the United
States, Vasiljevic knows there is still need
back home.
Although his immediate family is safe, several
family friends have been impacted in various
ways. And so, Vasiljevic is determined to continue raisings funds and awareness with the
hopes of surpassing his fundraising goal of
$10,000.
With six regular-season games left on the
schedule, Vasiljevic – who is averaging 14
points per game and is Miami’s secondleading scorer – has already connected on a
team-high 59 3-pointers and his average of
2.5 treys per game ranks sixth in the ACC.
Ahead of the Hurricanes’ game Saturday
against Wake Forest, Vasiljevic has raised
more than $9,500 and he hopes his fundraiser can extend into the postseason and
through his birthday in April.
“I want to do as much as I can before I leave,”
he said simply.

DJ Vasiljevic against Virginia Tech

DJ Vasiljevic

Some of his fellow college basketball players, including Arizona’s Josh Green, created
similar fundraisers. Several of his Hurricanes
teammates donated to the cause. So, too,
did Miami coach Jim Larrañaga and former
Hurricanes standouts Lonnie Walker IV and
Angel Rodriguez. More than a few Hurricanes
basketball fans who’ve cheered Vasiljevic
throughout his four-year career also lent their
support.

Vasiljevic’s efforts, along with the way he
has inspired some of his teammates, have
come as no surprise to Larrañaga and others
around the Miami program.

Additionally, helping Vasiljevic amplify his
message were ESPN’s Jay Bilas, Holly Rowe
and Dan Shulman, who not only donated to
the guard’s GoFundMe site, but shared his
efforts during a national television broadcast
when the Hurricanes hosted ACC foe Duke
last month.
It’s support that has meant the world to him,
Vasiljevic said.

They’ve seen his willingness to lead for
years. Now, it’s being put to a cause bigger
than basketball.
“DJ has been such a leader for our program,
almost since Day One. I heard he and Bruce
Brown were playing one-on-one from like the
first day, and battling each other. But they
were also great friends off the court,” Larrañaga said. “DJ is a great competitor and
when he decided that he was going to give
back to his community in Australia, he was
going to compete to do that. He was going to
reach out to a lot of different people and his
teammates have such respect for him, they
wanted to do whatever they could to help him
and his project.”

Canes Hoops: Healthy Miami Wins Second Straight Game
Austin Pert
State of the U
Feb. 15, 2020

ing the pair in double-figures with 11 each. It
was the third straight game that Wong led or
equaled the Miami high in points.

The Miami Hurricanes continued to prove
that in spite of an overall record that may be
less than to be desired, they are a dangerous
team to face when at full strength.

Larrañaga credits Wong and his improvement, saying that he had “too many thoughts
running through his head” early in the season.

That’s because UM wasted little time Saturday afternoon racing out to a lead against the
Wake Forest Demon Deacons, letting some
of it slip in the second half but ultimately prevailing 71-54 in a game they never trailed.
“Today we wanted it more,” said forward Rodney Miller. “We’re going to celebrate this now
and then we have three road games.”
“We are in a much better place physically,
mentally and emotionally,” said head coach
Jim Larrañaga. “The emphasis on defense
and rebounding has gotten across to our
guys...If we can get the defense and rebounding up, we’re a much better team.”
The win is the second straight for the Hurricanes (13-12, 5-10 ACC), both with either full
lineups or its nearly full slate of players. Miami is 11-4 when missing two or fewer players
that were active on opening night, including
3-2 in the Atlantic Coast Conference. In addition, the Deacons’ 54 points Saturday was
the lowest that any Canes ACC opponent has
scored this season.
For the first time since Jan. 4 against Duke,
the Canes had more than eight scholarship
players dress. Chris Lykes, Kameron McGusty, Keith Stone and Sam Waardenburg
have all missed time at some point this season at some point, with at least one of them
having been inactive for each of the past 11
consecutive matchups.
“That [depth] allows the player himself to play
really hard. And when you play really hard
you can play really well,” said Larrañaga.
“When everyone is sharing that responsibility
it makes a huge difference.”
“With our rotation, [we can] play better defense,” said Waardenburg. “You can actually
get guys resting. When we used to have six
[or] seven guys, people were getting tired.
That’s when mistakes happen.”
Larrañaga used this flexibility to debut a new
starting lineup combination, with two big men
in both Stone and Miller alongside Lykes, DJ
Vasiljevic and Isaiah Wong.
It was Lykes and Wong that led Miami with 13
points each, with Vasiljevic and McGusty join-

Miller also added eight points and a gamehigh 10 rebounds.
Neither team shot overly impressively, with
the Hurricanes holding an edge in field goal
percentage 40-39%. But Miami held more
robust advantages in turnovers (14-8) and
rebounds (42-37).
Brandon Childress led Wake Forest with a
game-high 15 points, while Ismael Massoud
added 13.
The Canes took a 37-29 lead into halftime,
anchored by a 14-2 run over a four minute
stretch. Miami turned the ball over just once
in the opening period while forcing seven
takeaways. Lykes’ nine points along with Miller’s eight led the way for the Hurricanes over
the first 20 minutes.
Wake cut the Canes’ lead down to as little
as eight from a high of 17 midway through
the second half behind a 9-0 scoring run. But
even with Larrañaga “very concerned” at that
point, Miami answered with a 24-15 response
in the closing eight and a half minutes of the
contest to seal the win.
UM will pack their bags for three consecutive
road games, starting with Wednesday night’s
rematch at Virginia Tech after the Hurricanes
beat them 71-61 in Coral Gables on Jan. 28.
Additional road games at Notre Dame and
Georgia Tech will follow before returning
home on Mar. 4 to play Virginia.

Miami Hurricanes, finding health and depth, top Wake Forest for second straight ACC win
David Furones
Sun Sentinel
Feb. 15, 2020
Miami Hurricanes coach Jim Larrañaga discusses UM’s 71-54 win over Wake Forest on
Saturday afternoon.
Don’t look now, but the Miami Hurricanes are
starting to show a glimpse of what they can
amount to when fully healthy.
UM went nine-deep with scholarship players
for the first time since Jan. 4, and it led to a
second straight Atlantic Coast Conference
win, 71-54, over Wake Forest on Saturday
afternoon at Watsco Center.
Freshman guard Isaiah Wong scored 13
points with four rebounds and three assists.
Chris Lykes also had 13 while fellow guards
DJ Vasiljevic and Kameron McGusty each
had 11 points as the Hurricanes (13-12, 5-10
ACC) muscled out a win with a balanced effort on a day when they shot 40.3 percent
from the field.
No Miami player saw the floor for more than
30 minutes with the Hurricanes’ newfound
depth as they were as healthy as they’ve
been since the loss to Duke in their third conference game. UM won a second consecutive
game for the first time since Dec. 31.
“When we have these nine guys, I think that’s
huge,” said forward Sam Waardenburg,
who came off the bench for 9 points and 7
rebounds. “And with our rotation, we’re able
to play better defense because you can actually get guys resting and stuff. When we used
have six, seven guys, people were getting
tired. That’s when mistakes happen.”
Said Miami coach Jim Larrañaga: “That really
allows the player himself to play really hard,
and when you play really hard, you can play
really well.”
With five games left in the regular season,
the Hurricanes are looking to take the strides
made in back-to-back home victories on the
road, first with Virginia Tech on Wednesday
night.
“I feel like we just take the momentum we
have right now, and we take that going into
Virginia Tech,” said redshirt junior center Rodney Miller, who had 8 points and 10 rebounds.
“From here on out, we just go game by game
by game. Take it one at a time, and there’s
still a lot of basketball to play, and in the postseason, we’ll see where we end up.”
Wake Forest was led by senior guard Bran-

don Childress, who had 15. Ismael Massoud
scored 13 for the Demon Deacons (11-14,
4-11).
Miami got its lead up to 17, 47-30, early in the
second half, before Wake used a 9-0 run to
cut it to 8 before McGusty hit a three with 8:27
remaining. The Demon Deacons couldn’t
crawl back much closer, three times missing
the front end of a one-and-one down the final
stretch, and UM’s largest lead was 20 with 1:
20 to go.
The Hurricanes led, 37-25, at halftime. Miami
used a 14-2 first-half run where Lykes and
McGusty connected on 3-pointers to shoot
out to a 28-16 advantage after trading baskets in the early going. UM only had one turnover in the first half on Saturday.
Miami held Wake to 38.9 percent shooting
from the floor and outrebounded the Demon
Deacons, 42-37 — something which has
been difficult for UM this season with lineups
hampered by injuries.
“Miami came out and, defensively, took us
out of what we wanted to do,” said Wake Forest coach Danny Manning, touting the Hurricanes for holding his team to 13 free-throw
attempts. “Those guys are coming back at
the right time, end of the year. You want to
be playing your best basketball going into the
ACC Tournament.”
After going with four starting guards in
Wednesday’s win against Boston College, the
Hurricanes went with three in the backcourt
— Wong, Lykes and Vasiljevic — to start with
power forward Keith Stone and Miller, the
center. Stone didn’t score until there was 3:02
left but added five rebounds and a key chasedown block with just over four minutes left as
Wake looked to rally from behind.
Guard Harlond Beverly was first off the UM
bench in the first half. Then, it was McGusty
and Waardenburg at the next timeout, followed by forward Anthony Walker.
Waardenburg was back after he missed
Wednesday’s win over BC with a jaw/neck injury sustained in Tuesday’s practice. Walker,
playing the fewest minutes of any Miami player in its nine-man rotation, still played 10:24.
Miami goes on the road for its next three — at
Virginia Tech on Wednesday, Notre Dame on
Feb. 23 and Georgia Tech on Feb. 29 — before wrapping up the regular season at home
against Virginia and Syracuse.
“We’ve normally played pretty well at home,
except when we were not healthy,” said Lar-

rañaga. “We’ve got to take our show on the
road now. We got to play as well as we have
this week, but on the opponent’s home court.”

Wong Named ACC Freshman of the Week
hurricanesports.com
Feb. 17, 2020
CORAL GABLES, Fla. – Isaiah Wong of the
University of Miami men’s basketball is the
ACC Freshman of the Week, as announced
Monday afternoon by the league office.
A guard from Piscataway, N.J., Wong averaged 17.0 points, 4.5 rebounds and 3.0 assists, leading Miami to dominant victories
over Boston College (85-58) and Wake Forest (71-54).
Wong shot 60.0 percent (12-of-20) from the
floor, 50.0 percent (3-of-6) on 3-pointers and
87.5 percent (7-of-8) at the line. He led the
Hurricanes with 21 points against the Eagles
and co-led Miami with 13 points versus the
Demon Deacons.
With his 21-point outing against Boston College, Wong became the first Hurricane freshman with back-to-back 20-point games—he
tallied 23 at eighth-ranked Florida State—
since Marcus Barnes in January 2001.
Wong is the seventh player in program history—13th total honor—to claim ACC Freshman of the Week distinction and the first
since Lonnie Walker IV on Feb. 5, 2018.
In addition to his accolade from the conference office, Wong claimed College Sports
Madness ACC Player of the Week recognition. He is the second Hurricane to do so this
season, joining redshirt junior Kameron McGusty, who did so Dec. 23.
Wong and the Hurricanes resume play
Wednesday at 9 p.m. against Virginia Tech
at Cassell Coliseum in Blacksburg, Va., live
on RSN.
To keep up with the University of Miami
men’s basketball team on social media, follow @CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.

A contract Isaiah Wong signed with his mother is a key to Miami freshman’s success
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
February 18, 2020
Isaiah Wong signed his first contract in elementary school.
It was a contract his mother, LaChelle, drew
up to encourage her four sons to give their
best in school, in athletics, and in life. When
they were teenagers, those goals were listed
on a white board and displayed on a prominent wall in their Piscataway, New Jersey,
home.
Wong took those early lessons to heart, and
they continue to guide him as he has a breakout freshman season with the University of
Miami Hurricanes basketball team. He and
his mother made a list of goals before he
got to campus, and one by one he has been
checking them off.
Score two points in a college game? Check.
Make a big play? Check. Start a game?
Check. Score 10 points? Check. Score 20
points? Check.
Earn ACC Freshman of the Week? That one
just happened Monday after Wong averaged
17 points in back-to-back wins over Boston
College and Wake Forest. Last week, he
scored 23 points on the road against No. 8
Florida State and 21 against Boston College,
becoming the first UM freshman with consecutive 20-point games since Marlon Barnes in
2001.
“I always tried to reach the goals on that
board, like in high school I wrote that I wanted
to make McDonald’s All-American, win MVP
of our league, make the Allen Iverson Classic,” Wong said Tuesday, before the team
hit the road to play Virginia Tech at 9 p.m.
Wednesday. “My Mom and I still have goals
to this day. Setting goals is important to me
because it gives me something to reach for,
and each time you reach one, even a little
one, it makes you feel better.”
Wong’s freshman season did not start out so
well. He went 1 for 6 for two points in his home
college debut against then-No.5 Louisville.
He played three minutes against Clemson,
scored two points in eight minutes at home
against No. 2 Duke, and went 1 for 6 for three
points at Louisville. He scored two points
against Pitt, and went scoreless in back-toback games against N.C. State and FSU.
Looking back, he and coach Jim Larranaga
said Wong was struggling with his confidence, confused on defense, and overthinking things on offense. Then, starting point

guard Chris Lykes got injured, and Wong was
forced to step in and play extended minutes.
He got more comfortable with each minute he
played, and was so impressive that he stayed
in the starting lineup with Lykes came back
two games ago.
“Early on, I was turning the ball over and getting more stressed than I should have been,”
said Wong.
Larranaga added: “Isaiah mostly had to learn
about defense. He always practiced very
hard, but he wasn’t confident making decisions. We all knew what he was capable of
because we saw him play in high school. We
knew at some point he’d be able to do that for
us. It’s February, and he’s playing with a lot of
confidence. The last 10 games he is dramatically improved.”
Wong’s father, Terrence, played basketball
and his paternal great-grandfather is Chinese. He chose Miami over Villanova, Clemson, UConn, Pitt, Temple, LaSalle, Xavier and
St. Joe’s. UM assistant coach Adam Fisher
was instrumental in his recruiting him out of
Monsignor Bonner (Pa.) high school. LaChelle Wong was so eager to see her son play
that she moved to South Florida with Isaiah’s
16-year-old brother, Elijah, a talented soccer
player.
His oldest brother Brian, 28, is a civil engineer. His brother Terrence, 24, is getting his
degree in Exercise Science.
“All of us brothers have succeeded because
of my Mom forcing us to set goals,” Wong
said. “I definitely would not be where I am
without her.”

Miami Vs. Virginia Tech Game Was College Basketball’s Best
Nicholas Elias
Daily Caller
Feb. 20, 2020
T he Wednesday night game between the Miami Hurricanes and the Virginia Tech Hokies
mens basketball teams was one for the ages.
The teams played for 15 extra minutes, going
into triple overtime. Four players, on both the
Hokies and Hurricanes, had double-doubles,
which is when a player gets ten or more in two
categories: points, rebounds, assists, steals
and blocked shots in a single game.
Kameron McGusty scored 21 points, five of
those coming in the third overtime, to push
his team to victory. Isaiah Wong finished with
a career-high 27 points and Chris Lykes had
23 points for the Hurricanes as well.
On the Hokies side, Tyrece Radford set his
career high and hit that sick shot from behind
the backboard in double overtime. “They give
us everything they have in their tank every
time they go on the floor,” Virginia Tech head
coach Mike Young said.
“We just didn’t have that pop in the first half,
and Miami was good. Miami is good. They’re
playing good basketball. Hard to keep them
out of the lane. . We bounced back in the
second half, and we competed. I thought we
were very, very good in a number of areas.
I can’t ask anymore. I just hate to lose that.
Hate to lose it.”
What really topped this game off was the
Virginia Tech fan in the stands with an entire
tray of wings. From the looks of that tray, he’s
been working on that since the start of the
game and still wasn’t done by triple overtime.
That’s dedication.
“Very happy and grateful that we were able to
pull it out,” Miami head coach Jim Larranaga
said. “We’ve now won three in a row. This is
the healthiest we’ve been since Dec. 31 when
we played at Clemson and won on the road
there.”
The game was the longest in the Atlantic
Coast Conference game in the past 17 years
and was the first triple overtime for the Hurricanes in team history.

Watch Coach L dance after Miami’s historic 102-95 triple OT win over Virginia Tech
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
February 20, 2020
A lot of University of Miami basketball fans
may have gone to sleep and missed history
late Wednesday night.
The Hurricanes beat Virginia Tech 102-95 on
the road in triple overtime. It was Miami’s firstever triple-overtime victory and the longest
Atlantic Coast Conference game in 17 years.
UM coach Jim Larranaga, whose coaching
career spans four decades, said on the postgame T.V. interview that he believed it was the
first triple overtime victory in his career.
Freshman guard Isaiah Wong, who was
named ACC Freshman of the Week on Monday, scored a career-high 27 points with 12
rebounds. Point guard Chris Lykes had 23
points, Kam McGusty scored 21 and forward
Keith Stone added 12 points and 18 rebounds.
McGusty scored five of his 21 points in the
third overtime and made clutch baskets late in
the game. Miami went 29-of-32 from the free
throw line – 90 percent.
After the game, the UM players showed Larranaga with water in the locker room, and then
they and the coach broke into a dance.
“I thought we played a great first half, really shared the ball, scored 41 points and
defended them very well,” Larranaga said in
a post-game T.V. interview. “However, in the
second half we fouled too often and gave
them a chance to make a comeback with no
time running off the clock. But then, in the late
stages of the game, I put out Isaiah Wong at
the point and Isaiah was able to drive the ball
to the basket, got fouled and make all his free
throws, and that is basically what forced the
first overtime.
“Then, we kept it rolling and it was a very good
team effort in the second and third overtime.”
The Canes (14-12, 6-10 ACC) won their third
straight game after losing seven of the previous eight. Tyrece Radford led the Hokies (1511, 6-9 ACC) with a career-high 26 points.
The last ACC game that went to triple overtime was Dec. 20, 2003 when Wake Forest,
led by Chris Paul, won 119-114 over North
Carolina in Chapel Hill.

Hokies fall in triple-OT stunner against the Hurricanes
James Gilmore
Collegiate Times
February 20, 2020
Virginia Tech hosted the Miami Hurricanes on
Wednesday night in what turned into a brutal 102-95 loss after three overtimes. A few
weeks ago, Miami dominated the Hokies at
their place, especially in the first half, and
eventually won 71-61. Just like last time, Miami came out hot to start the game going up
9-2 early off a couple free throws and a Chris
Lykes three.
Virginia Tech turned the ball over three times
early which led to the Miami lead. However,
the Hokies responded with back-to-back
3-pointers to get within three of the Hurricanes. Jalen Cone was fouled on a 3-pointer
and nailed all three free throws and on the
next possession. Then, Cone set up Hunter
Cattoor for a three to give the Hokies the lead.
Later in the half, the Hurricanes would get
their lead back off a couple of plays from
Lykes which lessened the Virginia Tech momentum. Miami would eventually extend its
lead to 11 after a technical foul was called on
Virginia Tech. It was a strange end to the half
with another technical foul call, but this one
was on Miami. The first half ended with the
Hurricanes up 41-32.
The second half started with both teams exchanging a few buckets. Landers Nolley II got
going for the Hokies and brought down the
Hurricane lead to six, but Miami responded
with four quick points of its own.
Later, Tyrece Radford would do what he does
best, which is bring pure hustle, causing a
turnover and getting a big bucket off his own
offensive rebound. This would bring the Hokies to within six, but everytime the Hokies had
something up their sleeve, the Hurricanes
would respond. This time it was courtesy of
Keith Stone, who went back down the floor
and made a reverse layup to silence the
crowd for Miami.
Finally, the Hokies got a couple of stops on
the defensive end, and Radford kept coming
right at the Hurricanes. Virginia Tech went on
a big 11-0 run lead by Cone and Radford to
put the Hokies up by three points with eight
minutes to go.
Down the stretch, Nolley II hit six free throws
to extend the lead along with a Radford dunk
in transition which helped a 19-4 run. With
four minutes left, the Hokies had a five point
lead. On defense, the whole team worked
hard to cause four Miami turnovers.

For the Hurricanes, their star player Lykes
got in foul trouble down the stretch which disrupted their offensive flow. They kept fighting
though, knocking down a few free throws to
cut the lead to one. Mami was 20-of-20 from
the free throw line to this point, which really
helped them stay in the game.
On the Hurricanes next possession, Isaiah
Wong hit a big three to put them up two with a
minute and a half left. Nolley II would respond
with two from the stripe to tie it up at 74 with
one minute to play. On the next possession,
Radford caused a Miami turnover and then
drove to the bucket for the 76-74 lead with 37
seconds left.
Miami was not done though as they got an
and-one bucket by Kameron McGusty to tie
the game at 77. The Hokies tried to win the
game on the last possession, but Radford
was blocked by Stone to send the game to
overtime.
In overtime, Lykes and Cone exchanged
3-pointers. After this, the offenses stalled, but
Miami got a clutch bucket from Wong to tie
the game at 84. Cone got a shot up at the
buzzer, but it wouldn’t fall. The teams would
go to double-OT.
The first bucket in double-OT didn’t go until
two minutes in by Miami, but Radford responded with a layup at the other end. Wong
knocked down two free throws later, but once
again Radford came back. He hit a crazy shot
after floating the ball over the side of the backboard in what was surely the best moment of
the night for the Hokies. Wabissa Bede came
back down the floor and hit a baseline jump
shot to give the Hokies the lead with 30 seconds to go.
Miami just would not back down as Wong
came back and hit a tough shot over Bede
to tie the game at 90. Radford tried to end it,
but his jump shot was off and the game went
to triple-OT.
In the third overtime, Miami got up to a three
point lead off a few free throws, and Virginia
Tech missed a few open jumpers, but kept
fighting on the defensive end. They were
rewarded with an open dunk from Ojiako to
bring Virginia Tech within two. The Hurricanes
extended the lead to six in the next couple
of possessions, but Cone stepped up big to
knock down a three.
Lykes ultimately shut the door on the Hokies
with a dagger layup as Miami would go on
to win it 102-95. Radford had a career game,
and ended the game with 26 points and 10
rebounds to lead the Hokies. Virginia Tech

visits No. 6 Duke on Saturday with tip-off set
for 8 p.m.

Miami basketball has multiple heroes in first 3OT game win at VATech
Alan Rubenstein
HurricaneWarning
February 20, 2020
The Miami basketball team received outstanding performances from multiple players in an
incredible 102-95 victory at Virginia Tech on
Wednesday night that very nearly went into
Thursday morning. Isaiah Wong continued
to eclipse career-highs with 27 points, Keith
Stone had 18 rebounds and Chris Lykes
scored 23.
Kam McGusty came off the bench to score
21 points as the Miami backcourt continued
to lead the way. Center Rodney Miller was the
fifth Miami basketball player in double figures
with 10 points and five rebounds. The Hurricanes led by 41-32 at halftime and extended
the lead to 44-32 before a Virginia Tech run.
The Hokies recovered and led 70-63 with
4:35 remaining in the regulation. Wong took
over in the next three mintues. He scored
all11 Miami points as the Hurricanes went on
an 11-2 run to take a 74-72 lead, Eight of the
11 points Wong scored came from the freethrow line without a miss. The teams went
back and forth in the final 1:39.
A McGusty three-point play following a driving layup and ensuing free throw following an
inexcusable foul by the Hokies sent the game
to overtime. Miami fought back again in the
first five-minute extra session with Wong tying
in at 84 on a driving layup with six seconds
remaining.
The second overtime went back and forth
before Wong tied the game at 90 with 16 seconds left. Tyrece Radford missed a jump shot
with 16 seconds remaining to end the second
overtime. Dejan Vasiljevic made two freethrows to open the scoring early in the third
overtime and Miami never trailed.
The Hurricanes pulled away to the 102-95 victory as Miami won its third in a row to improve
to 14-12 overall and 6-10 in the ACC. Miami is
off until Sunday night when they play at Notre
Dame. Its the second of a three-game road
trip. The Hurricanes play at Georgia Tech on
February 29 before finishing the season at
home.

Miami Hurricanes get 27 from Isaiah Wong, outlast Virginia Tech in triple overtime
JIMMY ROBERTSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
FEB 20, 2020 | 12:06 AM
| BLACKSBURG, VA.
Kameron McGusty scored five of his 21 points
in the third overtime to lead Miami to a 10295 triple-overtime victory over Virginia Tech
on Wednesday in the longest Atlantic Coast
Conference game in 17 years.
Isaiah Wong added a career-high 27 points,
and Chris Lykes finished with 23 for the
’Canes (14-12, 6-10 ACC), who won their
third straight game and swept the Hokies this
season.
The game marked the longest ACC game
since Dec. 20, 2003 when a Chris Paul-led
Wake Forest team won 119-114 in triple overtime over North Carolina in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina.
Tyrece Radford paced the Hokies (15-11 6-9)
with a career-high 26 points.
Virginia Tech had a great chance to win the
game in regulation, grabbing a 77-74 lead
after Jalen Cone made the second of two
free throws with 13 seconds remaining. But
McGusty tied the game when he scored on
a layup, and the Hokies’ Radford fouled him
with five seconds to go. McGusty made the
free throw to tie the game at 77, and Radford’s shot at the buzzer was blocked by Keith
Stone, sending the game into overtime.
In the third overtime, McGusty hit one of two
free-throw attempts with 3:29 left to give Miami a 93-90 lead. Moments later, he scored
back-to-back baskets, pushing the Miami lead
to 98-92 with 56 seconds to go. Lykes’ layup
with 20 seconds remaining, and Wong’s two
free throws with 10 seconds left enabled the
’Canes to hold off the Hokies.
Wong’s two free throws capped an outstanding night at the free-throw line for Miami,
which connected on 29 of 32 attempts.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The ’Canes lost five of six games in a
recent stretch, but are finally healthy, and with
all the parts in all the proper places, they’re
playing much better. The ’Canes opened the
first of three consecutive games on the road
in perfect fashion with a triple-overtime victory
over the Hokies, and with four regular-season
games remaining, they could convert a lateseason run into a postseason bid.
Virginia Tech: After a 5-3 start to ACC play,

the Hokies are struggling with a young roster
that features six freshmen who see significant
minutes. They have lost five of their past six
games and now face the beef of their schedule with games at No. 6 Duke, vs. Virginia and
at No. 11 Louisville.
UP NEXT
Miami: The ’Canes play at Notre Dame on
Sunday.

McGusty, ‘Canes outlast Virginia Tech in triple overtime
Associated Press
Feb. 20, 2020
BLACKSBURG, Va. -- Miami and Virginia
Tech played 15 extra minutes of basketball
Wednesday night.
For the ‘Canes, the effort was certainly worth
it.
Kameron McGusty scored five of his 21 points
in the third overtime to lead Miami to a 10295 triple-overtime victory over the Hokies in
the longest Atlantic Coast Conference game
in 17 years.
Isaiah Wong added a career-high 27 points,
and Chris Lykes finished with 23 for the
‘Canes (14-12, 6-10 ACC), who played in the
first triple overtime game in school history.
“Very happy and grateful that we were able to
pull it out,” Miami head coach Jim Larranaga
said. “We’ve now won three in a row. This is
the healthiest we’ve been since Dec. 31 when
we played at Clemson and won on the road
there.”
The game marked the longest ACC game
since Dec. 20, 2003 when a Chris Paul-led
Wake Forest team won 119-114 in triple overtime over North Carolina in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina.
Tyrece Radford paced the Hokies (15-11 6-9)
with a career-high 26 points.
Virginia Tech had a great chance to win the
game in regulation, grabbing a 77-74 lead
after Jalen Cone made the second of two
free throws with 13 seconds remaining. But
McGusty tied the game when he scored on
a layup, and the Hokies’ Radford fouled him
with five seconds to go. McGusty made the
free throw to tie the game at 77, and Radford’s shot at the buzzer was blocked by Keith
Stone, sending the game into overtime.
In the third overtime, McGusty hit one of two
free-throw attempts with 3:29 left to give Miami a 93-90 lead. Moments later, he scored
back-to-back baskets, pushing the Miami
lead to 98-92 with 56 seconds to go. Lykes layup with 20 seconds remaining, and Wong’s
two free throws with 10 seconds left enabled
the ‘Canes to hold off the Hokies.
“They give us everything they have in their
tank every time they go on the floor,” Virginia Tech head coach Mike Young said of
his team. “We just didn’t have that pop in
the first half, and Miami was good. Miami is
good. They’re playing good basketball. Hard
to keep them out of the lane. . We bounced

back in the second half, and we competed. I
thought we were very, very good in a number
of areas. I can’t ask any more. I just hate to
lose that. Hate to lose it.”
Wong’s two free throws capped an outstanding night at the free-throw line for Miami,
which connected on 29 of 32 attempts.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The ‘Canes lost five of six games in a
recent stretch, but are finally healthy, and with
all the parts in all the proper places, they’re
playing much better. The ‘Canes opened the
first of three consecutive games on the road
in perfect fashion with a triple-overtime victory over the Hokies, and with four regularseason games remaining, they could convert
a late-season run into a postseason bid.
Virginia Tech: After a 5-3 start to ACC play,
the Hokies are struggling with a young roster
that features six freshmen who see significant
minutes. They have lost five of their past six
games and now face the beef of their schedule with games at No. 6 Duke, vs. Virginia and
at No. 11 Louisville.
WONG ON POINT
Larranaga made a key move late in the end
of regulation when he moved Wong to point
guard after Lykes picked up his fourth foul.
After that move, the freshman scored 11 consecutive points for Miami, including all seven
in a 7-0 run to helped the ‘Canes erase a
five-point deficit with 3:38 remaining. Wong
scored eight of those 11 points at the freethrow line and went 14 of 14 from the line for
the game. He stayed at the point guard position for all three overtimes.
“It was just playing within the system, just creating for players and trying to get other players to score,” Wong said of his mindset. “We
were trying to play defense as a team, and I
was trying to get everybody involved (on offense).”
DOUBLE-DOUBLES GALORE
Four players finished with double-doubles in
the game. In addition to scoring 27 points,
Wong set a career-high with 12 rebounds,
and Stone added 12 points and a careerhigh 18 rebounds. For the Hokies, Radford
grabbed 12 boards to go with his 26 points,
while Landers Nolley II finished with 18 points
and 11 rebounds.

Mooney, Gibbs lead Notre Dame to 87-71 win over Miami
Associated Press
Feb. 23, 2020
SOUTH BEND, Ind. -- Prentiss Hubb reminded Notre Dame fans that John Mooney’s not
the only Fighting Irish player who can uncork
a double-double.
The sophomore point guard had 15 points 10
assists for his second career double-double
as the hot-shooting Irish rolled to an 87-71
victory Sunday over Miami.
ADVERTISEMENT
“It’s all thanks to my teammates,” Hubb said.
“They handled the shots, especially when
Mooney and the other guys are running in
transition. They just make it easier to get a
double-double.”
Mooney got his, too -- his nation-leading 22nd
-- with 19 points and 12 rebounds.
T.J. Gibbs scored 19 points as well and made
5-of-6 3-pointers as Notre Dame (17-10, 8-8
Atlantic Coast Conference) won for the sixth
time in eight games.
Dane Goodwin chipped in 14 points off the
bench.
DJ Vasiljevic, Isaiah Wong and Harlond Beverly each scored 12 points for the Hurricanes
(14-13, 6-11), who saw their three-game win
streak snapped.
The Irish converted 14 of 31 from 3-point
range and finished with 21 assists on 32 field
goals and committed just seven turnovers.
Those numbers were even gaudier during the
first half as Notre Dame built a 48-29 lead by
the break on 10-of-18 shooting outside the
arc and 13 assists against no turnovers.
“Nobody plays like us,” Irish coach Mike Brey
said, referring to his team’s nation-leading
assist-to-turnover ratio of 1.72 entering the
night. “Our assist-to-turnover has always
been very good, (but) these numbers are
off-the-chart kind of stuff. When you have 13
assists, no turnovers … and everybody can
pass it. Our big guys are good with the ball.”
The Hurricanes’ switching defense was
somewhat effective early, but was no answer
in the long haul.
“That’s why they get so many assists,” Miami
coach Jim Larranaga said of Notre Dame not
settling for shots off the bounce.
“They’re a catch-and-shoot team,” Larranaga
said. “Guys like Prentiss Hubb and T.J. Gibbs

in particular not only make those 3s, but
they make them from like NBA range, which
stretches your defense out, which provides
them the opportunity to post a Mooney or Juwan Durham inside. They’re completely isolated one-on-one, and those guys are good
offensive players, too, so they score around
the basket at a very high level.”
The Canes never got closer than 14 points
in the second half, that being at 58-44 with
13:39 to go, before the Irish surged to a commanding 80-54 advantage at 6:24 left.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: Barring an automatic NCAA Tournament berth by winning the ACC Tourney, the
Hurricanes are scrambling for even an NIT
bid. They don’t have to finish over .500 by
rule, but achieving that optic would help as
they head into their final three regular-season
games -- all against teams above them in the
standings.
Notre Dame: The Irish continued to make a
late push toward NCAA Tournament at-large
consideration. If they can win their four remaining regular-season games, including
No. 8 Florida State at home, they’ll head into
the ACC Tourney with 21 victories. Working
against them is an 0-5 mark so far against
ranked teams and no wins against currently
over-.500 ACC clubs.
BURNING AN EX-MATE
Hubb sent his former Gonzaga (District of Columbia) High School teammate, Chris Lykes,
sprawling backwards to the ground with a vicious crossover move and step-back 3-pointer at just over three minutes left in the game.
Lykes stayed down for several minutes, with
Larranaga saying after the game that his junior point guard suffered a turf toe injury to
both feet and adding that “he’s going to be
day-to-day.”
After the game, Hubb stayed humble over a
play that had Irish fans oohing and aahing.
“I don’t think it’s bragging rights,” Hubb said,
“because he probably did it to me more times
than I did it to him in high school. I really do
hope he’s OK.”
Lykes, Miami’s top scorer on the season at
15.5 points going in, was limited to eight on
4-of-11 shooting.
A year ago, Hubb had just two points on
1-of-6 shooting and two assists with six turnovers in his first collegiate matchup with his

ex-teammate, while Lykes had 11 points in a
62-47 win.
“I know he wanted to play well,” Brey said of
Hubb, “because Chris beat him up, treated
him like a young guy last year, but he’s such a
winner, and his decisions with the ball today,
he was (like 2018 NFL MVP Pat) Mahomes.”
RAPID TURNABOUT
At just over 10 minutes to go, Beverly made
a nifty strip-steal and took off for an uncontested dunk, but left it embarrassingly short.
Notre Dame snatached the rebound and
snapped off a couple crisp passes in transition for a Mooney dunk in the face of a Hurricane defender.
It was the runaway play of the night, until
Hubb’s killer crossover.
UP NEXT
Miami: The Hurricanes are off until heading to
Georgia Tech on Saturday.
Notre Dame: The Irish visit Boston College on
Wednesday, looking to avenge a 73-72 home
loss to the Eagles in December.

Men’s basketball three-game win streak snapped at Notre Dame
Anthony Kean
Miami Hurricane
Feb. 23, 2020
Catholics versus Convicts? This isn’t football,
but instead the hardwood where the Miami
Hurricanes traveled to South Bend to face off
against the Notre Dame Fighting Irish.
Notre Dame (16-10, 7-8) snapped the Hurricanes (14-12) three game winning streak in a
87-71 rout of Miami.
Coming off a historic game triple overtime win
last Wednesday night against Virginia Tech,
it appeared the Hurricanes were finally playing up to their potential since getting back key
veterans who have missed time due to injury.
Sunday night, the team looked very different. Struggling mightily from the field, Miami
went into the half down 48-29. Irish guard T.J.
Gibbs was on fire from three and converted
on all four of his attempts, catapulting the
Notre Dame offense with 14 points at half.
“Well, I thought Notre Dame did a great job
of sharing the ball, getting assists, making
threes and we had a very hard time, as they
have so many 3-point shooters,” Miami head
coach Jim Larrañaga told Hurricane Sports.
The Hurricanes kept things close early on until the middle of the first half and actually led
by as many as four, until Notre Dame caught
fire from behind the arc. Notre Dame made
six three pointers to close out the final seven
minutes of half number one.
“Giving up 10 threes is more than we wanted
to give up in the game and they already had it
at halftime,” Larrañaga said.
Keith Stone, who has stepped up since returning to the rotation earlier this month, led
all Canes with eight points at half.
Kameron McGusty did not start and came off
the bench. Guard Isaiah Wong, who has been
on fire of late, got the start.
In the second half it seemed like every time
the Hurricanes cut into the lead, Notre Dame
would come back quickly and build it right
back up. Midway during the second half,
Notre Dame capped off a run where they ballooned the lead up to 23, converting on eight
of nine straight possessions.
A game ago, Chris Lykes and Isaiah Wong
combined for 50 points and in this one, neither shot efficiently. Lykes and Wong combined for just 20 points against Notre Dame
and were a combined 0-6 from three.

Notre Dame shot 45 percent from the threepoint line and connected on 14 threes, compared to Miami’s five. The Fighting Irish outrebounded Miami 42 to 35.
Gibbs and John Mooney led all scorers each
with 19 points for Notre Dame. Harlond Beverly, Isaiah Wong and DJ Vasiljevic all scored
12 points each.
Miami travels to Atlanta for a matchup against
Georgia Tech on Saturday at 8 p.m.

Wong Repeats as ACC Freshman of the Week
HurricaneSports.com
Feb. 24, 2020

CORAL GABLES, Fla. – For the second time
in a row, Isaiah Wong of the University of Miami men’s basketball team is the ACC Freshman of the Week, as announced Monday
afternoon by the league office.
The Piscataway, N.J., native averaged 19.5
points and 7.5 rebounds across the Hurricanes’ two games last week, a 102-95 tripleovertime victory Wednesday at Virginia Tech
and an 87-71 setback Sunday at Notre Dame.
Wong posted a 27-point, 12-rebound performance against the Hokies, setting career
highs in both marks and becoming the first
Hurricane freshman with a double-double
since Bruce Brown, Jr., on Dec. 22, 2016,
against George Washington.
In addition, Wong finished 14-of-14 at the
line, becoming the first Division I freshman in
the last 10 seasons to post 25-plus points, 10plus rebounds and 10-plus made free throws
without a miss in a single game.
Wong followed his performance in Blacksburg, Va., with a 12-point outing on the road
against the Fighting Irish.
The 6-foot-3-inch guard is the first player to
claim back-to-back ACC Freshman of the
Week honors this season. The only other individuals to do so since the start of the 201819 campaign are Duke’s RJ Barrett and North
Carolina’s Coby White.
Wong is also the fourth Hurricane to earn the
distinction multiple times in a season and the
first since Lonnie Walker IV did so in 2017-18,
as he also garnered the recognition in backto-back weeks.
Following a midweek bye, Wong and the Hurricanes get back to action Saturday at 8 p.m.
against Georgia Tech at McCamish Pavilion
in Atlanta, live on ACC Network.
To keep up with the University of Miami men’s
basketball team on social media, follow @
CanesHoops on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The 2019-20 Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball season is presented by First National
Bank.

Miami Hurricanes shut out for final 4:08, lose at Georgia Tech
By MATT WINKELJOHN
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
FEB 29, 2020 | 10:58 PM
| ATLANTA
Jose Alvarado scored nine of his 16 points in
the second half and Georgia Tech rallied after
giving up a 20-point lead to beat Miami 63-57
on Saturday night, keeping alive dreams of
landing a first-round bye in the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament for the first time in 10
years.
Fellow guard Michael Devoe added 14 points
for Tech (15-14, 9-9 ACC) and center James
Banks III pitched in 13 points, 14 rebounds
and two blocked shots.
Miami point guard Chris Lykes paced the Hurricanes (14-14, 6-12) with 14 points.
Tech’s biggest lead came when Devoe hit
a 3-pointer with 15:33 left in the game for a
49-29 edge, but the Hurricanes went on a
24-2 run during a stretch when the Jackets
were plagued by a slew of turnovers (six in
that time) and a missed alley-opp by Jordan
Usher. Tech missed 10 of 11 shots.
Lykes gave Miami leads of 53-51 on a 3-pointer with 7:36 remaining, and 57-55 on a pair of
free throws with 4:08 to go.
Banks pushed Tech ahead for good, 58-57,
on two free throws with 3:04 left. Miami did
not score over the final 4:08 of the game.
The Hurricanes scarcely challenged Tech in
the first half, when the Yellow Jackets ran off
13 consecutive points late in the period to
take a 40-24 lead. Georgia Tech had a huge
25-13 rebounding advantage, and 14 of the
Jackets’ 16 made field goals in the half came
in the paint.
Lykes, Miami’s leading scorer, went scoreless until the final minute before intermission,
and took just three shots in the half as Tech
had a pair of defenders, the 6-foot Alvarado
and 5-10 reserve guard Bubba Parham, who
were quick enough to stay in front of the Hurricanes’ 5-7 point guard.
It didn’t help that Miami turned the ball over
11 times before halftime, as Alvarado picked
up four of his seven steals for Georgia Tech.
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes had to work hard
to overcome that 20-point deficit that they
looked gassed over the game’s final four-plus
minutes.

Georgia Tech: The Yellow Jackets are in a
five-way tie — locked with Notre Dame, North
Carolina State, Clemson and Syracuse — for
fifth place in the ACC. The top nine teams in
the 15-team conference will have first-round
byes in the conference tournament.
UP NEXT
Miami: The Hurricanes will play host to Virginia on Wednesday night.

Miami Hurricanes lose heartbreaker to defending national champion and 22nd-ranked Virginia
David Furones
By DAVID FURONES
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL |
MAR 04, 2020 | 11:42 PM
| CORAL GABLES
Miami Hurricanes coach Jim Larranaga explains where the miscommunication occurred
as UM fouled late in their 46-44 loss to Virginia.
For 40 minutes, Virginia did what Virginia
does defensively. And then, the Cavaliers
won it at the free-throw line with 8.3 seconds
remaining due to foul shots that resulted from
a Miami Hurricanes miscommunication.
No. 22 Virginia, the defending national champions, played its pack-line defense — which
ranks No. 2 nationally in opponents’ field-goal
percentage and tops in scoring defense —
to grind out a 46-44 win over UM at Watsco
Center on Wednesday night.
The Cavaliers (22-7, 14-5 ACC) won their
seventh straight as they were aided by the illadvised foul late and Miami missing its leading scorer, Chris Lykes, down the stretch.
Sophomore guard Kihei Clark’s two free
throws in the waning moments were the difference after he was fouled by UM guard Harlond Beverly with the score tied.
With Lykes sidelined, senior DJ Vasiljevic
drove to the basket on the Hurricanes’ final
possession, but his driving layup attempt
rolled off and bounced over to Beverly without enough time to get a decent shot off at
the buzzer.
Hurricanes coach Jim Larrañaga said after
the game what led to Beverly fouling Clark
was Larrañaga yelling to officials that he felt
there was a foul earlier and the freshman taking it as instruction to foul.
“I thought Sam Waardenburg got the offensive rebound and got fouled inside, and
I was yelling to the referee, ‘He got fouled!
Foul!’” Larrañaga said. “And Harlond thought
I meant for him to foul as he was listening to
me. So, didn’t get a chance to actually defend
them in the last possession.”
Said Beverly: “I just heard him yell, ‘Foul,’
and I saw there was a little bit of time on the
clock, so I tried to make a play on the ball. ... It
was my fault because I should’ve been more
aware of our foul situation. That was 100 percent on me.”
“I felt bad for him,” said UVA coach Tony Bennett, “but obviously, I was like, ‘We have to

take advantage of this.’”
The Hurricanes (14-15, 6-13) lost their third
straight game after winning three in a row.
“Terrible way to end the game when you’re in
a position to win it,” Larrañaga said.
Virginia’s 7-foot-1 forward Jay Huff scored
the team’s first 17 points, but didn’t score the
rest of the game. Cavaliers forward Mamadi
Diakite scored 10 of his 14 in the second half.
Lykes led the team with 16 points on 7-of-12
shooting before sitting out the final 12:11. He
left with an eye/nose laceration after colliding
with Waardenburg while racing toward the
basket on defense.
“[Lykes] will be on his way to the emergency
room to get X-rays and see how bad the damage is,” Larrañaga said.
Miami wraps up its regular season at home
against Syracuse at 4 p.m. on Saturday.

UM Hurricanes lose 46-44 to Virginia after costly mistake; Lykes injures nose
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
March 4, 2020
The coronavirus scare was evident on the
Watsco Center basketball court Wednesday
night. During pre-game warmups, University
of Miami coach Jim Larranaga and University
of Virginia coach Tony Bennett approached
each other for handshakes, hesitated, and
opted for fist bumps.
Their assistant coaches followed suit, and
the players and referees did elbow and fist
bumps rather than handshakes.
Once the game began, there was contact as
usual and defending national champion Virginia edged the Hurricanes 46-44. Miami was
in position to win the game or send it into overtime with the score tied at 44-44 and under
10 seconds to go, but a miscommunication
between Larranaga and UM freshman guard
Harlond Beverly prevented that chance.
Larranaga, who thought UM forward Sam
Waardenburg was fouled on the previous
play, was yelling “Foul! Foul!” to the referee.
Beverly thought the coach was shouting at
him to foul Kihei Clark, so he did. Clark went
to the line with eight seconds remaining, and
made the game-clinching free throws. UM’s
D.J. Vasiljevic heaved a final-second jumper,
but missed.
In addition to losing the game, the Hurricanes
may have lost point guard Chris Lykes for Saturday’s game against Syracuse – and maybe
longer. Lykes, who led UM with 16 points, left
the court with 12 minutes left after taking an
elbow to the face. He went to the emergency
room to have his nose area X-rayed and his
status is unknown.
“It was one heck of a basketball game, and
then I messed it up at the end,” Larranaga
said. “I thought Sam got the offensive rebound and got fouled inside. And I was yelling
to the referee “Foul, foul” and Harlond thought
I meant for him to foul, he was listening to me,
so we didn’t get a chance to defend them in
that last possession. It was a terrible way to
end a game we were in position to win.”
Beverly took the blame, saying he should
have been paying more attention to the foul
situation. “I just heard him yell `Foul’. I was
my fault, 100 percent on me. I should have
been more aware.”
Even Bennett felt for Beverly.
“I felt bad for him, but we had to take advantage of it,” said Bennett. “We’ll take them

however we can get them. I’m not going to
apologize for the victory, but it was a hard
situation. I have great admiration for Coach
Larranaga and his staff.”
The 22nd-ranked Cavaliers imposed their
trademark Pack Line Defense, ensuring a
low-scoring evening. After 13 minutes, including 5-minute scoring droughts by each team,
the game was tied 9-9. At halftime, Virginia
led Miami 24-23.
“It hasn’t always been aesthetically pleasing,
but we found a way,” said Bennett.
The smallest man on the court, Lykes, scored
14 of Miami’s first 18 points. His night ended
after being hit in the face by teammate Sam
Waardenburg as they both went up for a rebound.
The tallest man on the court, 7-foot-1 center
Jay Huff, scored the first 17 points for the
Cavs (22-7, 14-5 ACC), and was held scoreless the rest of the game.
Miami was hoping to get back on track
Wednesday after a pair of road losses at
Georgia Tech and Notre Dame. They had won
the previous three games, including a 102-95
triple-overtime victory at Virginia Tech.
SYRACUSE UP NEXT
The Hurricanes (14-15, 6-13 ACC) play their
final regular-season game at home Saturday against Syracuse. It will be Senior Day,
a special day for D.J. Vasiljevic, the team’s
lone true senior. The Australian sharpshooter
ranks third all-time at Miami in three-pointers
made (262) and attempted (714). He has
scored 1,231 points during his career.
“It’s been a blur,” Vasiljevic said of his four
years at UM. “I remember Davon Reed taking me under his wing. Now I am trying to do
the same thing with the freshman, my sister in
law and best friend got here last week. Another friend is coming this week. I got emotional
watching Bea (women’s team senior Beatrice
Mompremier) at their Senior Day, and I know
it will be the same for mine.”
Rodney Miller, a redshirt junior, said he will
miss Vasiljevic.
“We’ve been here 4 years, been here together, everybody’s leaving, things go by so fast,”
Miller said. “D.J. made an impact from the first
day. He is one of the best shooters I’ve ever
played with. I’m proud of all his accolades. I
know he’s left his mark, especially the shooting records in practice. I don’t think anyone
will ever break those.”

The ACC Tournament begins Mar. 10 in
Greensboro, N.C.

Senior Vasiljevic seals Miami’s 69-65 OT win over Syracuse
Steve Wine
AP
March 7, 2020
CORAL GABLES, FLA.
Miami Hurricanes senior guard DJ Vasiljevic
launched the final shot of his home career
and triumphantly raised his fist even before
the ball swished through the net.
Vasiljevic’s two free throws with two seconds
left in overtime Saturday sealed Miami’s 69-65
victory over Syracuse.
“I wanted everyone to know the game was
over,” Vasiljevic said. “I was a little emotional,
I’m not going to lie. To get on that free throw
line and score the last point, it means a lot.”
“We haven’t shot the ball well for a long time,
so I don’t think it’s a surprise,” Boeheim said.
“We’re just not making enough shots to win.”
Isaiah Wong had 18 points, nine rebounds,
four assists and three steals for Miami. The
6-3 freshman helped run the offense in place
of an injured Chris Lykes, the Hurricanes’
leading scorer this season.
“I would like for Lykes to play,” Boeheim said.
“Wong is bigger and more difficult for us.
Lykes is a really good player, but Wong is
more of a concern because he’s bigger and
gets to the basket.”
Vasiljevic made five 3-pointers to climb into
second place on the school’s all-time list, and
he scored 17 points. His sister and two best
friends from his native Australia were part of
the crowd.
Miami missed 12 consecutive shots against
Syracuse’s zone early in the second half
and went nearly eight minutes without a field
goal before Vasiljevic sank three consecutive
3-pointers for a 39-all tie.
Afterward, Hurricanes coach Jim Larranaga
grinned as he recalled Vasiljevic jump-starting
the offense.
“My coaches were saying to me, ‘We just
need to get the ball to DJ and let him shoot
every shot,’” Larranaga said.
The Hurricanes saved their best shooting for
overtime, when they went 3 for 6. They shot
37 percent for the game.
Syracuse’s Joe Girard sank a 15-footer with 1
second left to make the score 56-all and force
overtime, but the Orange’s first basket in the
extra period came with 23 seconds left. They
went 0 for 4 from 3-point range in overtime.
Marek Dolezaj led Syracuse with 17 points.

DEALING
Hurricanes forward Keith Stone, operating in
the middle of the Syracuse zone, dished out a
season-high six assists.
“I don’t look at people when I pass,” Stone
said. “I tell them beforehand, ‘Just expect it.
I’m not looking at you.’”
The Hurricanes had a season-high 18 assists.
SIDELINED
Lykes took an elbow to the nose in Wednesday’s loss to Virginia, suffered facial injuries
and likely will miss the league tournament.
BIG PICTURE
The Orange fell to 56-54 in the ACC in the
past six seasons.
With the Hurricanes unlikely to make the postseason, they probably need to win one game
in the league tournament to avoid a second
consecutive losing season, which hasn’t happened to Larranaga since 1991-93 at Bowling
Green.
UP NEXT
Both teams will play in the ACC Tournament
next week in Greensboro, North Carolina. Miami, seeded ninth, will play No. 8 Clemson in
the first round Wednesday.
The Orange, seeded sixth, have a first-round
bye. Hughes’ status for their first game is uncertain.
“He’s gotten hit in the head 20 times this year,”
Boeheim said.

Miami Hurricanes hold on for overtime win over Syracuse on Senior Day
By DAVID FURONES
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL |
MAR 07, 2020 | 7:40 PM
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Miami Hurricanes senior guard DJ Vasiljevic
and forward Keith Stone on the UM Senior
Day win over Syracuse.
A regular season of scattered ups and many
downs for the Miami Hurricanes ended by
sending the UM seniors out the right way.
Despite missing leading scorer in junior guard
Chris Lykes and blowing a late lead in regulation, Miami hung on for a 69-65 overtime win
on Senior Day for guard DJ Vasiljevic and
forward Keith Stone on Saturday evening at
Watsco Center.
The Hurricanes (15-15, 7-13 ACC) finished
the regular season with a victory to rebound
from three consecutive losses. Their only
path to the NCAA Tournament still appears to
be to win the ACC Tournament over the weekend in Greensboro, N.C.
UM will be the No. 9 seed in the tournament,
starting against No. 8 Clemson in a noon tip
on Wednesday. The Hurricanes won their
Dec. 31 meeting at Clemson in overtime.
“The regular season is one season. You put
it behind you,” Miami coach Jim Larrañaga
said postgame. “The postseason, ACC Tournament and beyond, is like a whole ‘nother
season, a whole ‘nother year. We got to rest
[Sunday], fly up to Greensboro and start preparing mentally and physically for Clemson,
our first-round opponent.”
Freshman guard Isaiah Wong led Miami with
18 points, nine rebounds and four assists.
Vasiljevic had 17 points on five 3-pointers.
Kameron McGusty added 13 points.
Syracuse, which finished the regular season
17-14 and 10-10 in ACC play, was led by
17 points and seven rebounds from Marek
Dolezaj. Joseph Girard III had 13 points, including the last two field goals in regulation
to keep the Orange alive for overtime, and
Buddy Boeheim scored 12.
Miami took a five-point lead in overtime on a
Wong 3-pointer with 3:29 remaining as Wong
scored five of the Hurricanes’ first seven
points in the extra period.
Leading 65-62 with 21 seconds left in overtime, Wong was called for a travel in the
backcourt. Quincy Guerrier made one of two
free throws to get Syracuse within two, but
McGusty knocked down a pair at the line to

push the advantage back to two possessions.
After a Jesse Edwards put-back dunk with 3.2
seconds left for the Orange, Vasiljevic went
to the line and calmly knocked down two foul
shots to finish it.

scored before intermission, led by Wong’s six
points.

“A little emotional — not going to lie,” Vasiljevic
said of his final regular season moment at
home. “For me to get on that free-throw line
and score the last point, it means a lot.”

Lykes missed Saturday’s action after exiting
Wednesday’s loss to Virginia with an eye/
nose laceration in the second half. Larrañaga
called Lykes “day to day” leading up to the
ACC Tournament. McGusty started for the
first time since the Hurricanes’ Feb. 12 win
over Boston College.

The Hurricanes surrendered a four-point lead
with 16 seconds left in regulation as Syracuse
sent it to overtime thanks to Joseph Girard
III’s quick layup and jumper from the freethrow line with 1.5 seconds left in regulation.

Syracuse was without ACC’s leading scorer,
Elijah Hughes, down the final stretch. Hughes
finished with eight points in 20 minutes as Orange coach Jim Boeheim said he was dizzy
after getting hit in the back of the head.

It came after Miami forward Sam Waardenburg missed the front end of a one-and-one
to keep UM up by 2.

Before Saturday’s 4 p.m. tip, the UM men’s
basketball Twitter account released video
montages of player quotes honoring the two
seniors — Vasiljevic for his four years at Miami and Stone who played a fifth season at
Miami after first playing at Florida after coming out of Deerfield Beach’s Zion Lutheran.

Waardenburg slammed home a dunk off an
assist from Stone to give the Hurricanes a
54-52 lead with 58 seconds left in regulation.
After UM got a stop, Wong hit a pair of free
throws to make it a two-possession game
with 16 seconds left before the two Girard
baskets tied it.
Vasiljevic hit a 3-pointer with 2:06 remaining
as the shot clock expired on a UM possession
to give Miami a 52-50 lead. Two Dolezaj free
throws brought the teams back even.
Wong’s layup with 3:24 to play gave Miami
a momentary lead after trailing much of the
second half before Dolezaj scored on a layup
for the Orange to give them the lead right
back.
Down 39-33 for Syracuse’s largest lead deep
into the second half, back-to-back Vasiljevic
3-pointers, the second coming with 7:27 remaining, erased the Miami deficit.
Syracuse responded with five consecutive
points, including a Boeheim 3-pointer, but
McGusty answered with a three of his own for
the Hurricanes.
Rodney Miller laid one in off an offensive rebound and assist from Wong to tie it at 44.
The teams then exchanged 3-pointers from
Syracuse’s Girard and Miami’s Wong to remain even, 47-47, with just under four minutes to play.
Neither team led by more than six points in
an even, low-scoring first half that saw Miami
go into the locker room up, 26-24. The Hurricanes were able to get 11 of their first-half
points off second-chance opportunities and
their nine offensive rebounds before halftime.
All eight UM players that saw first-half action

“I’m going to miss playing with DJ a lot because he wanted me to come here and I
wanted to come here and play with him,” said
Stone, who doubled his previous career high
with six assists and added 4 points and six
rebounds on Saturday. “As far as my career
goes, I wouldn’t change nothing for it. Everything happens for a reason. I’m glad I came
here.”

Dawes leads Clemson past Miami 69-64 in ACC Tournament
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
March 11, 2020
GREENSBORO, N.C. -- The Clemson Tigers
began attacking the hole, then charged into
the ACC Tournament quarterfinals.
Struggling from 3-point range, the eighthseeded Tigers used strong drives and 18-of19 shooting from the free-throw line -- all of
those coming in the second half -- to defeat
ninth-seeded Miami 69-64 on Wednesday.
Al-Amir Dawes scored 18 points, Aamir
Simms added 14 points and 10 rebounds and
John Newman had 11 points for Clemson,
which avenged an overtime loss to the Hurricanes on New Year’s Eve.
“They were packed in defensively and all we
had to do was move the ball and find that
gap,” Dawes said of Clemson’s strategy in
the second half. “And when we did just attack
it, look for our teammates and make plays.”
Said Clemson coach Brad Brownell: “The free
throws were big. We made a lot of drives and
cuts. We made aggressive plays.”
In what amounted to a 3-point shooting contest for most of the game, the two teams
combined for 58 attempts, making just 18.
Brownell said it largely because the teams
were collapsing in the paint, forcing the opposition to fire up 3s.
“Sometimes defenses dictate what you do,”
Brownell said of the Tigers, who were 7 of 22
from long range.
Both teams entered with 15-15 records, looking to keep their postseason berths alive.
This game was every bit as tight as the first
matchup with neither team leading by more
than seven points until Clemson took over
late.
The Tigers outscored Miami 16-11 in the final
four minutes, including an 11-0 run.
With the game tied at 53, Curran Scott made
two free throws and Dawes added four more
from the line to put the Tigers ahead by six.
Hunter Tyson then drilled a critical 3-pointer
from the top of the key and Dawes added two
more free throws to give Clemson its biggest
lead of the game at 64-53 with 1:04 remaining.
Tyson finished with eight points off the bench,
all in the second half, to give the Tigers a lift.
“He’s a confident person, so it doesn’t sur-

prise me in the least that he’s going to raise
up and shoot a 3 with a minute and a half to
go in a game” Brownell said of Tyson.
Things got a little scary at the end for Clemson after Isaiah Wong stole an inbound pass
and converted a baseline 3 to cut the lead to
68-64. Miami’s Anthony Walker added another steal and was fouled, but missed both free
throws with 10 seconds left.
Five-foot-7 point guard Chris Lykes led Miami
with 21 points off the bench including five 3s
despite playing with a mask on his face after getting kneed in the head in a game last
week.
“Once I’m out there, it’s no restrictions, it’s no
complaints,” Lykes said. “I’ve just got to do
what I know I can do, and my teammates did
a good job of getting me in rhythm early and
just telling me keep going.”
After the game Miami coach Jim Larranaga
praised the career of Vasiljevic, the team’s
senior guard, who finished with 17 points.
“He’s as hard a worker as you’ll find in college, and he’s a limited athlete,” Larranaga
said. “He doesn’t think so, but he’s not the
run-and-jump athlete that some of guys in the
ACC are. And yet he’s been able to compete
at such a high level because of his work ethic,
his intelligence, his basketball IQ,”
BIG PICTURE
Miami: The Hurricanes lacked an inside game
and relied too heavily on long 3s. It caught
up to them as they finished just 11 of 36 from
beyond the arc. Outside of Lykes, the team
was just six of 25 from beyond the arc.
Clemson: The Tigers are going to live and die
by the 3-pointer, so they will have to shoot
better than 7 of 22 to move ahead in the ACC
Tournament.
UP NEXT
Miami: Season is over.
Clemson: Moves on to face No. 1 seed Florida State on Thursday in the quarterfinals. It
should be an interesting game as the Tigers
avenged a 19-point loss to the Seminoles on
Dec. 8 with a 70-69 upset on Feb. 29 at home.

No. 8 Clemson gets past No. 9 Miami in ACC tournament. Next up: No. 1 Florida State.
Jonas Pope IV
March 11, 2020
The State
Clemson survived, somehow, some way.
What went wrong? Coach Brad Brownell and
his staff will worry about that in film session as
they prepare for their next game. For now, thank
goodness, there is a next round to worry about.
The Tigers advanced to the ACC tournament
quarterfinals with a 69-64 win over Miami on
Wednesday. With the win, Clemson will take
on No. 1 Florida State at 12:30 p.m. on Thursday. The No. 8 Tigers will have the attention of
the Seminoles this time. On Feb. 29, Clemson
upset FSU, then ranked No. 6 in the country,
70-69.
“Great win for our guys. I thought we played
very well defensively throughout,” Brownell
said. “The longer the game went, I thought we
got into a better rhythm, I thought our pace was
better, and certainly the ability to make free
throws down the stretch by Al was big, as well.”
At times against Miami (15-16) it looked like the
Tigers were headed to another early exit from
the tournament. Clemson (15-16) dropped its
last two ACC tournament games, bowing out in
the first round in 2019.
But a flash of brilliance midway through the
second half was enough to get the Tigers some
separation and another shot at the Seminoles.
“We knew at the end of stretch we were going to
have to come in and make some free throws,”
Clemson freshman Al-Amir Dawes said. “We
were just being smart with the ball.”
After both teams struggled to score in the first
half — Clemson went on a six minute drought.
The teams traded baskets — and the lead — for
much of the second.
The Tigers, no strangers to trailing at the break,
came back in the second half to win for the
sixth time this season, tied for the most times
in school history.
“That’s a good thing on this team,” Dawes said.
“We never give up, we don’t give up at all. That’s
what makes our team great. Whenever we are
in those situations we never fold.”
After a pair of Curran Scott free throws tied the
game at 46, John Newman III threw one down
on a fastbreak for the lead. Moments later, forward Amir Simms, hit a pair from the line to keep
Clemson in front after a long three from Chris
Lykes.
Lykes missed one from the top of the key on
Miami’s next possession and Simms’ three on
the other end put the Tigers in front by four. The
Hurricanes tied the game at 53 after consecutive layups. But Clemson used a late 6-0 run to

take a six-point lead with less than two minutes
remaining.
After forcing a turnover by Lykes, Hunter Tyson
nailed a three from the top of the key that all but
sealed it. Or so fans thought. The Hurricanes
forced a turnover, then got a three from Isaiah
Wong to make it a four-point game with 10 seconds remaining. Anthony Walker missed two
free throws after another Clemson turnover and
Simms was sent to the line. He hit one of two
free throws with nine seconds left. The Tigers
went 18-19 from the foul line, all in the second
half.
“Yeah, the free throws were big. You’re trying to
close out games and really we were aggressive
in executing our offense, and so we made a lot
of drives and made some cuts,” Brownell said.
“I think Al made a great back cut off a post feed,
and so we made aggressive offensive plays that
resulted in drawing fouls. So pleased because
that’s really -- for our team, our team is about
executing. We have to execute. We’re not physically as dominating as most of the teams we
play in this league, and so it’s a little bit more of
a challenge for us to score at the rim, to score in
the paint without executing.”
Miami went on a three-minute scoring drought
and Clemson hit seven straight free throws,
plus a layup by Newman to win the game.
“We’ve had like five games were we’ve been
down 10 and came back and won,” Newman
said. “Being down doesn’t really (bother) us. In
our locker room the message was keep grinding
and just keep going at it. We felt like we were
the better team and would come out on top.”
Dawes led the Tigers with 18, while Simms finished with 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Waiting for the Tigers will be an FSU team who’s
last lost was to Clemson a few weeks ago.
“Going into tomorrow we’re not looking back on
the first two times we played Florida State think
like it’s going to go like that again,” Simms said.
“We’ve got to refocus, watch film, learn from
our mistakes and see if we can apply. We don’t
question our confidence because we know we
can do it, we have the evidence, coach told us
we have the evidence that we can compete with
the best of the best and going into tomorrow
we’re just going to try to play our game and not
let their game affect us.”
AND ONE
Clemson improved to 15-13 all-time against
Miami, and snapped a two-game losing streak
to the Hurricanes. Miami won the only regularseason meeting 73-68 in overtime. Newman
said they are a different team now than they
were in December.
“I think we are just most mature,” Newman said.
“We still have a ways to go, we are a more mature team, we just keep fighting and gradually

we found more ways to win.”
PERSONAL FOUL
Clemson didn’t attempt a free throw in the first
half. All 19 of their attempts came in the second
half. Were the Tigers more aggressive?
“That was a part of is,” Dawes said. “The other
part was being poised and just making the right
play for your team and trying to get the win and
advance to the next round.”
ICYMI
The game was a homecoming for Clemson
sophomore guard John Newman III. Newman
played at Greensboro Day. During the starting
lineups, Newman was introduced last to a loud
ovation behind the Clemson bench. Newman
scored 11 points Wednesday.
“It felt great to be home,” Newman said. “Everything I did out there felt a little more special to
me today because I had people from my home
town, my family, friends, people I grew up with.
It was good to play in front of them for the first
time in my college career.”
It was his third time playing in the Greensboro
Coliseum.
MAKING SENSE OF THE NUMBERS
19: After not attempting a free throw in the opening 20 minutes, Clemson shot 19 in the second
half. The only free throw they missed was the
last attempt by Simms. Newman said he would
make sure Simms heard about it.
“For sure,” Newman said. “He gives us a hard
time, so I’m going to give him a hard time.”
6: Clemson has come back after trailing at
the half and won six times this season, tying
a school record. The Tigers did it six times in
1989-90 and again in 2013-14.
5: Number of ACC tournament wins by coach
Brownell.
BOX SCORE
MIAMI (15-16): Stone 3-8 0-0 6, Waardenburg
0-3 0-0 0, McGusty 5-15 0-0 12, Vasiljevic 6-11
2-2 17, Wong 3-9 1-1 8, Lykes 7-16 2-2 21,
Miller 0-1 0-0 0, Beverly 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-63
5-7 64.
CLEMSON (16-15): Simms 5-8 3-4 14, Dawes
4-7 8-8 18, Newman 5-9 1-1 11, Trapp 1-4 0-0
3, Mack 3-7 0-0 7, Scott 1-6 6-6 8, Tyson 3-5
0-0 8, Jemison 0-1 0-0 0, Hemenway 0-0 0-0 0.
Totals 22-47 18-19 69.
Halftime—Miami 23-21. 3-Point Goals—Miami
11-36 (Lykes 5-11, Vasiljevic 3-7, McGusty 2-9,
Wong 1-4, Waardenburg 0-2, Stone 0-3), Clemson 7-22 (Dawes 2-4, Tyson 2-4, Simms 1-2,
Trapp 1-3, Mack 1-4, Newman 0-1, Scott 0-4).
Rebounds—Miami 31 (Waardenburg 8), Clemson 29 (Simms 10). Assists—Miami 6 (Wong 3),
Clemson 11 (Simms 4). Total Fouls—Miami 16,
Clemson 10.

Former Hurricanes star Shane Larkin voices concern over Turkish league’s lack of coronavirus response
By DAVID FURONES
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL |
MAR 13, 2020 | 12:26 PM
Shane Larkin, the former star point
guard for the Miami Hurricanes men’s
basketball team who has also played
in the NBA, voiced concern over his
Turkish league’s lack of response to the
coronavirus outbreak on social media on
Friday.
“In no way do I mean any disrespect to
any of the decision makers that are responsible for handling this corona virus
pandemic, but I do not understand why
the Turkish League is continuing to play
when every other league in the world is
either suspended or cancelled,” Larkin,
who plays for Anadolu Efes of the Basketball Super League in Turkey and EuroLeague, wrote on Twitter.
“I understand playing games behind
closed doors makes things somewhat
safer but that is NOT safe enough. As
a basketball player there is nothing we
enjoy more than going out there, playing games, and competing against each
other but right now with the virus spreading more and more the risk is only greater than what it was before.
“So playing in these games is just not
worth it. This is completely my opinion
and I’m sure a lot of the other players
feel similar. I just want everybody’s
safety to be the first priority and I believe
canceling the league or suspending
games until we have a better control or
understanding of the virus is best.”
Larkin’s statement comes in the aftermath of the NBA suspending its season
on Wednesday night and the NCAA deciding on Thursday to cancel its men’s
and women’s college basketball tournaments, along with all other winter and
spring championships.
Larkin, who is the son of Major League
Baseball Hall of Fame shortstop Barry
Larkin, was Atlantic Coast Conference
Player of the Year as a sophomore for
the Miami basketball team in 2013.

Shane Larkin helped lead the Hurricanes to the ACC’s regular season and
conference tournament title that season,
averaging 14.5 points, 4.6 assists, 3.8
rebounds and two steals per game. The
year prior at UM, he was named to the
conference’s All-Freshman team.
Leaving Miami after his sophomore
season, he was drafted with the No. 18
pick in the 2013 NBA draft by the Atlanta
Hawks and then traded to the Dallas
Mavericks. He played four NBA seasons
for four different teams — the Mavericks,
New York Knicks, Brooklyn Nets and
Boston Celtics — averaging 5.5 points,
2.9 assists and 1.9 rebounds per game
in his NBA career.
In Turkey, Larkin became a champion
and Finals MVP in 2019. On Nov. 29,
Larkin set a EuroLeague single-game
scoring record with 49 points against FC
Bayern Munich.

Here’s why Hurricanes hoops next year could resemble UM’s 2013 ACC championship team
By DAVID FURONES
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL |
MAR 20, 2020 | 5:13 PM
When the Miami Hurricanes men’s basketball
team returned from Greensboro, N.C. after
getting eliminated on March 11 in the ACC
Tournament, coach Jim Larrañaga’s plan was
already to give players two weeks off from
basketball.
With the Ivy League, the day prior, being the
first to cancel its conference tournament due
to coronavirus concerns, Larrañaga knew
the snowball would only continue rolling with
further cancellations in college basketball’s
postseason.
It’s now evident UM, like so many other teams
across all sports, will spend far more than two
weeks away. Players have gone back to their
hometowns for social distancing, but for Larrañaga’s staff, the focus is already on next
season, one that could have some promise
for the Hurricanes as they aim to rebound
from a 15-16 campaign.
“Even though we can’t practice and our players are not on campus, my staff and I are
working very diligently toward preparing for
next season,” Larrañaga told the South Florida Sun Sentinel by phone on Friday.
Miami’s roster for the 2020-21 season could
present a fine combination of senior leadership and talented youth. Rising seniors in
guards Chris Lykes and Kameron McGusty
to go with big men Rodney Miller, Sam
Waardenburg and Nysier Brooks , a Cincinnati transfer eligible next season after sitting
out the last, could set a strong foundation.
It looks a lot, on the surface, like arguably
UM’s most successful basketball team in its
history.
“I actually compared next year’s team to that
2013 team where we had five seniors,” said
Larrañaga.
That team won Miami’s only ACC title, was
ranked as high as No. 2 in the Associated
Press poll, earned a No. 2 seed in the NCAA
Tournament and reached the Sweet 16. It too
had three senior bigs with a pair of senior
guards: Reggie Johnson, Kenny Kadji, Julian
Gamble, Durand Scott and Trey McKinneyJones.
All that experience, of course, was complemented by the Hurricanes’ star sophomore
point guard that season, Shane Larkin. Larkin
had team highs in points (14.5), assists (4.6)
and steals (2) per game before he declared

early for the NBA draft.
Isaiah Wong is a candidate to make the leap
necessary to be a similar player after he averaged 14.2 points over Miami’s last 13 games
of his freshman campaign.
“Hopefully, Isaiah Wong can take the jump
that Shane Larkin did during the offseason,”
Larrañaga said. “That would really solidify us,
I think, as a team to be reckoned with next
year.”
Along with Wong, UM’s two other freshmen
from the past season, guard Harlond Beverly
and forward Anthony Walker, can build off
their rookie seasons. Larrañaga is eager to
get back to working on development with his
rising sophomores once student-athletes are
cleared to return to campus and resume team
activities.
The Hurricanes lose the toughness of redshirt senior power forward Keith Stone, but
Brooks’ eligibility will help inside.
“Tremendous defender, rebounder, shot
blocker and a vocal leader,” Larrañaga said.
“I think he and Rodney Miller can be, for next
year’s team, what Reggie Johnson and Julian
Gamble were for the 2013 team.”
Miami will also have forward/center Deng
Gak available after he had each of his past
two seasons cut short due to knee injuries.
The Hurricanes lose the shooting of guard DJ
Vasiljevic, but the addition of Matt Cross, the
signed four-star forward recruit out of New
Hampshire, will help in that area.
“We kind of expect Matt Cross to be our DJ
Vasiljevic,” Larrañaga said. “An outstanding
three-point shooter. The difference is DJ was
a 6-2 guard, Matt’s a 6-7 forward or wing, but
he’s an outstanding three-point shooter and a
tough, hard-nosed guy.”
Miami also has forward Earl Timberlake, a
five-star prospect according to Rivals, committed but not signed. Due to NCAA rules,
Larrañaga is not able discuss recruits that are
not yet signed. He did, however, note that he
anticipates three scholarship additions to the
roster, including Brooks and Cross as two of
them.
Larrañaga also noted he does not expect any
returning players with remaining eligibility to
transfer out.
Among items on Larrañaga’s offseason to-do
list, assisting Vasiljevic and Stone in the process of transitioning to professional basket-

ball. Vasiljevic has selected an agent and will
be looking into opportunities while Stone is in
the process of selecting an agent.

Hurricanes return home, coaches looking for transfers
By Christopher Stock
March 20, 2020
247Sports

“We’ve got—I wouldn’t say a long list, but a
pretty specific list of guys that we are looking
at.”

The Miami Hurricanes completed their season before the NCAA announced it was over
because they were not expected to participate in a postseason tournament following a
15-16 campaign.

With the addition of Cross and the expected
addition of four-star forward Earl Timberlake,
who is a verbal commit, but did not sign in the
fall, the Hurricanes are set to have 11 players
for the season with two openings as teams
are allowed 13 scholarship players per NCAA
rules.

Head coach Jim Larranaga sent his players
home to be with their families once the cancellations began.
“We got back from the ACC Tournament and
it hit that the tournament was cancelled and
the NCAA Tournament was cancelled so all of
our players went home,” Larranaga said. “Our
message was to stay safe, hibernate, quarantine yourself, avoid the coronavirus, be with
your family, and stay healthy.”
Larranaga, who is in daily contact with the
players, also urged his players to have a successful end of the academic semester with
classes resuming, online, on Monday.
“There’s no more classroom work, but there’s
still classes and with your courses you need
to stay on top of that,” he has directed to his
players.
Miami had its second consecutive losing season during an injury-riddled year, going 7-13
in conference play and earning the 9-seed in
the ACC Tournament. The Hurricanes have a
number of players set to return for the 202021 season including six of the team’s top seven scorers from this past season in addition
to adding Cincinnati transfer center Nysier
Brooks and four-star recruit Matt Cross to the
mix.
“I think if we stay healthy I’d be much more
encouraged,” Larranaga said. “But I was
pretty optimistic this season. If we had kept
Deng Gak, Keith Stone, Chris Lykes, and Kameron McGusty healthy it would have been a
far better year. When we lost Keith Stone on
Dec. 31 that killed us in the month of January. When we lost Deng Gak in November
that killed us for the remainder of the season
and then when we lost our two leading scorers, Chris Lykes and Kameron McGusty, that
totally destroyed any chance that we had of
beating the quality opponents we were playing in January.”
Even with a number of players set to return,
Larranaga and his staff have been actively
searching for transfers.
“We’re very active right now,” Larranaga said.

Landing a transfer could be tough given the
current state of recruiting right now with visits
called off.
“I think it’s a little bit harder with all of the kids
entering the transfer portal because all of
them must feel like if I’m going to transfer, am
I willing to do it without taking an official visit
and basically looking into the school by communicating with the coaches over the phone
because right now there are no official visits
and there might not be for the remainder of
the semester or even the summer,” Larranaga said.

Here’s what UM basketball Jim Larranaga, his players are doing during quarantine
Michelle Kaufman
Miami Herald
March. 23, 2020
The college basketball season is over, and
March Madness turned to March Sadness.
But University of Miami coach Jim Larranaga
is trying to remain busy and optimistic as he
self-quarantines during the coronavirus pandemic.
A numbers-cruncher even in normal offseasons, Larranaga is spending extra time dissecting the Atlantic Coast Conference and
NCAA statistics of this past season to see
what successful teams did well and what the
Hurricanes need to improve on.
He is group-texting his players every day. And
doing a lot of recruiting by telephone, as no
campus or home visits are permitted.
“After we got back from the ACC tournament,
the coronavirus thing exploded and basically
almost all our players went home,” Larranaga
said.
Harlond Beverly went to Detroit. Anthony
Walker went to Baltimore. Isaiah Wong went
to New Jersey. Kam McGusty went to Houston. Rodney Miller went to Brooklyn.
Chris Lykes, Deng Gak and Sam Waardenburg stayed because they share an apartment in Kendall. Waardenburg was planning
to head back to New Zealand this week.
All the student-athletes resumed classes online Monday.
“I’ve been very busy, texting my players, my
staff, recruits, doing statistical research, everything I normally do, except I can’t travel to
see recruits and they can’t come visit us on
campus,” he said.
The NCAA stopped recruiting visits on or off
campus until April 15, and then the they will
re-evaluate.
Signing day? “Who the heck knows now,” Larranaga said.
It is normally the second week in April, but it
was moved to third Wednesday in April, and it
might be pushed back to a later date.
Miami has oral commitments from two highly
touted recruits – five-star 6-6 forward Earl
Timberlake of the Washington, D.C., area and
6-7 forward Matt Cross of the Boston area,
who averaged 23.3 points and 9.5 rebounds
for his AAU team.

The Hurricanes lost D.J. Vasiljevic and Keith
Stone to graduation, but return Lykes, McGusty, Wong, Miller, Gak, Waardenburg, Beverly, Walker, and center Nysier Brooks, who
sat out last season after transferring from
Cincinnati. Brooks, 6-11 and 240, is expected
to be a team leader.
“He adds an entirely different dimension because he’s a combination of Tonye Jakiri and
Reggie Johnson,” Larranaga said. “He can
do the things defensively that Tonye could
do, but he can do the things Reggie could do
and so I’m looking at is as Reggie and Julian
Gamble gave us a one-two punch in the post
that we haven’t had since they graduated.
Now, we’ll have Nysier and Miller, who made
tremendous strides. If they can play together
like Reggie and Julian did, we can have a
heck of a post position.”
The Canes finished 15-16 overall this season
and 7-13 in the ACC. Larranaga says injuries
to Lykes, McGusty, Gak and Stone were really hurt.
“We never were able to develop stability because of injuries,” he said. “We were never at
full strength for any length of time where you
could develop a strong foundation and good
substitution pattern.
“If we can keep everyone healthy, we’ll be in
a much better place next season than we are
right now.
“We came in with a certain philosophy and
approach to building a program and we did
that for seven years. Then, we had something
totally out of our control impact our recruiting
(the FBI investigation). We are now back to
where we want to be.”

Anthony Walker can be a “real surprise” if improvements are made
By Christopher Stock
247Sports
March 31, 2020
Head coach Jim Larranaga wants to see a
number of improvements from power forward
Anthony Walker following his freshman season.
Walker, a 6-foot-9 former three-star prospect
from Baltimore, Md., appeared in 25 of Miami’s 31 games this past season, averaging
3.3 points and 2.1 rebounds in 13.1 minutes
as a reserve.
He showed flashes including a season-high
14 against North Carolina and scoring nine in
the season opener against then No. 5-ranked
Louisville. There was also a three-block performance against Connecticut and grabbing
seven rebounds against N.C. State.
Promote health. Save lives. Serve the vulnerable. Visit who.int
But there was also stretches were Walker had
his minutes cut, including a stretch where he
appeared in 22 minutes over a six-game span
and only playing the final seconds of Miami’s
final game against Clemson in the ACC Tournament.
Still, Larranaga believes Walker has a chance
to be a productive player if improvements are
made in the offseason.
“Anthony Walker has a huge upside,” Larranaga said. “What we talked to him about is
the four levels of commitment he’s going to
need to make in order to make the advancement in his game so he can really be a major
contributor next year. Those four levels are
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. The
fifth goal is he’s got to improve, he’s got to get
stronger, he’s got to be physically tougher.”
Walker’s improvement with his mental approach to the game, which includes the aforementioned emotional and spiritual areas.
“I think he learned a lot, but he still has a lot
more to learn,” Larranaga said. “He’s got to
learn his strengths and weaknesses, he’s got
to learn our opponents better with the kind of
guys he has to guard, he’s got to learn guard
a bigger guy and then switch on to a smaller
guy. Mentally he’s got to really develop a
higher basketball IQ. Emotionally he needs
to improve his ability to handle adversity.
He’s so young and he’s very inexperience so
when things go bad for him, he would often
times feel sorry for himself. We need him to
get tougher emotionally and not get down on
himself so easily.

“Spiritually he needs to be all about the team.
He needs to do whatever the team needs
him to do because if he does he’s going to
be a real surprise, maybe the most improved
player in the ACC next year. He has that kind
of potential.”
Walker turned 19 last month and is still new
to the game, giving Larranaga and the staff
encouragement he can have a bright future.
Walker is one of five frontcourt players looking to be in the mix next season with centers Nysier Brooks and Rodney Miller and
forwards Sam Waardenburg and Deng Gak,
who is recovering from his second seasonending knee injury.
Brooks, Miller, and Waardenburg will be seniors, making Walker’s development important for when they leave.

In DeMatha’s Earl Timberlake, Miami is getting a true two-way competitor
By Michael Errigo
Washington Post
May 5, 2020
Jim Larrañaga has been recruiting in the D.C.
area for a long time. Before he took the coaching job at Miami in 2011, Larrañaga spent 14
years at George Mason, building conference
champions and tournament Cinderellas with
local talent. In 2006, when the Patriots became a March sensation with their run to the
Final Four, eight of the players on their roster
were from the District, Maryland or Virginia.
“I’ve told everybody that will listen that I believe the [Washington Catholic Athletic Conference] and the AAU programs in the greater
D.C. area are the best competition in the
country,” Larrañaga said. “There is no place
that produces the caliber of Division I players
that the Washington, D.C., area does.”
Larrañaga and his assistants keep tabs on
the talent in the WCAC, so they were aware
of Earl Timberlake, the Hurricanes’ most recent signee, when he joined DeMatha after
his freshman season at Rock Creek Christian. But their interest in him grew as they
chased other players in the conference. The
staff likes to ask a prospect which opponent
gives him the most trouble defensively.
“And almost every guy that we have spoken
to and asked that question who has played
against Earl says Earl!” Larrañaga said with a
laugh. “They don’t even hesitate.”
That’s exactly the type of thing the 6-foot-6,
215-pound swingman likes to hear. All high
school basketball prospects, as they go
through the recruiting process, have an ideal
scouting report in mind. There is a specific
description they want to earn, a specific way
they want evaluators to see them.
2020 Winter All-Met: Boys’ basketball first
team, second team, and honorable mention
“I wanted them to know that I cared only
about winning and that I prided myself on the
defensive end,” Timberlake said a few hours
after signing his letter-of-intent April 15. “I’m
not just someone that can score and pass; I’m
an all-around player that can do anything my
coach needs me to do to win.”
DeMatha Coach Mike Jones always appreciated that willingness. In his three years with
the Stags, Timberlake, who averaged 16.5
points and 10 rebounds as a senior, helped
the program win two WCAC championships.
In every game, the dynamic wing wanted to
defend the opponent’s top player. With DeMatha’s schedule, that meant going head-tohead with some of the best prospects in the

country.
“He doesn’t just want to stop his man from
scoring; he wants to dominate his man defensively,” Jones said. “He does not want them
to ever score. He does not want them to ever
relax when he’s on them. That’s his mission.”
Timberlake’s two-way efforts earned him a
bunch of Division I scholarship offers. Miami
joined the fray early in the summer after his junior season. That July, he cut his list to seven:
Alabama, Miami, North Carolina, Pittsburgh,
Providence, Seton Hall and South Carolina.
Miami had an advantage because it had landed a WCAC star three years earlier: Gonzaga
guard Chris Lykes, the 2017 All-Met Player of
the Year. Timberlake was familiar with Lykes
and peppered him with questions about the
program and campus life. His family spoke
with Lykes’s family, looking for an honest
evaluation of their experience.
In September, he took an official visit to Coral
Gables, Fla. The campus was beautiful, the
players seemed close, and the coach talked
to him straight. Timberlake liked all of that.
But more than anything, he liked that his family also enjoyed it there.
“It’s hard to stick out to my family,” he said
with a laugh.
Timberlake committed to the Hurricanes on
Nov. 4, his 19th birthday. Rated a five-star recruit by Rivals and a four-star by 247 Sports,
he is one of the most celebrated prospects
Miami has ever signed. The Hurricanes are
in the midst of a rebuild, having gone 15-16
overall and 7-13 in ACC play this past season.
With Timberlake joining Lykes, who led the
team with 15.4 points per game last season,
Miami will feature two of the most decorated
WCAC standouts in recent years. Jones, who
has seen a parade of top prospects graduate
from DeMatha, said the player headed south
is as good as advertised.
“Earl Timberlake could possibly be the best
defender in college basketball, best two-way
player in college basketball, next year,” Jones
said. “Quite clearly, he is college ready.”

